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2. AIM OF THE RESEARCH 
When a fault develops in a chemical plant process, 
the plant operator must identify the fault rapidly and 
take immediate corrective action. 
The interaction of process factors varies from fairly 
to highly complex (in extreme cases, this interaction 
is not yet fully understood even by chemical engineers) 
and. consequences of faults can.occur in chainreactions. 
The operators task is to control all process parameters 
until the plant is brought back to normal conditions. 
Doing this, he is fully aware of the fact, that the 
consequences of wrong corrective action or failure 
to bring the plant under control can be grave in 
economic terms, extremely serious (lethal) in terms 
of the operator's hazards and potentially catastrophic. 
Thus a considerable amount of stress can be built up, 
which is potentially interfering with the "cool" re-
quired to succeed in overcoming the emergency as 
quicklY and efficiently as possible. 
This project attempts to explore presumed correletions 
between personality factors and performance under stress. 
Where such correlations exist in significant manifesta-
tion, their rank of magnitude was esteblished and their 
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6. 
3. PERSONALITY FACTORS AND COPING IN STRESSfUL SITUATIONS: 
A BRIEf REVIE'i1 \'IITH PARTICULAR REFERENCE TO THIS 
INVESTIGATION. 
In LAZARUS' model of coping with stress (Lazarus 1966) 
he found that personality factors influence the 
appraisal of' threat as well as determining the coping 
process and the secondary appraisal of threat. He 
states: 
"Three main classes of factors in the individual 
psychological structure influence threat apprai-
sal. They do so by providing the capacity and 
dispositional bases for interpreting the 
significance of the stimulus cues. 
The three classes are: 
I motivational characteristics of the indivi-
dual; 
2 belief systems concerning transactions with 
the environment; 
3 intellectual resources, education, and 
sophistication ". 
These personality factors shape the inferences the indivi-
dual can and will make about the stimulus configuration. 
In discussing and specifying these three categories 
LAZARUS summarises that 
I The pattern and the strength of the motiva-
tion determines stress reactions. Situations 
will be appraised as threatening to the extent 
thet they communicate with important goals; 
2 Belief systems that deal "lith the confron-
tation of threat, e.g. beliefs that the 
environment was hostile and dangerous, could 
shape threat appraisal in any situation. 



















He argues that such general beliefs about the 
environment and one's ability to deal with 
it probably underlie (chro-ic) anxiety, and 
that thus anxiety is the original dispositio-
nal trait, if interpreted as the disposition 
to be threatened in a wide (or narrow) variety 
of situations; 
2 Intellectual resources play an important 
part in influencing threat appraisal, but 
they are nondirectional with respect to 
whether they yield greater or less threat • 
The conclusion is drawn that although the 
influence is non-directional, it does appear 
that lack of sophistication should increase 
the prospects of incorrect evaluations of the 
situation. 
HO~J personality traits may affect coping with stress can 
be divided ;nto three main categories. LAZARUS states: 
"The factors wi thin the psychological structure 
that we shall discuss as influencing coping 
include some which do so by affecting secondary 
appraisal, some which do so directly because 
they refer to capacities, and some which are 
treated as dispositional variables which are 
neutral with respect to this issue of how they 
work. 
We shall consider four classes of factors within 
the psychological structure that influence 
coping: 
1 pattern of motivation, 
2 ego resources, 
3 defensive dispositions, 
4 general beliefs about the environment and 





























These four classes can be summarized with respect to 
the direction of influence as follows: 
Motivation determines which kind of action 
poses additional threat via a psycho-economic 
decision within the secondary appraisal and 
therefore influences the coping process 
indirectly. 
Certain ego ·resources, especially the capacity 
for impulse control and ego strength, influence 
coping directly rather than via appraisal. 
Those defensive dispositions (i.e. persona-
lity traits comprising the tendency to USe' 
one or another type of defense when the 
individual is threatened) that influence 
the reaction to threat in a particular way, 
are: 
tendency to cope or avoid 
the trait of' "defensiveness" (tendency to 
deny weakness in oneself) 
perceptual defence tendencies (e.g. 
sensitisation vs. repression) 
consistency and/or generality of defence 
Beliefs about one's. resources influence the 
individual's choice how to cope via secondary 
appraisal. LAZARUS however emphasises that 
this cognitive determination does not imply 
that the coping process is conscious, ratio-
nal, or adaptive; any irrationality does 
not come from the interposition of emotion 
in thought, but is a reflection of the 
particular cognitive structure of the indi-
vidual which disposes him to interpret situa-
tions in particular ways. 
LAZARUS' theorem of interaction between personality 


























1 Personality traits 
Anxiety 
(as the disposition to be 
threatened by situations 
consequential to and/or 
implied by belief systems 
concerning transactions 
with the environment) 
Defense dispositions 
Ego resources 
2 Cognitive belief systems 
These include the cognitive 
aspects of such belief 
systems that underlie 
anxiety and general beliefs 
about aspects of the envi-
ronment (irrespective of 
their rationality) and 
concerning one's ability_ 
4 Intellectual resources 
(intelligence and sophisti-
cation) 
INFLUENCE ON STRESS 
REACTION 
primary threat appraisal 
determines coping via 
secondary appraisal 
primary threat appraisal 
• 
cop~ng process v~a S8-
condary threat appraisal 
coping process and 
coping strategy 
• • 
cop~ng process v~a 
secondary threat apprai-
sal. 
primary and secondary 
threat appraisal, non-




























Research since then (1966) seems to have accepted this 
theorem in general. 
The research activities in relation to derivatives and 
components of the overall theory can be divided into 
two principle parts, according to the breadth of 
approach. 
Two selected studies which are of relevance to this 
investigation may be taken as examples of the broader 
approach, i.e. where it was attempted to establish 
connections between a battery of personality factors, 
several stress reactions and a variety of performance 
criteria, and the aim was the establishment of syndromes 
with respect to predictive quality rather than an in-depth 
exploration of the interaction of single variables. 
JENNINGS, KREUZ & ROSE (1974) related military performan-
ce to measures of personality and stress. The design 
they used was a parallel one, i.e. personality measures 
and stress measures were equally and unilaterally valued 
as one-dimensional variables for the pTedictian of 
performance as the dependent variable. Ss were 69 
candidates of an Officer Candidate School (OCS). The 
hypothesis put under test was that certain personality 
factors and styles of coping with stress should be 
predictor variables for the performance of candidates/ 
officers during and after OCS. 
Their findings distinguished between performance as 
officers (after graduation from OCS) and performance 
during the course (expressed as Class-standing). Certain 
personality-factors and "maturational II variables seemed 
to correlate favourab~e with performance as officers, 
while no relation was found between coping with stress 
and the performance on duty as officers. 
The data presented indicates that there may be a cross-
correlation between personality traits, the occurrence 


















(The correlation-coefficients found, however, were so 
small and mostly insignificant, that, in a strict statis-
tical sence, no conclusion whatsoever should have been 
drawn) 0 
The second study, that uses a similar approach, is the 
investigation of J. DANIELS (1973) about personality 
trai ts and the adaption to "psychological" stress. *) 
DANIELS supposes that previous research has implied that 
through the adaption to stress conditions, certain 
psychological and physiological indicators in the indi-
vidual's stress reaction show a tendency to change and 
then differ from those observed under short-term stress. 
The obj ective of his study was to examine how and if 
personali ty traits, "'hich are considered· to be relatively 
stable, become altered under the effect of adaption to 
longer-term stress-conditions. Scores for personality 
traits (measured by the 16PF) were obtained from 85 
parachutists, 40 experienced and 45 novice (first-time) 
. jumpers 0 
DANIELS found that experienced parachutists showed high-
er scores in Factor A (Affectothymia), in Factor B 
(Scholastic Mental Ability) in Factor C (Ego Strength), 
in Factor E (Dominance) in Factor G (Superego Strength), 
in Factor Ql (Radicalism) and in Factor Q2 (Self-
sufficiency) • 
Expressing these findings in Cattells second and third 
stratum factors (Cattell et al. 1970), this means that 
experienced jumpers are higher on "Strength" (3rd-
stratum factor), lower on "Anxiety" (2nd - stratum factor) 
and higher on "Independence" (2nd stratum factor). 
*) = Adopting the distinction babveen psychological 
and physiological stress after Lamb (1976), as 
mentioned below, one would rather classify the 






















From data presented ho~ever, it is not conclusive that 
'these differences are in any correlation to' any adaption 
to stress that may be present in experienced parachutists. 
What is shown is that experienced parachutists differ 
in certain personality traits from individuals who try 
parachute jumping for the first time. It is equally 
likely that there is a selection process: only indivi-
duals with the configuration of personality traits con-
ducive to endure stress, as shown by Daniel, become 
experienced parachute jumpers, the remaining proportion 
of novices drop out due to lack of sufficient coping 
"ability". *) 
However, for the question, which set of personality traits 
correlates favourably with criteria for performance under 
stress, the establishment of significant differences in 
personality factors is sufficient., It may only be noted 
'here, that DANIEL's results do conform with other fin-
dings in this field. 
Where recent research work has concentrated more on the 
exploration of 3peciric personality traits and their 
connection with stress and the coping process, an in-
creasing emphasis was put on distingUishing between 
transitory emotional states and relatiVely stable 
personality traits, the latter regarded as primary, or 
basic, dispositions of the individual. Of particular 
interest, especially regarding the subject of this inves-
tigation was the development of a state-trait-anxiety _ 
theory, and much of this research has employed the 
STATE - TRAIT ANXIETY INVENTORY (STAI), developed by 
SPIELBERGER et al. 
*) = Due to the authors personal experience as a 
moderately experienced parachutist the average drop-
out rate of student jumpers is as high as 96% 
during the first ten jumps, i.e. only one in twen-
tyfive novices reaches the eleventh jump (on ave-



















This inventory, showing good internal cons~stency 
(STAI-11anual, SPIELBERGER et. al 1970), defines TRAIT -
ANXIETY as the individual's proneness to experience 
-anxiety in a particular situation as a relatively stable 
dispositional variable. STATE - ANXIETY is the correspon-
ding transitory condition, characterised by feeling of 
apprehension, tension, heightened activity of the 
automatic nervous system as a direct consequence to 
stress-inducing stimuli. 
With regard to the character of the stress-inducing 
stimulus, a distinction has been made between psycholo-
gical (threats to self-esteem) and physiological stress 
(anticipation of physical harm). Given the same situa-
tional stress, persons with high A-trait tend to be higher in 
A-state, and individuals with low anxiety proneness -
low A-trait - tend to be lower in A-state. While the 
absolute magnitude of A-state varies according to 
A-trait levels, the amount of change in A-state scores 
during stress does not differ. This was sho.Jn, in 
particular for the case of physical stressors (dental 
treatment) by LAi'IB (1976). 
A factor-analytical investigation by KENDALL et al 
(1976) added to the distinction between A-trait and 
A-state. They found the A-trait scale unidimensional 
·and qUite homogeneous, with factor loadings of +.50 in one 
factor in 14 out of 20 items. This factor was labelled 
"Cognitive Anxiety", operational to the description of 
ego-threats (in the 14 items) rather than physical 
threat situations. 
For A-state two factors were found, .,hich seem to corres-
pond to the descriptors used in the scale (and may 
represent artefacts·of the scoring system). 
To validate their findings, KENDALL et al (1976) further 
investigated the reliability of the two A-state factors 
in stressful situations, using both psychological and 
physiological stressors. The results supported the 
above outlined trait-state distinction and underlined 
LAMB's (1976) fi.ndings in general. Some interesting 
indications were also given: A-Trait scores showed a 



























Using a physical stressor, it was found that both 
A-state factors reflected stress well, and in addition, 
'that both low and high A-trait levels tend to converge 
to, the same overall A-state score, which seems to indi-
cate that the mare amount of stress should be considered 
an additional variable. This could be explained by the 
,fact that, as the factor loadings above sho>Jed, A-trait 
is orientated to reflect the reaction to psychological 
threat rather than to physical harm - stimuli. 
In concluding this brief review it may be summarized 
that LAZARUS's theorem of interaction of personality 
traits and coping has been supported on the whole. 
Especially the importance of the group of "ego resources" 
has bean highlighted and the development of the State-
Trait-Anxiety - model seems to open a new field for 
refined investigation of the influence of anxiety on 
the coping process. 
This consolidation may be considered as the initial encou-
ragement for the project on hand. In the investigation 
it is attempted to establish a directly predictive link 
bet\<een a syndrome of primary personality factors and 
anxiety traits and coping as a highly specialised operatio-
nal performance under stress. 
The next section >Jill cover the underlying' hypothesis and 


























4. DESIGN OF THE EXPERIMENT 
4.1. BASIC HYPOTHESIS 
Following LAZARUS' theorem, personality factors, 
especially what he labelled 'ego resources' and 
anxiety play a vi tal role in the coping process, 
part,ly directly and partly via appraisals. Research 
'since then has generally confirmed these facts 
and on the part of anxiety, the phenomenon has been 
.researched in greqter d~tailo 
The basic hypothesis underlying this project can 
be formulated as follows: 
Coping in a task-performance-situation under 
stress is (also) determined by and can be 
directly predicted from a quantifiable syndrome 
of measurable personality factors. 
The detailed definitions of the main components 
of the hypothesis are: 
Copino is understood as achieving the objec-
tive of the task satisfactorily, i.e. 
performing \vell according to set standards. 
~tress is mainly understood as task-based 
stress, increased by eventual failure-stress~ 
Direct prediction implies that it is 
possible to establish a predictive link 
between personality-structure and performan-
ce in the task without any reference to or 
dependence on the internal mechanics of 
the actual coping process. 
2nti fication of the syndrome imposes the 
constraint that the syndrome's structure 
can be defined by computable variables. 
Measurabil~ of the personality factors 
restricts the investigation to the use of 
recognised personality-tests. 






















It might be helpful for better understanding of the 
detailed derivates of the basic hypothesis and the 
set of supporting assumptions, if a brief anticipatory 
description of the experimental layout is given 
here. 
The task given was the control of a Chemical-Plant-
Simulator. Task-based stressor ".\la5 a series of 
'emergencies', i.e. simulated breakdowns, .The 
required performance ~oJas a combination of faul t-
finding and corrective action. The pattern of 
emergencies was such that complete success within 
the allowed time was impossible and furthermore, 
failure to cope with each emergency in time increa-
sed the complexity and magnitude of the overall 
problem. 
The objective of the task was explicitly defined. 
HACKMANN (1970) introduced a frame"ork for the 
description of tasks and task performance in re-
search on stress, which was found quite useful for 
detailing and operationalizing the basic hypothesis. 
HACKMANN distinguishes between the objective stimuli 
input and the psychological interactions in assessing 
the effects of tasks. The objective task input is 
'redefined' by the individual corresponding to his 
personality structure. Then a 'hypothesis' on 
how to cope is formed, followed by the 'process' 
of coping with the task "Jhich leads to a 'trial 
outcome I • I System evaluation t, i. e. task-inherent 
,feed back, and 'personal evaluation' might result 
in adapting the 'hypothesis' until a 'final outcome' 
is produced. 
Using the terms of HACKMANN's frammJOrk, the hypothe-
sis, incorporating the essentials of the experimental 
layout, can be described as follmJs (an illustrating 




















The task stimuli >!ere the objectives of the task and 
the actual indications of the 'emergency'. The 
redefinition introduces task-based-stress, >!hich 
influences the formulation of the hypothesis, i.e.· 
the intended coping strategy. Also· of influence 
is an increment in the task based stress, initially 
only determined by anxiety. The process of action 
taken results in indications of the system, >!hich 
are interpreted in the personal evaluation of this 
'trial outcome'. Depending on the outcome of this 
evaluation, the hypothesis is adapted or confirmed. 
If the· personal ·evaluation >!as posi tiva, no addi tio-
nal stress occurs. If the trial Dutcome was taken 
as. unsatisfactory, additional stress in the form 
of task-based-stress (through the now increasing 
complexity of the task) and failure stress occurs, 
which. results in a consequent redefinition of the 
task. This feed-back-loop continues until the time 
limit has expired and/or the experiment is termi-
nated. 
The similarity' of I redefinition I and 'personal eva-
luation' in HACKMANN's framework to LAZARUS'S 
primary and s·econdary threat appraisal is obvious. 
Following the summary of LAZARUS's theorem of inter-
action between personality factors and the coping 
mechanisms, ego resources would be of determing in-
fluence on 'hypothesis I and I pro.cess " while anxiety 
would determine the stress increment in or due to 
its influence on the threat appraisal. (The 
layout being a continous loop blurs the distinction 
between primary and secondary appraisal to some extent). 
It was furthermore expected, that the very condition 
of increasing stress and increasing complexity of 
the task and the thus decreasing probability of 
solving the task problem consequential to coping 
failure in the outlined experimental design should 
amplify and 'purify' the influence of personality 
factors and lessen the importance of cognitive or 
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4.2. EXPERH1ENTAL LAYOUT 
The participants i.n th", experi.ment'vlere 35 Plant-
opera.toJ;s and. 1-7 Plant-opf.!·rato'r trainees, all :wfli te 
males' and employees of AECI LTD, Urnbogintwini Factory. 
All 52 S's underw~nt a two weeks training. resp. re-
training course at thcl, factDry training centre, con-
sisting of one week theo:retd_cal training on technical' 
equipment and second. ~JB8k, o{ .i:::!t-ensivc· tr~ining on 
operating a chemical-pro'cess:"p'lant. using the CHE~lICAL 
PLANT SIMULATOR. 
During the first 'tJeek th-e SIS, com~,18·ted the personality 
and intelligence tests and the A-Trait questionai~e 
in group ~dministratiqn. 
The actual experiment on the Simulator lrt.'8S carried 
out during the 1:ast day of the second week. Each 
pal.'ticipant ~\!as given the A-S~ate 'questionaire to 
complete immeQiate'ly befc::e his I turn 1 • 
The 'outcome' of the simulator 'task, i.e. the level 
of performance for -every .subject ~"as assessed 
individually' during task-completion, by an experienced 
traine.r. To in"crease the, accuracy of the assessment, 
the taskl'as broken down into a series of logical 
components and a rating score was issued at every 
step. 
Thus a set of data, comprising E!- profile, of personality 
fa.c-cors, an estimate af thEl intel1ige'ncl? level, scalars 
for State- and Trait-Anxiety and a rating score'of, 
task-:-per,fprmance," complemented by x?co:cds of age· and 
pre.vio'us experience as "plant-oper:ator were' ob'ta'ined 
for fyrther statistical analysis. 
Details of' the psycholofJical tests USEd', the eimula:'" 
~o,r-task 2nd the s'tatistical analysiq are to follow 
further'below. 
The' I field work I Vias cc:rried, out from July 1976 to 
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20. 
§election of psychological tests 
The selection of the personality inventory to use 
followed in general the selection criteria listed 
below: 
The inventory had to be comprehensive. Since 
in many ways this project can be considered a 
'pilot-study', and no particular cluster of 
personality factors was to be assumed influentially 
a priori, the inventory used was .to have a fair 
degree of generality, covering as wide a spec-
trum as possible. 
The test would be established and proven. The 
small size of the sample used .lDuld result in 
quite broad confidence limits. To minimise an 
error-variance introduced by a test lacking the 
desired levels of reliability and validity, this 
constraint was imposed. 
Also to ensure a m~n~mum quality level of the 
ensuing statistical analysis the measurements 
attained with the test shoUld be clear and 
statistically sound. 
Considering possible further use, the test should 
be economical in use. 
Evaluating several inventories according to 
these criterias, it was decided to use the 
CATELL SIXTEEN PERSONALITY FACTORS tsst. 
This test has been standardised on vast popUlations 
(CATELL et a1. 1970), is reasonably factorially valid 
(as recently shown by KARSON et al, 1974) and is 
in ,.ide use for a wide variety of projects. (A 
scan through recent literature revealed the 
following articles: BOWMANN et a1. 1974; BARTON 
et a1. 19-r2, 1973, BACHTOLD et a1. 1973; MYRICK 
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21, 
The STATE TRAIT ANXIETY INVENTORY (SPIELBERGER 
et al. 1970) was used because it seems to be at 
present the best inventory to measure A-State and 
A-Trait with an optimum in accuracy of the 
score-scalar and economy of use. 
It was felt that some measure of intelligence levels 
was needed. Since a reasonably reliable unifactorial 
measurement with good discrimination in the medium 
to lower intelligence range was felt sufficient, 
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22. 
4.2.2. The simulator task 
The Chemical Plant Simulator used is a single three 
tank-three pump System, but equipped with most of 
the controls and features of a real chemical 
process plant. A flow diagram of the CPS is 
enclosed in Appendix A.l. 
The operation simulated in the experiment was 
control of an acid plant, and the task 
objective was explicitly defined in terms of 
flow rates, pressure rates and tank levels. 
The 'plant' was handed over to the subject in 
perfect (Le. fully conforming to the above 
definitions) running conditions. It was then 
explained to him that he was to hand over the plant 
in these conditions at the end of the 'shift' (i.e. 
30 minutes). Eventual faults have to be diagnosed 
and corrected. 
After a 'warm-up' of two minutes a series of faults 
were introduced by the Training Officer in charge 
from a remote control console. A set of altogether 
five fault-conditions, standardized in time and 
character, was used. (A detailed description is 
enclosed in App. A.2.) 
The timing was chosen such that correcting the 
fault was just not quite possible, resulting in 
a constant state of emergency. The sequence of 
fault conditions was furthermore selected in a 
way that failure to cope .Ii th each emergency fairly 
rapidly increased the magnitude of the overall 
problem. 
The fault finding and correcting for each set of 
conditions was broken down into logical steps. The 
performance in each step was rated by the Training 
Officer. Fault finding and correction were uniquely 
defined for each step. 
·1 \ 





















The task-based stressors were: 
Overall time limit of thirty minutes, whereby 
the elapsed time .Jas visually displayed. 
The Training Officer also gave a verbal 'count-
dO\-Jn' in five minute intervals. 
The increasing complexity of the task itself. 
High achievement pressure, introduced by enforced 
self-reliance: The subjects only alternatives 
were to either overcome the emergency without 
help or to initiate a complete shutdown of the 
plant (which had been reinforced during the pre-
vious ./eeks of training as the greatest possible 
evil ever to befall any operator). 
In the case of gross failure, the Training officer 
would declare 'catastrophic conditions' (i.e. 
uncontrollable overflow of acid and escape of 
highly toxic fumes) and terminate the experiment. 
Noise, caused by the s·imulator itself and two 
very loud alarm sirens, which Were turned hypersenti-
tive for the experiment. 
Uncomfortable and hindering protective clothing 
(hard-hat, dust-coat, gum boots, goggles, ear-
muffs, rubberg10ves and respirator). 
A considerable potential of failure stress can be 
assumed. 
An illustration of the simulator is g1ven in Fig. 2. 
I 
o 
, , u 
'Corrective action' in a 'hazard 
area', The back of the remote -
contro/-console can be seen on 
(he left. 
View of (he main circuit , 
























The objective of the statistical analysis was to establish 
a directly predictive link between a set of personality 
factors and the performance in the simulator-task. 
The direct way seemed to be the use of Multiple Regre-
ssion Analysis as the main analytical tool. 
The applicability of Multiple Regression Analysis depends 
mainly on two conditions: 
A. .the measurements for all variables have to 
have at least interval-scale-properties. 
B. the sample-population dealt with shOUld be 
homogeneous with respect to its representative-
ness of the universe·to be inferred. 
Ad. A. l·/hile interval-scale-properties may be assumed to 
some degree of val.idi ty for the test-scores obtained 
by the psychological tests, the quality of the 
measurement applied to performance in the simulator-
task had to be investigated. Applying criteria 
outlined by Guilford (1954) sufficient approxima-
tion to an interval-scale was concluded. 
Ad. B. The sample dealt with consisted of two different 
groups: Operators and trainee operators. Several 
facts indicated that there should not be a significant 
difference between the two groups. An Analysis 
of Variance supported this assumption. 
The Multiple Regression Analysis was carried out in several 
steps: first a linear model was fitted, secondly the 
fitting of a second-ordEr-equation was attempted. The 
hyperplanes created by the quadratic model were finally 
investigated in a Response Surface Analysis. 
In the following section the methods of Multiple Linear 
and Quadratic Regression as well as the principles of 
Response Surface Analysis are described in more detail. 
The chapter is then concluded with a scrutiny of the basic 
statistics concerning the statistical analysis. 























5.1. Multiple Regression Anal\fsis and Response Surface 
Analysis 
The basic model to be fitted to a set of observations 
in a Multiple Regression Analysis is of the form 
•••••••••• + b x 
n n 
whereby Y is called the dependent variable and 
x , x
2 









determine the form of the equation. 
In a Multiple Regression it is thus attempted to 
construct an equation such that for any particular 
b 
n 
set of values of the independent variables an expected 
value for the dependent variable can be estimated. 
According to the basic hypothesis the variable 
to be predicted, i.e. the 'dependent' variable, 
is to be the performance in the simulator-task. 
The hypothesis further states that the dependent 
variable is to be predicted directly from the 
personality factors that characterise the performing 
individual, i.e. the 'independent' variables. 
The above regression equation provides the tool for 
this direct prediction. 
To obtain an estimate far the 'real' relationship 
of variables 8S determined by constant term and 
coefficients, the Multiple Regression method 'fits' 
a model to the observetional data. The 'fit' is 
achieved by obtaining a solution for the least squares 
"bestll values for the coefficients for the particular 
set of equations defined by the sample of observations. 
The solution also provides a measure of the relia-
bility of each of the coefficients so that inferences 
can be made regarding the parameters of the popula-
tion from which the sample was taken. 
There is a multitude of techniques available to 
obtain the multiple regression solution (DAVIES, 
1968 gives a brief summary of the major techniques). 
























The algorithm selected for this proj ect was developed 
by EFROYMSON, 1967. 
This technique adopts a stepwise procedure and uses 
the Gaussian elimination method to solve the Normal 
equations. 
In the stepvlise procedure one variable at a time 
is added and thus the following intermediate equations 
are obtained: 
STEP 1 Y = ObO + 
b Xl 0 1 






STEP n Y = nbO + nbl x + nb2 x2 + 
b x 
1 n n n 
The variable added is the one which makes the greatest 
improvement in the overall 'Goodness of Fit' (i.e. 
the multiple correlation coefficient of the variables 
included in the particular sub-equation). The coe-
fficients represent the best values at each stage 
the equation is fitted by the specific variables 
included in the equaticn. 
The selection of variables to enter the equation 
is governed by F -values, or 'F -levels' as '"hey will 
·be called further on, which are supplied by the 
experimenter, obviously to suit the specific condi-
tions of the observational data and the level of 
significance to be achieved. 
The crite~ion used to select the Xi variable to 
enter or leave the regression equation is thus: 
If the variance contribution of a variable 
in the equation is insignificant at the 
specified 'F-level to leaver, this variable 
is removed from the regression. 
If no variable is to be removed, then the 
following criterion is used: 
























If the variance reduction obtained by adding 
a variable to the regression is significant 
at a prespecified 'F-level to enter', this 
variable is entered into the regression. 
In the technique used this decision of adding or 
removing is made at each stage in the elimination 
procedure, so that not only the final solution is 
of interest, but at every stage a "partial regression 
equation" is produced, whereby the - significant -
variables already eliminated are in the equation, 
others are not. According to the add-or-delete 
decision, the elimination procedure is then "reset ll 
at each stage. 
This clever combination achieves 'an optimum of 
automatic procedure on one side and a great deal 
of experimenter-control on the other. 
Multiple regression can also be used for nonlinEJar 
models of the general form: 
Y = bO + blzl + 
.. " •. , z ) 
m 
In the speci fie case of a quadratic model vJi th n 
basic (linear) terms the regression eCju2tion -takes 
the form: 
n 






+Z 2 x. b. x. +~ b. x. 2 x. ~ ~ ~-n , ~ ~- n ~ 
i=n+l l.=2n+l 
equation is made equivalent to the basic regres-
model 






























V. = X. for r.>i'?l l. l. 
and V. -- X2 for 2n~ i) n+l l. l.-n 
V X . 
n 
(3+n)~ i~ 2n+l and = for -i i-2n 2 
~,hich means that each power or product entering 
the regression equation is treated as if it Were 
a seperate indepe~dent variable in setting up the 
least-squares equations for the regression coefficients, 
i. e. : 
VI = Xl 
~2 = X2 
V = X n n 
and V 
n+1 
= X2 1 
V 
_.n+2 




hence V = XI X2 2n+1 
V = Xl X2 .2n+2 
• 
VM = 
V = X X n-1 .!l (3+n) n 
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29. 
The maximum value of the subscript M of the trans-
formed variables out of n basic variables thus con-
sists of n linear ter~s 
+ n square terms 
+ n (n-l) cross products 
2 
This steep increase in (secondary) variables somehow 
limits the applicability of Multiple Quadratic 
Regression Analysis. On the other hand, the 
inclusion of cross products widens the scope of the 
analysis considerably as interactions can be of 
particular interest especially "ith psychological 
variables. 
A common difficulty experienced with Multiple 
Regression Analysis is that generally the full 
implications of the relations expressed in the 
regression equation are hard to comprehend and 
interpret, the more so, when the number of indepen-
dent variables increases. 
The problem escalates drastically if a higher 
order model is fitted. 
Several techniques have been developed to aid in 
the interpretation of complex regression equations. 
A very helpful technique especially with smaller 
samples and in pilot studies, is the construction 
of a profile based on the coefficients obtained for 
the set of independent variables conducive to a 
specified level of response. Since the independent 
variables are personality factors ""hich are generally 
displayed in the form of a profile this technique 
is particularly applicable and was used in the 
interpretation of the linear regression equation. 
A further technique used to investigate complex 




















Any equation can be interpreted geometrically accor-
ding to the number of variables it contains, i.e. 
two variables define a curve, three or more a plane 
or a hyperplane. 
The regression equation containing only the dependent 
variable (the 'response') and one independent variable 
therefore would yield a two dimensional curve. If 
two independent variables are included in the equation, 
the relationship may be represented as a three-dimen-
sional surface, called the Response Surface (RA). 
The '::ommon- way of a graphical display of the RA is 
the drawing of lines of equal response in a two 
dimensional graph whose co-ordinates denote the 
values of the independent variables. These c:on:t;our 
lines (termed Response Contours) may then be read 
like a geographical map or a weather chart: 'Contour 
lines which are close together in any region imply 
a rapid change in the response for relatively small 
changes in the variables, and vice versa. Thus the 
direc~ion and steepness of ascent/descent in response 
for sets of variable-configuration can be investigated4 
A linear regression equation produces a set of straight-
line contours .. 
For a quadratic relationship, contour lines generally 
consist of either concentric ellipses, concentric 
hyperbolas or open-ended parabolas. Ellipses indicate 
a positive minimum or maximum, hyperbolas imply a 
'saddle' and parabolas can be interpreted as a 'ridge'. 
The technique of Response Surface Analysis had been 
originally developed for the chemical industry, 
(BOX, 1960; DAVIES, 1968; BOX AND DRAPER, 1969), 
but at least one application in psych!Jlogical researc.h 
could be found in the literature (CLARK & WILLIGES, 
1973, MILLS AND WILLIGES, 1973). 
In this project Response Surface 
as an additional investigation 
regression equation obtained by 
Quadratic Regression Analysis. 
" ..... ,- .. -
Analysis v.Jas us ed 





















5.2. ~~ic Statistics 
In this section three topics will be discussed: 
Sample characteristics 
Quality of the rating-scores for performance 
in the Simulator-task 
Procedure and F-levels for the MRA's. 
Appendix B contains all the relevant graphs, tables 
and illustrations. for this section. 
Sample characteristics 
Overall sample size was 52 Ss. 
The sample contained hm groups: 
NEW STARTERS, L e. Ss ,.ho were newly employed 
and 'overe undergoing the compulsory 
induction training 
RETRAINED OPERATORS, i.e. operators on a 
retraining session 
To clarify the question of sample homogeneity. an 
Analysis of Variance was carried out. The analysis 
principally indicated no significant differences 
between the two groups, although not quite conclusi-
vely: Due to differences in magnitude between the 
scores (STENS vs. untransformed Performance-
scores) high 55's of ERROR were experienced, which 
could method-inherently supres8 significancy in extreme 
cases. 
Furthar findings, hoy/ever, support the 'no-difference' 
h~'pothesis : 
Considering the mean profile in the 16PF-scores 
it eppears that the experimental group represents 
a "good mix" with no characteristics in the profile. 
With three exceptions (B+, L+, Q2+) the mean scores 
lie l.ithin the range of 5TENS 5 and 6, l<hich re-
presents 38,2% of the underlying score distribution, 
and .is the "average" range. 

















The IntelligencB- and A·nxiety-mean sco:;:es are 
also fairly close to the average range, although 
Intelligence represents the highest mean-score 
of all the psychological variables. 
'Experience', the factor mGinly expected to influence 
the performance-score and thus distort a relation 
between personality factors and performance, had 
a highly skewed distribution with the mGin bias 
tovJards 'lesser experience': nearly 50% of all 
participants had less than one year of experience 
as a plant operator. 
Another factor, supporting the hypothesis of a 
homogeneous group, was the relative simplicity of 
the actual operation of the simulator together 
with the extensive specific training given. 
Thus the initial training for 'new starters' proved 
to bs enough counterweight to offset the advantage 
of previous experience on the side of the 
t retrained opera·tors'. 
Considering these additional facts, it was felt that 
the hypothe3is of sample-homogeneity was sufficiently 
supported. 
The age distribution is also fairly ske.:ed towards 
the age group of 19 to 25 •. -
(These highly skewed frequency-polygons of 'AGE' and 
'EXPERIENCE' Were the main reason that these two 
variables were later excluded from the further a~a­
lysis) • 
To standardise the range of numerical mag~itude of 
the test scores for the psychological variables, 
all test ·scores were transformed to STENS. 
The score for performance in the Simulator-task, 
although showing a good approximation of a Normal 
distribution, was not transformed into STENS, ,·Ii t~ 
i.ts confidence i.nterval being 17, 24 and a STEN-\"idth 
of only 18,5, the probali t.y of an 'overlap', i. B. 
the 'true' value might lie in anyone of two 
neighboured STENS would introduce an actually uncon-






















Qualitv of the rating scores for performance in the 
simulator task 
The total score for performance here was the sum 
of ratings issued in each of the logical steps of the 
task. The applied rating was numerical. 
In strict terms of measurement theory therefore, the 
scale thus constructed should principally be considered 
an ordinal scale, and therefore certain restrictions 
in the choice of methods of statistical analysis 
apply. 
As GUILFORD (1954) points out, however, a numerical 
rating-scale can be considered to hold at least 
interval-properties, if certain qualitative and 
quantitative criteria are applicable: 
Sufficient experience of the rating individual 
Simplicity and directness of the allocation 
of number proper·ties to the observations 
The rating was done by an experienced training officer. 
The procedure of rating '"as simplified by comparing 
the rating (from one to teil) to giving "schoolmarks II 
in full percentages only. 
To increase the directness of' the rating, the perfor-
mance to be judged was broken dmm into as many little 
units as logically possible. 
GUILFORD (1954) suggests two empirical checks, mainly 
to ensure rating-consistency: 
a. the frequency - distribution of the rating scale 
should not be differe'1t from the distribution of 
.the rated phenomenon, 
b. the ratings should be considerably reliable (in 





















Performance '.-JaS rated positively, i. e. the 
rating depends on the appearance of a certain 
reaction (corrective action) to a standardized 
stimulus (the "fault"). The reaction "chosen" 
stems from a finite Get of possible reactions. 
Thus the phenonenon is primarily binomially 
and consequently normally distributed. 
A simple check (using the Chi-square method, 
Pfanzagl 1966) showed that the obtained 
distribution of rating - scores is not signi-
ficantly different from a normal distribu-
tion (95% significance-level). 
The parameter chosen for estimating the 
consistency of the rating-scores \1I,I8S 3 spli t-
haI f--correlation. 
The observations were thoroughly mixed, to 
achieve a quasi-random sequence, separated 
in a one-for-one mode and rearranged into 
two distributions. Then the correlation-coeffi-
cient was computed. Simultaneously a regres?ion 
equation for the "first" half on ~he "second 'l 
half was establis~ed. 
The correlation-coefficient is high (0.9683) 
ahd the regression-coefficient close to 
1.0, so that a fair consistency af ratings 
can be assumed. 
The analysis of the data thus sufficiently support: 
the assumption that the performance score can be con-
sidered a measurement from an interval-scale. 
Hence its use in a regression analysis can be con-
sidered statistically justified. 
The analysis of the distribution of the simulator,-
scores aJ.so served its purpose as a check against 
any existing constant 8I'I'OrS (comi1lonly expected in 
any rating). 
-- -
























The rather slim distribution (with a coeffiecient 
of variation ~") of 19.9 the narrowest of all) 
indicates the presence of the error of "central 
tendency" (GUILFORD, 1954). The reason for this 
can probably be found in too markedly a formulation 
of the end-of-scale statements as "extreme poor_If, 
resp. "extreme good performance". 
The slight "overweight" on the high-score side of 
the distribution suggests the existence of the 
"error of positive leniency" (GUILFORD 1954), Le. 
a one-sided bias in form of a tendency to "allocate 
higher scores. 
This is partly underlined by the fact, that the 
regression equation obtained for the two "half" -
distributions contains a positive constant term (al-
though here it is equally probable that the quasi-
random sequence of the observations was not randamised 
sufficiently before the split). 
Both errors, although recognisable, were not consi-
dered serious enough to have a significantly biasing 
impact on the obtained results. 
There were 28 logical steps in the task at which 
ratings were issued. The ratings ranged from 1 
('extremely poor performance') to 10 ('extremely 
good performance'). 
The maximum score was therefore 280; the m~n~mum, 
however was 9 and not 28: This was the point 
at which, with. no corrective action taken, the 
"accumUlated effects of the faults had reached 
"catastrophe" - level and the Training Officer had 
to initiate a shutdown of the simUlator. 
*) = This statistic is usually not applicable to 
an interval scale because it assumes an. 
absolute origin of zero. Since this condi-
tion, however, applies in a very common sense 
to test-s-cores (if we equate !not rneasureable' 
"With zero) the coef. O.v. is used for demon-




















Procedure and F-levels for the MRA 
Every MRA .,as initially carried out as a survey ana-
lysis without any reference to significance of inclu-
ded variables. This was done to check mainly for 
algorithm validity and to gain a first impression 
of variable configurations. 
The consequent MRA's·were carried out with applying 
the appropriate F-values, which are defined as 
follows: 
The f -level fO.r a variable to enter the equation 
is determined by the F-ratio within the total 
number of variables. 
The critical F-value for a variable to be removed 
from the equation is determined by sample-size 
versus the number of variables. 
The applied F-levels Were: 
MRA F-Level F-Level No. of 
ENTER LEAVE variables 
~ILRA III 2,12 1,74 19 
r~LRA IV 3,18 2,07 9 
MQRA II 1,88 1,69 27 
MQRA V 2,48 1,89 14 
Throughout the statistical analysis a significance 



























6.1. MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION ANALYSIS (MLRA) 
6.1.1. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
Four sets of variables were analysed in 
MLRA I to MLRA V. 
The first analysis MLRAI included all 
basic variables, i.e. all 16-PF, STATE-
and TRAIT-ANXIETY, INTELLIGENCE (RAVEN PM), 
AGE and Experience •. 
To gather a first overall impression of 
the possible structure of the regression 
equation and in order to carry out 'certain 
checks to determine the validity of the 
algorithm, all variables without reference 
to their significance Were allowed to 
enter the equation. 
The thus fitted model achieved a fairly 
high Goodness of Fit, i.e. it can be ex-
pected that a high proportion of variance 
would be "explained" by the model. The 
structure of the model indicated that the 
variables 16PF-Q3 (SELF-CONCEPT -CONTROL), 
16PF-L (ALAXIA), 16PF-L (EGO-STRENGTH) and 
TRAIT-ANXIETY would probably be of importance 
in the final model. Due to their skewed 
distribution, the variables AGE and EX-
PERIENCE were excluded from further 
analysis. Otherwise this analysis confir-
med the validity of the algorithm used. 
The exclusion of two variables, hm-..rever, 
made a SEcond survey - analysis recommen--
dable. ~1Lf1A II confirmed and stabilised 
the structure of the model indicated by 
MLRA I. Additional variables such as 
INTELLIGENCE (RAVEN P~1) and STATE-ANXIETY 
gained importance. The exclusion of AGE 
and EXPERIENCE had only a minor effect on 
the Goodness of Fit. 
In MLRA III only significant variables 
N.B.: ll.0MP~NDIUM OF BRIEF DESCRIPTIONi 
OF THE PERSONA~lIY VARIABLES USED 
IS INCLUQED AS A FOLD-OUT QN TH~ 
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were included ilito the fitted· model. The 
model included eleven significant variables 
and achieved a Goodness of Fit of 82,5%. 
The configuration of the eleven variables 
conducive to good performance can be clus-
tered into a syndrome of three main groups 
of personality traits and two clusters of 
lesser importance: 
1. EGO STABILITY CONTROL (low 16PF-L, low 
A-TRAIT, high 16PF-L) 
2. SELf ORIENTATION (high 16PF-Q2, low 
16PF -Q3, low l6PF -G, 10'" 16PF-Il 
3. ACTIVATION POTENTIAL (high A-STATE, 
high 16PF -Q4) 
4. CYCLOTHYMIA (high 16PF-A) 
5. rr~TELLIGENCE (below average). 
Since this construct follo",s roughlY the 
relation bet.,een Cattell's first order 
trai ts to second-stratum factors, in 
MLRA IV it was attempted to fit a model 
using these second-stratum-factors as 
basic variables. 
MLRA IV .'as completely unsuccessful: the 
survey-analysis (including all variables 
regardless of their significence) achieved 
a fit of only 41, 8%,·to which TRAIT-ANXIETY 
(being substituted for Cattell's QII) was a 
major contributor. Considering only sig-
nificant variables, it proved impossible 
to fit an equation at all. 
The following is a more detailed descrip-
tion of MLRA I to MLRA IV. 
All relevant illustrations (print-outs, etc) 





















6.1.2. MLRA I: ALL VARIABLES/F-LEVELS SET TO O.Q 
Variable 16PF -Q3 shows by far the highest 
significant contribution. 
The positive coefficient (high, small 
variance) indicatEs that the Q3-.high-score 
manifestation ("High self concept control") 
is of relevance. Having only entered in 
the fourth step with a fit contribution of 
only 8.2%, Q3 gained importance during the 
steps. 
Trait-anxiety, supplying the greatest 
fi t-contribution, is the second highly 
significant variable. Its negative coef~ 
ficient (high, small variance) emphasises 
the low - score range of the variable. 
A-Trait has also gained significance during 
the selection procedure. 
The third variable "Iith a two-digit F -value 
is 16PF -L .:in the Im·!-score - manifestation 
("Alaxia"). The coefficient is fairly 
stable with a variation of roughly 19% *). 
Entering in Step 2, 16PF-L is second in 
fit contribution (23%). 
"High .Ego Strength" (16PF-C+) is r3nked 
next, following by "State-Anxiety", which 
is interestingly repre3ented in the high -
score - range. 
The coefficients for both variables shc,w 
a variation around 20%. 
("Experience", which showed also high con-
tribution, "Jill be dealt ,.i th later). 
The least significant variab.les were: 
- 16PF-0 (Untroubled Adequacy vs. 
Guilt Proneness) 
- Intelligence (Progr. Matr. Test), 
vJhich is surpriso.ng, because 16PF-B 
is fairly significant contributor. 
*) = STD. DEV expressed as percentage of 






















16PF-N (Artlessness vs. Shrewdness) 
16PF-E (Submissiveness vs. Dominan-
ce) 
16PF-F (Desurgency vs. Surgency) 
The equation achieved .a Goodness of Fit 
of 90,· 99%, with a standard error of the 
derived estimate of 14.478 (i.e. a 
confidence interval of + 24,32 on a sig-
nificance level of 95% ;pplies). 
As an additional check, the residuals 
(i.e. the deviations between observed 
values for the simulator score and esti-
mates, calculated via the obtained equa-
tions) were plotted against each variable 
in turn, including the dependent variable. 
Davies (1968) suggests this visual, but 
powerful .technique for the following 
reasons: a major assumption underlying 
MLRA is, that the residuals, i.e. errors 
unexplained by the independ8nt variables 
are independent with zero mean, constant 
variance and consequently f']ormally 
distributed. If these assumptions are 
fulfilled, the residuals should lie 
roughly in a horizontal bank around the 
mean of the independent variable, looking 
t1 randomly". 
With two exceptions, all variables indica-
ted Normally distributed residuals, although 
in some cases curvatures were suspected. 
Age and Experience, however, due to their 
highly skewed distr.ibution, gave a fairly 
distorted picture. 
Since "freak" observation--distributions 
can easily produce algorithm---inherent 
artefacts (Davies, 1968), it was decided 
to eliminate these two variables from the 
further analysis: the relatively high 
fit contribution of Experience is conside-
red to be mainly due to such method parti-
culars, and Age proved to be rather insig-























The analysis of the variables in rank order of their contribu-
tion to the Goodness of Fit showed the following picture: 
STEP NO. VARIABLE ,,> CONTRIBUTION G/F')b 
TO G/F')b OF SUB-EQUA-
TION 
1 TRAIT -ANXIETY 29,3280 29,3280 
2 ALAXIA (L) 22,9574 52,2654 
3 EXPERIENCE -(,6938 59,9792 
4 INTEGRATION (Q3) 8,1580 68,1372 
5 GROUP ADHERENCE (Q2) 5,5127 73,6499 
6 SIZO/CYCLOTHYMIA (A) 3,0597 76,7096 
7 STATE-ANXIETY 3,8142 80,5238 
8 THRECTIA (H) 1,3450 81,8688 
9 EGO STRENGTH (C) 2,3929 84,2647 
10 SCHOL. M. ABILITY (B) 1,8070 86,0717 
The other 11 variables together increased the G/F by a 
mBr8 4,9205% to 90,992% G/F of the final equation. 
This represents an average G/F contribution of only 
0,4473%. 
*) 16-PF variables are sometimes named in their low-score_ 
manifestation only. 























6.1.3. MLRA II: VARIABLES: l6PF, A-TRAIT/STATE, 
INTELLIGENCE!F-LEVELS SET TO 0.0 
The exclusion of the variables and 
Experience had mainly a moderating effect 
on the equation. Also, the structure of 
the included variables changed. 
16PF-Q3 high - score is still the most 
significant contributor, while l6PF-L 
(iow - score) holds now second rank before 
Trait-Anxiety (low-score) and l6PF - C 
(high - score). 
Intelligence (measured ~ith the Progr. 
Matr. - Test) has slightly gained importan-
ce, against l6PF-B, which has declined in 
significance. Interestingly the coeffi-
cients have contrary signs: l6PF-B is 
positively influencing, while the coeffi-
cient for Intelligence is negatively 
represent~d (i.e. a lower score here is 
conducive to satisfactory performance). 
Another interesting contrast is seen in 
the configuration of A-Trait and A-State, 
with A-State being positively and A-Trait 
fairly markedly :- negatively "loaded". 
The traits in rank-order of least signifi-
cance in this equation are: 
16PF-Ql (Conservatism vs. Radicalism) 
16PF-E (Submissiveness vs. Dominance) 
16PFIM (Pra>:ernia vs. Autia) 
16PF-B (Scholastic Mental Capacity) 
The equation achieved a Goodness of Fit) 
of 85.9% and sho\oJed a standard error of 
estimate' of 17.54, which implies confiden-
ce limits of +/- 29.47. 






















The exclusion of the variables Age and 
Experience has decreased the Goodness 
of Fit by only 5%. The confidence inter-
val for estimating the simulator - score 
from the equation has widened from F2~,32 
to F29.47 (i.e, a percentage increase in 
width of 8.25%), 
An analysis of the variables in rank-order 
of their contribution to the Goodness of 
Fit showed the following picture: 
STEP VARIABLE CONTRIBUTION G/F~ OF SUB-
TO G/F% EQUATION 
1 TRAIT ANXIETY 29,3280 29,3280 
2 ALAXIA (L) 22,9574 52,2854 
3 INTEGRATION (Q3) 5,6745 57,9599 
4 GROUP ADHERENCE (Q2) 9,6179 67,5778 
5 SUPEREGO STRENGTH (G) 3,3845 70,9623 
6 EGO STRENGTH (C) 2,9920 73,9543 
7 SIZo/CYCLoTHYMIA (A) 2,2855 76,2398 
8 INTELLIGENCE (RAVEN) 1,7283 77 ,9681 
The rema~n~ng 11 variables together increased the G/F only 
7,928% to a final 85,8968%, which represents an average G/F 























6.1.4. MLRA III: VARIABLES: 16PF. A-STATE/TRAIT, 
INTELLIGENCE 
The equation, containing only significant 
variables,' consists of eleven variables and 
achieves a Goodness of Fit of 82.4438'10, 
only 3.4538'10 less than the equation ,.,hich 
also included insignificant variables. 
The rank order of variables by significance 
remained unchanged as the following listing 
shows: 
1. 16PF-Q3 (high-score) "High Self-
concept Control" 
2 •. 16PF-L (low-score) "Alaxia" 
3. A-TRAIT (low-score) low level of 
trai t-anxiety 
4. 16PF -Q2 (high-score) "Self-Suffi-
ciencyll 
5·. 16PF-C (high-score) "Higher Ego-
Strength". 
6. 16PF -A (high-score) "Cyclothymia" 
(Affectothymia) 
7. 16PF-G (low-score) "Weaker Superego 
Strength" 
8. A-STATE (high-score) high level 
of transient anxiety. 
9. 16PF-·I (low-score) "Harria" 
10. 16PF -Q4 (high-score) "Ergic Tension" 





















To gain a better overall picture of the 
variable configuration, Fig. 3 shows a 
plot of coefficients against variables, 
the middle line representing zero and the 
coefficients directed towards the low or 
high-score range of the variables according 
to the sign of the coefficients. 
(Coefficients for non-significant variables 
are set to zero) 
Grouping the significant traits, one can 
separate five clusters of related traits 
(roughly guided by similar loadings of 
first - order - traits in second - stratum 
factors of the l6PF, Catell et al., 1970). 
Taking into account the particular confi-
guration found, these can be labelled: 
Ego- Stability Control (a-neuroticism, 
represented by low A-TRAIT, C+, L-, 
Q3+) , 
Self - Orientation (Q2+, G-, under-
lined by I-), 
Hyperactivation - Potential (Q4, 
A-STATE, underlined by I-) 
Cy';l~thymia (A+) 
,Lm" Intelligence 
The importance of these five groups of 
variables for achieving optimum performance 
seems to follow the above order. 
It should be emphasized here that the clus-
tering is merely of a syndromatic nature, 
i.e. it does not imply any underlying 
factorial structure of any nature. The 
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Fig. 3 . MLRA III-coefficient values in profile . 
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Since, however, consideration of eatel1 1 s 
second-stratum traits proved helpful to 
arrange the variables in a psychologically 
plausible cluster-pattern , it was decided·· .0 investigate the predictive quality of 
second stratum - trait - scores further. 
The scores obtained for the first-order-
factors Were therefore transformed into 
STENS for second-stratum-traits (using 
weights and constants of Catell et. al. 
1970) • 
The results of this analysis are described 
further below. 
App. C4 shows the scattergram and the 
histogram of residuals plotted against the 
actually obtained simulator score. There 
is a small bias towards higher scores, 
i.e. the higher the actual score the more 
the model over-estimates. 
Since- a bias in the same direction "-las 
found in the basic frequency-polygon of the 
simulator-scores (possibly due to a 
-"leni~ncy-errorll in the rating), the consis-
tent deviation of estimates prcduced by 
the equation seems to simply reflect an 
extrapolation - effect within the model. 
The analysis of variables in rank order of 
their contribution to the Goodness of fit 
showed the following picture,_ (see next 
page) • 
48. 
STEP NO. VARIABLE CONTRIBUTION GOODNESS OF 













TRAIT ANXIETY (STAI) 
ALAXIA/PRoTENSIDN 




GROUP ADHERENCE/SELF-ISUFF 9,6179 
SUPEREGO STRENGTH 3,3845 





STATE-ANXIETY (STAI) 1,4827 












Th" rank order is the same as in the previous analysis 























6.1.5. MLRA IV: VARIABLES: l6PF-StCOND-STRATUM-
FACTORS 
EXCLUDING: ANXIETY, INTELLIGENCE 
F-LEVELS SET TO ZERO 
To avoid the amplifying effect of having 
two correlated variables amongst the inde-
pendent variables, the 16PF-second-stratum 
trait tlanxiety" was excluded in favour of 
A-TRAIT (STAl) and 16PF - second-stratum 
factor "llintelligence" was left out because 
of the presence of the score for intelli-
gence measured by the Progressive -
Matrices-Test, which was felt to be a more 
consolidated and reliable score for this 
variable. 
App. C5 shows the transformed data matrix 
and the results of this analysis. 
This set of variables only achieved a fit 
of 41. 8487"10. 
The level of significance is fairly ·.low 
throughout all variables. 
However, the important role of A-Trait was 
supported here again: it is the most 
significantly contributing variable, and 
adds 29.328% to the fit. Since the overall 
fit was only 41.8, the six 16PF - second-
stratums together contributed only 12.521% 
or not even a third of the total fit-per-
centage. 
Two explanations for this surprising result 
seem "plausible: 
- The relatively high impurity of 
- Cattell's second-stratum-factors and 
the particular configuration of 
their intercorrelations might coun-
teract and suppress tho effects 

























- Only eight first-order-traits showed 
a satisfactorily significant fit-
contribution in the previolls analysis, 
.,hile the second-stratum-factors 
were derived.from all sixteen primaries. 
A further analysis showed. that no variable 
in this configuration is significant enough 
to model an equation (F-level enter for 
9/9 of ~ 3,18, F-Level for leave for 50/9 
of ~ 2,07). 
Applying the F~levels appropriate for the 
underlying variables (i.e. 2,1244 and 
1,7444 respectively), which is statisti-
cally dubious and stretches the significance 
level to an estimated 78%, only produced 
two variables in the equation. 
txpectedly one was A-Trait. Surprisingly 
the second one was QV i.e. IIDiscreetnessll, 
a second-ordEr-trait that is nearly solely 
loaded by the primary N, which in turn \~as 
f~und to be highly insignificant in MLRA 
III. 
A possible explanation may again refer to 
the above mentioned high impurities: QV 
not only has the highest intercorrelations 
amongst the 16-PF primaries, it is also 
highly int8rcorrelated with nearly all 
other second-stratum-factors. 
Summarizing, it can be said that no signi-
ficant relation between 16PF-sBcond-stratum-
factors and the dependent variable (simu-

























MULTIPLE QUADRATIC REGRESSION ANALYSIS (MgRA) 
6.2.1. INTRODUCTION 
The scrutiny of the scattergrams of resi-
duals, as mentioned in the description 
of the findings of MLRA I, serves two pur-
poses: 
a) To provide a visual check if the under-
lying assumptions for any MRA are ful-
filled, i.e. if the residuals are 
normally distributed with zero-mean 
and constant variance. (The inherent 
Analysis of Variance for the multiple 
regression demands both criterias, t-
tests and F-tests of signific"ance only 
require Normal distribution). Thus, 
ill-distributed variables, or outlying 
observations JOay be recognised and 
consequently omitted to obtain an 
improved fit of the model. 
furthermore, systematic errors in the 
analysis might be diagnosed. 
b) If the 'band' of plotted residuals 
describes a·curved path rather than a 
straight line, this could indicate the 
need for a po-lynomially expressed 
underlying relationship. 
In MLRAI the examination of the residuals 
was utilised to delete two variables, and 
a systematic error (the model's extrapola-
tionary r~flBction of the 'error of leniency' 
inherent to the rating) ,"JaS detected. 
In order to investigate if the linear model 
achieved so far is yielding the optimal 
degree of fit-exhaustion obtainable through 
the available observation-data, the scatter-
gram of residuals was scrutinized with res-
pect to curvatures. 
N.B.: Appendix D contains all the relevant 






















A curved path was suspected for seven of 
the eleven variables that were included in 
the MLRA III - model. 
The variables whose residuals indicated 
a curvature Were: 
SIzo/eyeLOTHYr~IA (A) 
EGO STRENGTH (e) 
SUPEREGO STRENGTH (G) 
ALAXIA (L) 
GROUP ADHERENCE (Q2) 
INTEGRATION (Q3) 
TRAIT -ANXIETY 
Despite the fact that the suspected curva-
ture was not distinct in eny of the seven 
variables (and the selection was therefore 
somewhat subjective) it was decided to 
attempt to fit a quadratic model. 
Two additional considerations supported 
this decis ion: 
Davies (1968) suggests that whenever a set 
of optimum conditions for the independent 
(response) variable is thought possible, 
consideration shDuld be given to fitting 
a second-ordEr-model, especiElly to 
multivariable data. 
The given experimental layout by_definition 
implies 'optimum conditions'. The test-
score-range clearly limits the feasible 
set of values for the independent variables, 
and by defining the highest observed per-
formance as the 'maximum response', a 
set of optimum conditions is formulated 
eo ipso. 
Furthermore, the equa"~on arrived at by 
the MLRA III does not allow conclusions 
as to the rank order of importance of 
variables other than by magTli tude of 
coefficients. 






















The inclusion of square terms and cross-
products in a quadratic model could, how-
ever, provide an increased insight into 
the interdependencies of variables beyond 
the unidimensional boundaries of the 
linear model. 
Since the amount of terms (t) in a quadra-
tic model constructed of p basic variables 
increases with t ~ 0,5 P (3 + p) and, as 
a general rule (Davies 1968) the number of 
observations should at least be twice as 
great as the number of coefficients to be 
estimated, only six variables could be 
included in a second order model. 
Also the consequences of a quadratic trans-
formation to the significance of variables 
included into the regression equations had 
to be considered. The unavoidable increase 
of'artificial intercorrelations between 
linear terms, square terms and crossproducts 
can have an uncontrollable influence on 
variable selection - in particular in the 
stepwise method, and especially since the 
algorithm used provides an automatic check 
against the possibility of 'degeneracy' 
(Efroymson, 1967). To counteract this 
only the six most significant variables of 
MLRA III were to be included in·a MQRA. 
These "'ere: 
SIZo/CYCLoTHYMIA (A) 
EGO STRENGTH (C) 
ALAXIA (Ll 
GROUP ADHERENCE (Q2) 
INTEGRATION (Q3) 
TRAIT ANXIETY 






















6.2.2. SUMMAflY OF FINDINGS 
Three attempts Were undertaken to fit a 
second order model. 
MQRA I was carried out as the initial 
survey-analysis to obtain an overall pic-
ture of the possible structure of the re-
gression equation and to check algorithm-
validity. 
The high number of variables taken into the 
equation and the unavoidable lack of variable 
independence (i.e. increased correlations 
betlrJeen linear and square terms and cross-
products) resulted in an levelling effect 
on the importance of individual variables. 
It could be seen, however, that crossproducts 
of the basic variables seem to have the 
main influence. 
The achieved Goodness of Fit was quite high 
with 86,7%. 
Applying the significance - 'filters' in 
MQRA II reduced the number of variables 
included in the equation to five and only 
resulted in a drop of the 'explained' 
variance to 77%. All six basic variables 
were represented in the model: 
16PF-L and TRAIT-ANXIETY in their 
crossproduct term 
- 16PF-Q2 in the square term 
16PF-Q3 in linear form 
- 16PF-A and 16PF-C as crossproduct 
and the crossproduct of 16PF-Q2 and 16PF 
-Q3. 
The dom"inance of crossproducts is a secure 
indicator for the fact that obviously the 
interaction of variables is the main deter-
mining factor in predicting.performance. 
Furthermore thaimportan~e of 16PF-Q2 and 
16PF~Q3 is underlined by the individual 

















The configuration of the variables conforms 
in principle with the clustered syndrome 
constructed in following the linear model. 
MQRA III was conducted as an experiment 
with subsets of the basic variables. 
A survey-analysis with the subset 16PF-A, 
16PF-C and 16PF-Q2 only achieved a Goodness 
of Fit ratio of 30%. Analysing the steps 
of assembling the final model, Q2 was found 
to be the main contributor. 
The second subset consisted of 16PF-L, 
16PF-Q3 and TRAIT-ANXIETY. The fitted model 
showed aG/F-Ratio of 64%, whereby the 
crossproduct of 16PF-L and A-TRAIT was the 
major contributor. It was then decided to 
form a third subset including 16PF-L, 
16PF-Q2, 16PF-Q3 and A-TRAIT. In MQRA IV 
the survey-analysis was carried out. 
Allowing only significant variables to 
enter the model, MQRA V fitted an equation 
consisting of only two variables and still 
a Goodness of Fit of 65% could be achieved. 
Both-variables in the equation were 
crossproducts: 
- 16PF -L and A-TRAIT 
- 16PF-Q2 and 16PF-Q3 
Referring to the syndrome derived from the 
linear model, this result clearly puts a 
strong emphasis on the predictive value of 
the clusters 'EGO STABILITY CONTROL' and 
'SELF ORIENTATION'. 
- The following is a more detailed description 
of MQRA I to MQRA V. 

















6.2.3. MgRA I: 16PF PRIMARIES: A. C. L. 02. 03, A-TRAIT 
In this first survey-analysis a Goodness of Fit 
of 86,7% was obtained. 
The fact that only seven variables - significantly -
contributed to approximately 90% of the overall 
fit (78,1%) characterized this analysis. 
The twenty insignificant contributor-variables 
very obviously levelled the overall significance 
.of the equation out to a fairly low level. 
Extreme distortions in contribution-significance 
occured: the crossproduct of L x A-TRAIT, 
contributing 55% to the overall fit, plummeted 
from an initial F-Ratio on entering the equation 
of 61,24 to a barely significant 1,99 and so did 
the Crossproduct of 02 x 03: It dropped from 
a highly significant 13,8 to a final - unsig-
nif;i.cant - 0,9. 
The experienced levelling effect seems to be 
mainly due to the fact that this analysis is 
probably testing the limits of the method by 
introducing a number of variables more than 50% 
of the total number of observations. 
The algorithm used, however, combines the elimi-
nation-procedure with the stepwise decision of 
including or excluding variables. The application 
of the proper significance-filters shOUld 
therefore overcome the distorting effect of the 

























6.2.4. MQRA II: 16PF-PRIMARIES: A,C,L,Q2,Q3, 
A-TRAIT 
Only five variables entered the final equa-
tion. These five variables, however, are 
highly significant and a fairly high 
percentage fit could be achieved: 77,0079%. 
This is only 9,6425% less than the equation 
with all 27 variables achieved, and a mere 
5,4359% less than the equation obtained in 
MLRA 111. 
Included variables are: 
"Crossproduct Alaxia - A-TRAIT", which 
contributed 55% to the overall fit. The 
coefficient is slightly greater than one, 
which indicates a rather II pure " contribu-
tion of the score-products. The sign of 
the coefficient is neg~tive, hence low-
scores in "Alaxia" and HTrai t-Anxiety" lead 
to a high performance - score on the 
simulator. 
This corresponds with the findings for linear 
terms only (MLRA Ill), where both "ALAXIA" 
and "A-TRAIT" showed negative coefficients. 
The next variable in the rank order of 
Significance is the quadratic term of 
16PF-Q2, i,e. "SELF-SUFFICIENCY". Its 
coefficient is also only slightly greater 
than one and positive, i.e. high-scores 
contribute most to a 'good perfDrmance-
score. 
The linear term of 16PF -03, "SELF-CONCEPT 
CONTROL" also has a positive coefficient, 
which makes high-scores in this variable 























The high numerical value of the 
coefficient further suggests that already 
low scores in Q3 may contribute markedly. 
The crossproducts of Q2 and Q3 as well as 
A and C are also included in the equation. 
The analysis of variables in rank order 
of their contribution to Goodness of Fit 
sho"led the following. 
STEP NO. VARIABLE CONTRIBUTION GOODl~/OF 









CRP: ALAXIA X A~TRAIT 55,0511 55,0511 
CRP: GROUP ADH x SELF CONC/C 9,5109 64,9562 
CRP: SIZO/CYCLO x EGO STRENGTH 3,9392 68,8954 
(CRP: EGO STRENGTH x ALAXIA) (1,6760 (70,5714 ) 
SQUARE: GROUP ADHERENCE 1,5995 72,1709 
SELF CONCEPT CONTROL 5,1903 77,3612 
DELETION OF VARIABLE: 
CRP: EGO STRENGTH x ALAXIA 0,3533 77 ,0079 
The CRP: 16PF-C/16PF-L was taken in with 
a F -Ratio of 2,677. The addition of square term 
16PF-Q2 increased the ratio to 2,903, the 
inclusion of 16PF-Q3 (linear term) caused 
the ratio to drop to 0,7021, well below 
. the minimum F-level. 
All six variables are represented i~ the 
final equation in cross-products. Group 
Adherence appears in the quadratic 
transformation, only Self-Concept-Control 
is included as the linear term. 























The high significance together with the rela-
tively high overall.-fit achieved indicates 
a fairly stringent discriminatory quality 
of the quadratic transformation. 
The rank order of contribution follows quite 
closely the rank order found for the linear 
terms. Additional emphasis is placed on 























6.2.5. MQRA III: t6-=:£LPRIMARIES A,C,Q2 and 
16-PF PRmARIES L,gJ, A'-TRAIT (STAI) 
To enable a further distinction of varia-
ble-importance, the set of six basic 
variables was divided into two subsets for 
fUrther analysis. These subsets "ere: 
1st subset 
16_PF A (SIZO/CYCLOTHYMIA) 
16-PF C (EGO STRENGTH) 
16-PF Q2 (GROUPADHERnJCE/SELF SUFFICIENCY) 
2nd subset 
16-PF L (ALAXIA/PROTENSION) 
16-PF Q3 (LOl./HIGH SELF CONCEPT CONTROL) 
A-TRAIT (STAr) 
Since only a first survey was intended, the 
F-Levels to enter/leave "ere set to ZERO 
in both runs. 
The analysis of the first subse~ sho"ed a 
comparatively 1m! overall Goodness of Fit 
of the obtained equation: a mere 30,4% 
was achieved. 
16PF - primary A proved to be the most 
significant contributor, being represented 
in th e square term and both crossproducts. 
Q2 and C were only included in crossproduct 
terms. 
. The lo\~ fit is also reflected in the rela-
tively ~igh variances of the coefficient-
estimates: the confidence interval for the 
coefficient includes zero for six variables. 
Only the three most significant variables 
(SQU:A, CRP: A x Q2, CRP:A xC) show a 
coefficient of variation less than 100% . 
. The insignificance of 02 in this analysis 
is sligh.tly surprising, especially after 
MORA II had included 02 both in the square 
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A possible ~xplanation could be that A and 
C were represented in Crossproduct form 
in MQRA II, thus indicating a strong inter-
relation, in which A seems to dominate. 
This, together with the levelling effect 
caused by the inclusion of insignificant 
terms might 11Bve suppressed a possible influ-" 
ence of Q2. 
An indication of the validity of this 
explanation can be seen in the fact that 
Q2 (square term) entered the equation in 
step 2 with a fit-contribution of 7,5% 
and an F -ratio of 4,750. The successive 
inclusion of non-significant variables then 
caused its F-ratio to fall to a final 
insignificant 0,5287. 
The analysis of variables in rank-order 
of fit-contribution showed the following: 











The other 3 variables could increase the 
Goodness of Fit by only 0,3432% to 
30,4201%. This is equ"ivalent to an average 
variable contribution of 0,1144%. 
The fittinq of the quadratic model including 


























The significant variables in the equation 
were (in order of significance) 
- Crossproduct L x A-TRAIT 
- Square term of Q3 
- Square term of L 
Excessive variance of coefficients of insig-
nificant variables (i.e. including zero 
in the confidence interval) was experienced 
in this analysis too. 
The stepwise induction of variables into the 
equation follDl,ed the above rank order of 
final significance , thus indicating a 'genuine' 













61,8590 SQU: L 
The other six variables increased the over-
all Goodness of fit only marginally by 
1,8004% to a final 63,6594%. This represents 
an average fit-contribution of 0,3001%. 
The mai~-contributor, the crossproduct L 
x A-TRAIT, can be considered as a relatively 
'pure' variable, as a check on correlations 
. revealed: Eo"'i:h linear and square terms 
are virtually uncorrelated with coefficients 
not greater than 0,06. The intercorrelations 
of the crossproducts wi th its components 
in linear and square form are - expectedly -
higher with 0,6 to Land 0,8 to A, which 
























6.2.6 • .!:1.QRA IV: 16 PF PRIMARIES L, Q2, Q3, II-TRAIT 
(STilI) 
Although Q2 did not contribute significantly 
in the analysis of subset 1 in MQRA III, 
on account of the strength shown in MQRA II, 
it was included in this analysis, 
The first survey of significance (both F-
levels set to ZERO) showed a high Goodness 
of Fit with 77,0299%. 
The inclusion of insignificant variables 
brought the expected leveling effect. 
Despite this artificial balance, however, 
significance seemed to spread nearly 
equally over all variables included in 
this subset. The relative homogeneity of 
this combination of variables seems to be 
further underlined by the fact that 
cross products dominate amongst the more 
significant variables~ 
This predominant role of crossproducts was 
confirmed as the analysis was repeated 
'Ii th the appropriate F-level-fil ter to 
induce only significant variables. 
Only two variables were included in the 
final equation; 
- crossproduct L x A-TRAIT 
crossproduct Q2 x Q3 
The achieved Goodness of Fit was 64,9562% -
·only a mere 17,5% less than the linear fit 
derived from eleven variables achieved. 
Both variables are highly significant with 
relatively stable coefficients. A scrutiny 
of the residuals showed a slight positive 
slope of the band - this model shows the 
same tendency to overestimate high scores 


















6.3. RESPONSE SURFACE ANALYSIS (RSA) 
6.3.1. INTRODUCTION 
It was felt that the dramatic reductio~ 
of variables in the quadratic model, toget-
her with the high percentage of fit, could not 
be excepted without further analYsis. 
Response Surface Analysis was chosen as the 
main tool for this analysis. 
. The main obj ectives for this further inves-
tigation were: 
To explore in depth the interrelations 
between the variables included in the 
model and the conn~x.of model and 
predicted response. 
- to determine the existence of optimum 
conditions. 
to confirm if the fitting is genuine, 
i.e. if the underlying 'true' 
relation between the included varia-
bles can in fact be best described 
with a quadratic model, or if the 
high fit was a mere 'arithmetical' 
artefact. 
If there is a 'true' .underlying second 
order relation ."then it can be expected 
that the system of contour-curves 
(the 'response surface', RS) has its 
centre within or very near the feasi-
ble region (Davies, 1968; Box 1960). 
The curves produced by a quadratic 
model are conics, i. e. 'have a 
strictly defined vertex. 
There is some argument in the literature, 
whether a final quadratic model should 
have a balanced form. (DAVIES, 1968, Box 




















This means, that ·despi te certain indivi-
dual terms having been discarded by the 
regression algori thrn as insignificant, 
the final equation should always include a 
complete set of all terms concerned : if a 
crossproduct remains, both linear and square 
terms should be included; if square terms 
remain, than crossproducts should also appear 
in the finai model, etc. 
The disadvantages of an unbalanced model 
appear to be: 
the 8upression of a non-significant 
linear term in one of the variables 
of a quadratic model might result 
in the implication that the vertex of 
the hyperplane concerned occurs at 
the origin of that variable, which 
- depending on the nature of the 
variable - can be an artefact. 
- the inclusion of interaction terms 
only might result in a degree of symmetry 
of the final model 'which is probably 
spurious. 
The advantage of an unbalanced model is, 
however, that the confidence limits of the 
predictions are kept to a minimum. 
It was decided to include solely the un-
balanced equations in the RSA. 
The reasons for this decision were: 
- having the vertex of the resulting 
conic correspond with the origin of the 
variables concerned can be a perfectly 
valid result. Since the test-scores have 
not been scaled in any way, the origin 
(i.e. a test-score of zero) is a 'true' 





















- The argument of a probable 'spurious 
degree of symmetry I is not really 
applicable to this analysis. I-Ihat 
it means is that successive layers of 
of contour-curves might be artifi-
cially brought into a position of 
concentric vertices,. whereby the 'true' 
surface might show a skew centre-line 
. of vertices, thus sho,Jing different 
degrees of slope in different sections 
of the RS (whereas concentric vertices 
r~sult in a constant slope in all 
sections of the RS) 
This is of importance only in an 
environment of continuous variables 
which can be set by the experimenter 
at his sale discretion, e .. g. 'to 
approach an optimum region via the 
path of steepest ascent of the RS. 
This is not the case in this analysis: 
the variables are discrete and cannot 
be influenced by the experimenter. 
- a seTutiny of the 'balanced' model, 
i.e. the equation containing all 
variables, showed that due to the 
excessive variability of coefficients 
of insignificant variables, the resul-
ting picture of the RS would be extreme-
ly distorted. And principally: to 
analyse a hyperplane, which, by defi-
nition, can have virtually any slope, 
with the present one just being the 
one that happened to suggest itself 
by the data, seems a somewhat futile 
exercise. 
In terms of the R5 created, the 
levelling effect observed in the 
'balanced models produced a singular 
pattern for all combinations of 
variables: flat parabolas (indicating 
a near-linear stationary ridge) \Vi th 
positive slope, c·onsistently and 
indiscriminately showing high test 



















The sets of variables included in the RSA 
were: 
RSA I: 16-PF A, C, L, Q2, Q3 and 
A-TRAIT (STAl) 
RSA II: 16-PF L, Q2, Q3 and A-TRA IT 
(STAl) 
The analysis was conclud"d in two steps. 
The first step restricted the RS to the 
feasible region, i.e. variable-values 
from 1 to 10 only. To obtain a picture 
of the more complete structure of RS, the 
boundaries of the investigated region .... Jere 
extended to include -10 to +20 for 
variable values in the second step. 
The following nomenclature is being used: 
FR - !,"easible Region 
RS - Response surface 
RL - Response levels ( I contour heights I ) 
A = 25 (i. e. simulator score) 
B = 50 
C = 75 
D = 100 
E = 125 
F = 150 
G = 175 
H = 200 
I = 225 
J = 250 
Direction of Slopes: 
NW - to>lards top-.left-hand-corner; 
opt. response: high ordinate-variable 
low abscissa - variable 
NE - towards top-right-hand corner; 
opt. response: ~igh ordinate -
variable 






















SE - towards bottom·- right-hand-cover; 
opt. response: low ordinate -
variable. 
high abscissa - variable. 
SW -towards bottom - left-hand-corner 
opt. response: low ordinate-
variable. 


























6.3.2. SUMMARY OF FINDINGS 
This analysis of the response surfaces 
yielded by the quadratic models was carried 
out to determine and explore the relevance 
of strengths of the personality-variables· 
to the expected performance level in more 
depth. 
In RSA I the contour diagrams of the model 
fitted in MQRAII were investigated. 
The variables l6PF-A and l6PF-C were found 
to be of importance mainly for higher levels 
of performance. The interaction of A-TRAIT 
and l6PF-L spreads over a broader spectrum 
of performance levels. This spectrum, 
however, covers only the area of mediocre 
performance. 
l6PF-Q2 and l6PF-Q3 was found to be the 
only combination of variables that produced 
optimum performance. High scores in 02 
are o"f more influence than high scores in 
Q3. 
RSA II, carri~d out on the surfaCES yielded 
by the model developed in MQRA V, confirmed 
the findings of RSA I, although the impor-
tance of the interaction of Q2 and 03 was 























6.3.3. RSA I: 16-PF PRIMARIES A, C, L, 02, Q3 
and A-TRAIl' (STAI) 
(Unbalanced Model) 
Interaction A x C: Only one response 
level (RL) is manifest in the feasible 
region (FR). Its curve indicates 
that either high A with only 5010 of C 
or vice versa leads to a upper-region 
simulator score. 
Extending the boundaries, it was found 
that the RS created is a hyperbolic 
plane with a distinct saddle about 
G-level. The centre of the system is 
approximately at the origin of both 
variables. The low levels are sloped 
NW/SE, the ascending slope runs NE/SW. 
The RS obtained seems to indicate that 
both variables come to importance at 
high performance level only. 
Interaction L. x A-TRA IT: four contours 
are crossing the FR: C to G. The 
slope is to SW and flattening out with 
increasing RL. 
Extending the RS beyond the FR, a 
hyperbolic plane is found, again centred 
.at the origin of both variables and 
with a saddle at G-level. The axes 
of the system are nearly congruent with 
the aXes found for A x C, the slopes, 
however, are inversed: Low-RL's are 
on NE/SW, higher responses ascend 
along NW/SE. 
In accordance "Ji th the magnitude and 
sign of the coefficients for L x A-TRAIT 
(around 1,0 and negative) the RS indi-
cates clearly increasing response with 




















Th e range of manifest RL' s seems to 
indicate that both variables are of 
importance ra~her in the low-per for-
ma nce-region . 
Th e near per fect symmetry of ~he con i c 
system is clearly a r esult of the fact t hat 
both vari able - ccmbinat i o rls were rep r esented 
in the model i n crossproduct form only . 
I nteraction q2 x [2 : The obtained 
hyperplane within the FR is obvi ousl.y 
the saddle of a hyperbolic surface . 
Only high RL' s are represented : H to 
J, a nd the high level slope runs ~JW!SE . 
The region SWiNE appears as a flattened 
saddle about , o ~ just b~low H- level . 
In exceeding t he FR- boundaries , the RS 
becomes a lo ngstretched hyperbol i c 
plane , with the longitudinal axis in 
NE! SW (descending RL's) , and the axis 
o f ascending RL ' s at r ight angles to it . 
The saddle , around H- level, covers 
quite a large area , with steep inclines 
t owards I and J in NI" r esp . SE . 
The specific cheracter of the hyperplane , 
expecially tile dominating flat saddle at 
high RL seems to i ndicate that virtually 
a ll cornbinatians of 02 and Q3 .,ould predict 
hig h performance. 02 , due to the J-contour 
in NW , would be the variable , whose high-
s co re carries more ~"Jeigh-t . This is some-
how underlined by the fact t~at Q2 was 
i ntroduced intc the model as square term, Q3 
as lin ear term , and their crossproduct n2d 
a nEgative cGeffic~cnt (as a levelling 
effect this probably caused the flat saddle) . 
Gener~lly therefore, any combinations of 
Q2 and Q3 should yield a good performonce-
l evel . The optimum however could be seen 
i n a cornbination of hi gh 02 and not too 
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Sinc e A- TRAIT .'35 included into the model 
in crossprodllct with L only, the RS of 













6.3. 4 . RSA II: l6- PF PRH1ARIES L~ Q3 and 
A-TRA IT 
(Un ba l anced model) 
I nteraction L x A-TRAIT: The RS contains 
th e RL- range from C up to G, the s lope is 
SW. The contour heights are equally 
spaced. The FR covers a higher range of 
RL' s than t he same i nte r act i on in R5A I , 
but the actual slope of the hyp erp lane 
seem to be virtually the same. 
This i s confirmed by the extension of the 
RS beyond the FR to include a r ange from 
-10 to +20 . The resulting surface is a 
hype r bolic plane with the centre of the 
system approximately coi nciding with the 
origin of both variables . The low-level 
s l ope is NE!5W , the high-level axis runs 
t hro ugh NW!SE . Ascents and descents seem 
to be rather steep , with a high saddle 
poi nt at H- level . 
Interaction Q2 x Q3 : Only t hree RL' s ( H 
t o J ) lie within the FR. The slape is NE, 
wi th the ascent steepening towards the op-
timum contour- line . The extended R5 shows 
aga i n- a system of hyperbolics, with a saddle 
(H) coinciding roughly with the csntre of the 
system in the origin of both variables. The 
descending slope is NW!SE , with the ascending 
axis joining at right angles. 
The hi gh degree of symmetry of both systems 
is aga i n explained by the fact that no 
linear or square terms were included in 
the model. 
Whi l e t he RS of L x A-T RA I T remained un-
changed against R5A I , the interac t ion of 
Q2 x Q3 in this model po ints unmista-
kably in the direc tion of high perfor -
m~nce due to high vH r iable val~e8 in 
both variables . The optimum 
contour, however, also recognises 50% 
values in both variabl es , ;Jrovided tf-.e 
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A comparison of the extended RS's s hows 
that the RS yielded in this model is 
rDtated by approximately 90 0 against the 
conic system obtained in the previous 
analysis. 
Although, due to the dominant saddle 
area in the hyperplane of RSA II, which 
saturated virtually a ll of t he FR with 
high-l evel response, there is no direct 
contradictio n in the interpretation of the 
cantour~systems, it was decided to disregard 
the RS of Q2 x Q3 obtained in this analysis 
in any further int.erpretation . The corres-
ponding RS of RSA I, yielded by a model 
which also includes linear and square 














SUMMARY AND CO NCLUS ION 
The Multipl e Linear Regress ion Analysis has yielded a 
prediction equation with a reasonable Goodness of Fit 
and, fur thermore, a fairly comprehensive set of psycho -
logically plausible personality factors conducive to 
goo d op erational performance under stres s conditions 
could be deri ved . 
The attempt to fit a second-order-model to the observa-
tional da t a did not prove s uccessful with respect to 
predictive qualities. It was felt that the relatively 
s mall sample in conjunction with the drastic reduction 
of predictor variables could easily represent "too much 
coincid ence ", i.e . there might be a considerable probabi-
lity t hat an unmeasu rable amount of valu e co nfiguration 
particu l ar to the sample and amplified by the quadratic 
trans f ormation influenced the oLl tcom e beyond the boun -
daries of routine significance considerations. 
This suspicion was further und erlined by the obta ined 
RS' s , which tended to be for one rather meagre and 
secondly possessed a fairly high degree of obviously 
artificial symmetry . Thirdly, the dominating form of 
hyperplan e found turned out to be a saddle- plane, which 
i s basically the l east conclusive form of RS possible . 
It was therefore decided to accept the model yi elded 
-by MLRA II I as the main predictive link obtained from 
this proj ect. 
This linear model suggested a syndrome of personality-
factors conducive to good operational performcnce which 
can be characterised by the following desc riptiv e factor -
clusters: 
EGO STABIL ITY CO NTROL (low A- TRA I T, C+ , L-, Q3) 
SELF ORIENTATION (02+, G-, 1- 1 
HYPER ACTIVATION-POTENTIAL (04+, hi gh A-STATE) 
and, or minor importance 
CYCLOT HYMIA (A+) 

















Using, and merging, CATELL.' s verbalizations of persona -
l ity factors, the f ollowing - first - p i cture of the 
"emergency resistant operator'! (in general terms) 
emerges: 
He can be socially precise, and he tries to l ive up 
to his self- image. This, combined with the tendency 
to be rather resolute and being basically not an 
anxious person outlines a personality mainly 
characterised by a - neuroticism. Adding further to 
this i mpressio n is a certain capacity for emotional 
c ontrol \."i th particular reference to exercls~ng 
pragmati sm where the realities of a situation may 
demand it. 
Normal l y he is Easy going and shows a fair degree of 
participating relaxedness. 
Th e "ro ugh edges " of this personality come through 
in a strong sense of .self-reliance, Expressed in a 
pro nounced "no-nonsense " attitude . There is further 
a strong t endency to evade obligations and rules, 
t he more when tl,ey collide with his own ideas . 
Also "underneath" the generally controlled, relaxed 
balance and the only thinly covered strong egocentrism , 
t here is a moment of "hidden " tension and irritabi-
lity, combined with a certain ability for arriving 
fairly rapidly at a r elatively high level of (basically 
anxious) a l e rtness in situations of a threatening 
c haracter . 
He need not be intelligent . 
Al though the findings of the MQRA and the RSA did not 
directly contribute to the main objective of this project, 
both methods proved very valuable as diagnostic tools , 
i . e. both methods of further analysis helped considerably 
i n obtaining more insight into the structure of the above 
syndrome . 
The findings of the Qu adra tic Regression principally 

















In addition the component of EGO STABILITY CONTROL was 
clearly ~mphasised and in its infrastructure the inter-
action of L- and A-TRAIT was assigned a dominating weight 
above the other two factors indicated by the linear model. 
The importance that the interaction of a2 and a3 was 
given by the MaRA res ults in a slight shift of character 
of the cluster SELF ORIENTATION: Under the aspect of 
interacting with Q3-, the predominantly positive character 
of self-sufficiency, rather st rengthened by an element 
of ego-centrism , could now be seen as one solution of 
the "undisciplined sel f-conflict" that a3 suggests. 
The Response Surface Analysis served mainly to differen-
tiate between the effects that the clusters have on 
performance levels, and further added to the understanding 
of the infrastructure of the syndrome. 
The interaction of relaxedness and low anxiety(L x A- TRA IT ) 
\..,ras again confirmed to be the basic cluster conducive to 
good operationaJ. performance. The response surface 
yielded by th ese two variabl es covered the largest 
section of response levels of all other variables. 
a2 and a3, the two main components of the cluster SELF 
ORIENTATION, .,ere found to be mainly indicators of the 
higher performance levels: interestingly, the RS 
suggested a combination of low a3 and high a2 as a set-
variation conducive to favourable performunce. 
The response surface created by A (Cyclothymia) and C 
(Ego Strength) indicated also sOme importanc e in the 
upper performance range only. 
(a4 and A-STATE were not included in the variables selec -
ted for the MQRA and RSA) 
With respect to the dimensions Performance Level, 
Variable Influence and Score'-Rang s , the findings of the 
MaRA and RSA . can be summarized as follows: 
L and A-TRAIT, both lQ\,,- score, are the broad found,,--
tion of the syndrome - of relatively high influence , 
but only for the low-to-medium-level performance 
range. 













The i nteraction of A and C, both in t he above- ave r age-
score range , i s i nterpreted as t he e nhancement of 
L x A-T RA IT (C+ is part of the cluster EGO STABILITY 
CO NTRO L) which effects the upper performance levels . 
I ts importance is classed as minor to medium. 
Q2 x Q3, wi th Q2+ and 03 rather i n the low score 
area , are of minor importance as variables, but, 
s ince t heir syndrome seems to play a maj o r part in 
the a c tual capacity of stress - tolerance, are predomi-
na ntly effective i n the medium- to - high performance 
class only. 
Figure 14 is a graphic approximntion of the assumed 
i nflu e nce- spaces of the above variable comb i natior.s. 
Inco r porating the add i tional fi ndings obtained by the 
MORA and the RSA , the original syndrome as derived from 
the linear model can be reduced to three main clusters 
with suppo r ting sybsyndromes . 
The main and basic set of persona l ity factors needed 
to r es i st the operational stress i n this experiment 
s eems t o be EGO STABILI TY CONTROL , nm'! defined as being 
bas ically co nsistent of lew score L and low A- TRA IT . 
The extrovert element in A+ is to be seen as a strengthening 
agent to L- , as the overall emotional stability represented 
in C+ r einforces 1m"! anxiety . The interac t i on of A+ 
an d C+ then would fo r m the presupposition to achieve higher -
perfor~ance levels . 
The seco ndary condition needed to capacit~te s tress -
fesistance (at least in this experiment) is described 
as SELF ORIENTATION . It is based mainly on the interac-
t i on of 02 and 03, whereby the combination Q2+/03 - seems 
to preferable. Due to this particular configuration, 
the combin3tion may be termed "unstable self- sufficiency!l, 
i mply i ng that 02+ is at leEst partly. a compensation 
fo r the low degree of social integration represented 
by 03-. The supporting s tructure of the syndrome may 
be f ound in the subsyndrome of Ego- Cerltrism, represented 
by G- and 1-. 
The c luster t ermed HYPERACTIVATI ON POTENTIP,L , consisting 
of 04+ and high A-STATE, stays unchang ed , since neither 
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(Since it could be rightly argued that the fact that a 
lower degree of In telligence was found to be conducive 
to high er performance in this experiment could be mainly 
due to the simplicity of the simulated operation, Inte~ 
lligence is not included in this final clustering.) 
The conclusions drawn above are - to some degree -
supported by other findings in the field of research 
on performance under stress. DANIELS (1973) in his above 
cited article on parachutists found A+, C+ and Q2+ 
of importance in the endurance of stress. BUCKY & 
SPIELBERGER (1973) in investigating correlates to with-
drawal from flight training found an interesting connec-
tion between the relative degree of A- STATE and different 
kinds of I'flight training drop outs!'~ a very high degree 
of A-STATE seemed to lead to voluntary withdrawals 
(b ecause cf 'physical' reasons) and a low degree of State-
Anxiety vJas correlated to failure - drop out. This ·seEms 
to underline the 'breaking point theory': too high a 
degree of A-STATE tends to support escape-reactions, 
while too Iowa degree of A-STATE represents an 
insufficient degree of alertness to cope with sudden 
changes. 
The relevance of the cluster of self-orientation is 
underlined by findings of BIER5NER & RYMAN (1974) in 
their research on performance-prediction fa:: scuba-
divers. Th ey found that sucessfu1 divers are high in 
Q2, low in Q3 and low in G. (Their term for this syndrome 
was "asocial"). 
No support could be found in the literature for the 
combination of L- and low A-TRAIT. 
Du e to the fact that in the literature there is only 
narrow support to be found for the conclusions com e to 
in this project, and considering the small sampl e this 
project was based on, it seems only fair to classify 
the above described findings and derivations as pilot 
results only, and a guide to future research in this 
field. 
Some recommendations for future research are given in 


















RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 
If the findings and conclusions in this study should be 
investigated further, the following list of recommen-
dations may prove helpful: 
To verify the validity of the obtained linear model 
(in order to determine any inherent weaknesses) 
in a controlled experiment. 
To use a larger sample to improve the quality of the 
statistics obtained. 
To use a sufficiently large sample to be able to 
construct a Central Composite Design of the experiment 
in order to deploy the full capacity of Response 
Surface Methodology. 
To use specialised scales to measure the personality 
factors indicated in this project. 
To use sophisticated scaling methods in trying to 
fit a higher-ordEr-model. 
To develop a better method for measuring performance 


































APPENDI X A 
A.I. Flow diagram of the CHEMICAL PLANT SIMULATOR 
A.2. Desc ription of Simulator-Task 
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---" - .~ 
Ti Ti 
<Il . 
~ .. -'" .. 
J: 
~1..." V2 













A.2. Descriptio n of Simulato r-Tas k 
The following instruction was issued (verbally) to 
the S's~ 
"You are handed this plant over in perfect running 
condition. We expect you to hand over the plant 
to your SlJccessor in exactly the same cand i tion . 
Your shift is 30 min. long. During the sh i ft faults 
and defects will occur. 
You have to fix them all up within the 30 min., which 
is quite possible if yo u keep your cool . The clock 
on the wall gives you the elapsed time, and the training 
officer will t el l you the elapsed time in five 
minute intervals. He will also keep a sco re of how 
you are doing. These are t he safety regulations; 
any violation will bring your score down. If you 
make a l ethal mistake, the experiment will 
be t e rminated immediately" . 
Then followed detailed instructions on what pressure-, 
flow- rates and tank-l evel-readings were to be 
maintained and in wh ich areas of the 'plant ' to wea r 
specific sa fety e quipment, e .g. goggles, etc . 
The table overleaf s hows a detailed breakdown of the 








Pump 2 stopped 
PAV I inoperable 
FAV I inoperable 
PAV I reset 
FAV I reset 
LA V II fully open 
Pump I stopped 
LAV II inoperable 
FAV I inoperable 
20 Pump 2 stopped 
PAV I inoperable 
*) = Legend: See overleaf 
----- ~ '---' '---' '---' ~ '----' 
Indication of 
~ 
Main circulatio n comes 
to a standstill, no 
flow-readings available 
Pressure rates drop (A LARM), 
. flow rates increase (ALARM), 
level in TI03 increases (ALARM) 
Level in 103 drops (ALARM), 
level in 101 increases (ALARM) 
Level in 101 drops (slowly), 
pressure increases rapidly 
(ALARM) 
• Level in 103 drops (ALARM) , 
level in 101 drops, 
l eve l in 102 increas es (ALARM) 
Corrective action 
Isolate valves a to f, 
__ start up pump, 
establish bypasses around 
PAV I, FAV I 
Open LA V III and establish bypass, 
isolate valve h, 
close LAV II - adjust flow, 
pressure/levels 
Adjust flows/levels, 
open valve h, 
close bypais around LAV III, 
adjust LAV III, 
i s olate valve i, 
Start up pump, 
adjust LAV I 
Establish FAV I bypass, 
adjust flow rates 
Isolate valves a to f, 
start up pump, 
establish bypass around PAV I, 















Legend: TIME: "lapsed time in minutes; at this point 
in time the fault-conditions were set via a re -
mote-contral-conso le 
INDICATION OF FAULT : 
where 'ALARM' i s mentioned the change in condi-
tions occured so rapidly that on average the 
appropriate alarm would go off. 
The alarms were set to very narrow limits around 
the levels to be maintained and were set to 
maximum loudness (siren) and increased flash-rate 
















APPENDI X B 
B.l. Origina l Data Matrix 
B.2. Analysis of Variance 
B.3. Mean profile of 16PF scores 
97. 
B.4. Distribution of the variables EXPERIENCE and AGE 
B.S. STEN - Transformat ion of STAI- and RAVEN (PM) - s cores 
B.6. Distribution of the simulator ~ score 
B.7. Scattergram and sp lit-half-regression of the s imulator - score 








_ RSOI_ 11 C_ LAT PE_ ) MAN_ NOEI IESS--.,J r IP.l ' ',NN - ~ , '---' '----' -~ 
ORIGINAL OAT. MATRIX 
OaS.NO.Pf/A Pf/B Pf/C Pf/E Pf/r Pf/G Pf/H pr/l Pf / L pr I M Pf / N Pf/O P/nl Pfa2 P/03 P/Q4 STATETRAIT INT. AGE 
6. 10. 4. 6. 2. 6, 6. 6, 6. 6. 3. 6. 5. 7. 7. 6. 
2 8 . 8- 5. 6. O. T. 5. 3. 6, 4, 4. 4. 8. 4, 6. 3. 
3 8. 9. 2. S. 5. 3. 4. 7. 9. 6. 4. 6. 2. 1. 1. 9. 
4 5. 8- 5. 6. 5. 4, 3. 5. 10 • . 6. 7. 6. ~t 8, 3. 9. 
5 7. 6- 4. 7. 8, 3. 5. 7. 8, 7. 4. 6. 6. 5. 5. 5. 
6 6 . 8. 7. 6. 3. 6, 7. 4. 6. 3. 8, 3. 9, 5. 7, •• 
7 6. 8. 4' 9. 7. ). 10. 6. 6. 6. ). 7. r. 10. 3. 9. 
8 5. e. 4. 4. 3. 4, 2. 5. 6. 5. 3. 8. 7. 8, 3. 5. 
9 5. 9' 2. 4. ). 2. 3. 4. 3. S. 6. 6. 5. 9. 1. 7. 
10 4 . 6· 8. 6. 9, 7. 6. 5. 5. 3. 4. 6. 6. 4, 5. 6. 
11 5. 6· 2. 4. 3. 7. 3. 5. 6, 7. 7. 8. •• 6. 7. 6. 
12 5. 4- 7 . 6_ 6. 4, 7. 8. 9, 5. 4. 7. 3. 5. 2. 8. 
13 6. 3' 8. 5. 't " •. 6. 7. 8, 6. 3. 6. 4. 6. 4, e. 
14 5 . 3- 4 . 5. 6. 5. A. 7. 7. 5. 5. 6. 5. 5. 4, 7. 
15 6 . 8· 4. 3. 6. 6, 2' 4, 4, 5. 8. J. 7. 5. B. 2. 
16 7. 7! 3. 4. 7. e. 5. ,4. 3, 6. 7. 4. 8. 6. B, 4. 
17 6. 6. 2' 5. 6. 7. 4. · 5, 4. 5. 1. 5. 7, 7. 7. 3. 
16 5. 5' 4 ' 6. 10. 7, 1. · 6. 6. 6_ 5' 5. ). S. 6. 6. 
19 7. 6 ' 7. 5. r. 2. 7. 3_ 9. 6, 1. 5. 5. 5. 7. 5. 
20 5. 9- 6. 7, 1. 6. 7, 8. 8. 2 . 6. 5. 5_ 4, 3. 3. 
21 5. 9' 3. 9. 6. 6, 3. 6. 6. 4. 6. 6. 3, 6. 5. 5. 
22 3. 5· 4. 1. 4, 4, •• 5. 2. 2, 10- 5. 5, 5. 9. 3. 
2 3 6. 4' 3. 2. 2. 4, 3. 7, e. 3. 1, 6. 5. 7. 4. 7. 
24 O. 6 - 5. ,. , 5. 8, ,. 4, 5. 4' 6. 6. 6, 4. 9. 5. 
~5 6. 7. 4- ~, 5. 3. 5. 6. 6. 6. 4. 8. 5. 6. 3. 6. 
26 7. 7· 8. 6. 6. 7, 5. 1. 3. 4. 9. 1_ e. 9. 5, 2. 
27 7. d' 6, Q. 6. 7. 6. 4. 9. 4. e. 8. 5. 8. 9. 6. 
28 5, 5' 5. 6. ~ . 6. 3. 4. 9, 6. 4, 8. 7. 8. 4, 7, 
29 7, 7' S' 2. 4. 1. 1. 5. 6. 5. 8. 4' l' 5. 5. S. 
30 7. 9' 4. 6. 3. 3, 1. 6. 6, 5. 2, 9. 6. 7. 3. 10. 
II 6. e. 3- 5. 5. 4, J. 5. 6. e. e. 7. 4. 7. 2. O. 
32 4. 3- 4. 6. 6, 4, 5. 6. 10. 3, 6. ~7. 2. 3. 7. 7. 
33 3. 6' e. Q, 4. 9, 4. 4. 7. 6. 7. 5. e. ij. 6. 5. 
34 7. 6' 7. o. 5. 6, e. 3. 6. 3, ). 5. 5. 7. 7. 5. 
35 7. e· 5. 6, 5, 4, 6, 6, 6. 5, \ 4' 6. 2, 7. 3. 5. 
36 9, 9' 9. 5. 6. 6. 6. 7, 5. 6' 9. 3. 7. ,. 5. 4, 
37 6_ 7· 1. 4. 4. 5. 4, 7. 2. 6, 5. 5' 7, 7. 9. 6. 
38 6 . 6- 7. 5. 6. 5. 6. 8. 6. 5. 5. 4' 7. 5. 9. 7. 
39 7, 6' 5. 5. 4. 4. 4. 6. 7. 7. 4. 6. 6. 8. 7. 5. 
40 5. 7. 6. 7. 8. 4. 7. 7. 6. 7. 6. 4' 6_ 6. S. 5. 
41 6. 8· 2' 7. B. 6, 4. 6, 9. 7. 1. 9. 3, ~. 5. 9. 
42 5. 5' 5. 3. 3, 6" 2, 6. 6. 7. 6_ 9. 5. 9. 3. 9. 
43 6. 5- 5. 7. 5. 3. 4. 4' 6. 7. 6' 6. ~. 3. 5. 6. 
~4 6. 8, ' 4. 3. 3. 7, ~. 6. 6, 5. 4. 6. 5. 7. 5. 8. 
~5 7. 8- l' 6. 7. 4, 4. _. 4. 2. 6. 6, 5. 4, 9. 7. 
~6 6. 5' 3' 4' 3_ 5. ~. 6. 6, 60 3' 6, 5. 51 6. 7. 
47 S. 7- 7. 5. 7. 6 . 6. 4. 6 . 4. 4. 3, 8. 7. 7. 8. 
46 3- 7' 5' 6. 6. •• 2' 6. 1, 4. 6, 9. 6. 8. 5, 9. 
49 3_ 10' 3. 6. 5, 4, 5. 6, 7. 9. 5. 5. 5, 6. 5. 10. 
50 6. S. S. 4. 8 , 4, ' 3, · 7. 7. 4. 7. 4. 4. 6. 6. 6, 
51 7. 7. 10' 6. ) . 10. 6. 5, 4. e. 7. 3' 7. 5. 9. 2. 






























































3. 9 • 
6. 5. 



















5. . 7. 



















































































O' 16 1. 
l' 193 . 
4. 13 8 . 
3. 1 42 . 
O. 155 . 
O' 2 26 . 
31 207. 
4. 272. 
O. 17 4. 
0- 2 05 . 
0'1 0 1. 
O' 165. 
3' 23 5 . 
O. 115. 
Q. 1 96 . 





0- 1 90 . 
7. 1 63. 
O' 121. 
O' t7 2, 
13' 23 0 . 
O. 179. 
O. 2 73 , 
O' 199 . 
). 710. 
J. 20,). 
O. 189 , 
O. 95 I 
e'181, 
9. 18S, 
4_ 13 9 . 
6. 21 6 . 
O' 1 62 . 
6. 241. 
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1 3 4 • 
14 6. 














2 8 7, 
£:9 6. 
30 7, 




35 . 5. 
36 5. 
37 4 • 
38 7. 





,Q 4 5' 
~ 5 7. 
46 T. 
q 7 6. 





























































































6.. 7 • 
7. 6. 
4 • 3 • 
B. 5' 
4. 5. 
2 ' 5. 
q. 6. 




7 _ I) • 
3 • 6 • 
10 • 6 • 
'2 • 7 • 
5' 6· 
3. 5. 3 _ 9. 
4' 4t 
5' 8. 
4 • 6 • 
5' 3' 
5' 2' 





3. 4 • 
2' 5' 
5, 6. 
4 . 3. 
4. 9, 










































10 ",: 7 • 
R. 3. 
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10 • 6 , 
3 • 3 • 
3. 6. 
,. • 7 • 
:1. ? 
2 , b. 
5. 3 . 
8, 4 • 
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1 7'1 • 
1 ',13 , 
JOb. 
? 1 Q. 
??J. 
? 3v . 
(>35. 
t 2 1 • 
1 (, ~ • 
172. 
190 • 
211 1 • 
1 01 • 
13 M• 
1 3 Q. 
1 £& 2 , 
155. 
Ib 9 • 
1 711 • 
1 9 0. 
1 q j • 
1 9~ • 
:?n') • 
210. 
? I 8. 
2 ' j"oJ • 
95. 








1 n 7 , 
1 tlt1 • 
1 k/1. 
1 tW. 


















'-......J c:::J c......J r " 
'I _ 
~. ~ '---- ~ '---- '---' '---' r " • r " ~ ~ ~ --- -,- -----SOURC E SS or HS ... r 
. ~. • 
BETwEEN SUBJ 3599.162 .-
FACTOR A 1.108 I 1.108 0.02 
SUBJ w GRP 35'B,OS4 50 71.961 
WITHI .. SUBJ •••••••••• 
FACTOR B •••••••••• 19 84015.256 ••••• 
rACT Op. AB ~S.412 19 2.916 0.04 
B X SS W GRP 6 9 3"'6,619 950 73.049 
SI MPLE EFrEcTS ANALYSIS 
FACTOR A AT LEVEL' SS Of HS r 
B I 6.26 I d.28 0.11 , 614 0.43 I 0.43 0.01 
B 2 4 • 31 I 4,31 0.06 BI5 11056 I 11.56 0.16 
'-
• '"" B 3 0.08 I 0.08 0.00 BI6 0.62 I 0.62 0.01 0 Cl 
B 4 5.67 5.87 0.08 BI1 I • I 7 I I • 11 0.02 
'-A 5 2.66 I 2.66 0.04 AI8 4.33 I 4.33 0.06 
~ B 6 0.10 0.10 0.00 819 6.93 6.93 0.09 
B 7 0.08 I 0,08 0.00 820 1.55 I 1.55 0.02 
U 8 0,06 I 0.06 0.00 ERROR 1~994'67 1000 72.99 
~ 
D B 9 1.56 1,56 0.02 ~ 
-.;) 
810 4'17 4.17 0.06 
rAcTOR B AT LEVELl SS or HS r 
CJ:'~ 
A I 520662·05 19 27403.21 ••••• ~ B 11 2,30 2030 0.03 
A 2 1015683'2l 19 56614.91 ••••• f; BI2 0.26 0.26 0.00 
813 0-21 0-21 0-00 ERRUR 





STANDARD TEN SCORE (STEN) 
LOW SCORE 
+-A'fll"g'-+ HIGH SCORE DESCRI PTION DESCRIPTI ON ;:: , . % , C , • r • • 10 _'-'-1 __ .• --+- 1 _ _ 1 ...... -_ - . L I . I 
1 
1 
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I 
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1/00L,STle, N(). NOI. 5U.S! 
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B. S. STEN - Transformat i on of STAI- and RA VEN (PM ) - sco r es 
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C.l. Results of MLRA I 
C.2. Results of MLRA II 
C.3. MLRA III - full analys i s 
C.4. MLRA III - Plot and his togram of res iduals 
C.5. MLRA IV - Transformed data matrix and results. 
'-- ~ '----- <--..... '----- -
STrp NUMB ER 21 (NTER VA~IAHL( 12 
STANDARD fRROR or ESTIMATE- 14.476 
MUL TI PLE cnRHfLATI~N co(rrICI(NT • 0.954 
GOnON~SS or rIll 9\J.9922Z 
CONSTAN T l(hHD 1:a.07 Q3 
VA" coEn 5T D nEv r"RATIO BETA cnEff 
c ou r V.lR.C(]UTR 
I .46 82C: Ot " '1 8bts( Ul .6 283 [ 01 .!TOOE 00 
2 .S C6'1f 01 '17 5Jf 0 1 .R 360 [ (1 1 1~1l1 'H" 00 
J 16 ~t3E 01 ' 1,)54( 0 1 .197 Rr (12 0373~r: 00 
4 "oI1 00r 0 1 '1"I [ 01 . S034F 00 -.5~7qC-01 
5 '1 20JE 01 '1 16'1( 0 1 .77 ~l1r 00 .61'i fl r: -Ot 
6 -.) 429r 01 '1 1lf\7( 01 .S31'f 01 .. ,16 ll ,," on 
7 ", JU 76[ 0 1 • I 0; 82E I) 1 .6 00 1F" 01 -'lQ7fn: 01) 
a -. 2971'1( 0 1 'l 628[ 0 1 . ?6CJll r 01 ",t 240r on 
9 .... bBfl4r 0 1 '172 9E 01 .?t4nE (12 -.~ 6?4t 00 
10 ' 2 0":i~ E 01 ' 1 )115(0 1 .~2 nf\ F" 01 .1 6 "'; [ "0 1 
11 , 9671E 0:1 0"1/1 e 1 E 0 I ./176' F" flO . ~:n6f " 01 
12 "'1 ~5f.E 00 07.0) J( 0 1 . Q2":i6r - 0 2 -, ~6~~~-O' 
1) ". 2t136r u 1 'I f\~ l E 0 1 .l f1l:; .... f (i l "o1 n3 1r 00 
1 , . 2 8 91f ') 1 . 1 f} ! OE II I . 2")")'f 0 1 .131~ r: co 
15 , 9?5;r 01 '1 77'[ 0 1 . 5?71I f Cl2 . S /IR'"iF: 00 
16 o23A nr 01 'P23[ 01 .1't71r 0 1 oll;'~ Db 
17 . e1l94E 01 '2!)1[ 01 .15 P~ r 02 . ]9t2[ 00 
1 8 -, 9Q o?[ 01 'I " I [ 0 I . ?H )l r 02 -1~ ]~4F vn 
I ? • J he 3f 00 o\ b80 £ U1 .411 0 n-U! • 1 6f)'.i r "II! 
20 ",70 79[ 00 .t., 63 E 00 . ,)757r (i1 "'13 {S( uO 
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5Trp NUMRER 19 E~TER VARIAALE 13 
STANDARD ERROR or EST I MATE . 17,540 
MUL TIPLE CORRELATIUN COEF r ICI EN T • 0. 927 
GOnDN ESS or fITt 65 . A968J 
CDN ST AUT TE RM- 10 8 . 8t1211 
VAR COErf STO f) C::V r".'T TO BtTA CQEff 
cou r VAR. CI1NTR 
1 .6)Q 6[ 0 1 · ·2194 E 0 1 . Aq9 HF: 0 1 . ?323( 00 
2 . I To lE a t o1 609 ( 01 , 690? f no . 8\ , 0 r." 0 1 
3 . 59 72( 0 1 ' I R, Sf 0 1 '1 0'IIH- 0 7 . 3?24( 00 
• 03 '?2f 00 ·17 9M: 0 1 .) H3Rr " Ol t\ 1J90 r - 0 1 5 . 2 42~ t 01 ' 1 Shl f. 0 1 . 2 11??F 0 1 1 12f!:3( 00 
6 -. lj4 R2 f 01 '1 77 ) E 0 1 . 63 (~ 1 r () 1 -. ?I'S /l r no 
7 -, 171j 6E 01 "17 8~ £ Ot , 'l 679r no -. H9c; 1C" Ol 
a - ,q7 0 3£ 0 1 ' 2 " 2 E 0 1 ,Ll 6? 1F: 0 1 -.1 9'Pr (10 
9 - . 9 7 20( at ' 20 7 4E 01 .ZlQ7[ 02 -. ~ r 5Qt 00 
10 , A4 75( 00 t1 62n f 01 , ')f l af: fl O • 39 r. Qr: - 0 1 
1 1 . 2)OSl 0 1 • I 7t1 11 [ 0 t • I 73 A; 0 1 ,l ?7?[ un 
12 o220r.r 0 1 ' 2))SE 0 1 , 8 9f1 lf 0 0 dO cO f: 00 
1 3 ·23 )6 ( 00 ' 2 12 2 E 0 1 t1 2 1 ;:> r-O l 01 0 77[ " 01 
I' oS 99 7( 0 1 · 1 ~9 1( 01 .9Q77 [ 0 1 . 27jllf 00 
15 . 62 ~ Cj r 0 1 ' I Soo l 0 1 . 2 9Hll r 02 . 4 ~ tl lr on 
1 6 .431 3[ 0 1 q 9 7t1( 01 ,4l1l1f 0 1 . ? I, {JtlE 00 
17 • 4 YOO ( 01 ' 2 34 S[ 01 . 4)"'l.r 0 1 • ?,. fH, f" on 
16 -' Y? ") ?E 01 '2 1 ~ O [ 01 .t 7 7 n 0 2 -. l:Iq Ij 1 ~ 00 


















- '--- ------ '-- . '--- '---' . , .~ ::......J ~ 
prRSONALITy CORRELATES To PERrORMANCE UNoER STRESS H,P.LEH"ANN 
ORIGiNAL OATA MATRIX 
nSS.No.pr/A ~r/R Pr/c pr/[ pr/r prIG pr/H pr/l pr/L prIM pr/N prlo P/OI prOl P/O] PIc. STATE'RAIT 
1 b. 5- 5. 4. 8, 4, 3- 7. 7. 4, 7. 4, 4. 6. ~. 6. 5, 1, 
2 4. 6- 6. 6. 9. 7. 6. 5, 5. 3. 4. 6. ~. ~. ~. b. 2. 3. 
3 6. ~. )_ 2- ~. 4, 3. 7, 6. 3. ,. 6_ ~. 7. 4, 7. 7. d, 
4 6. ,. •• 4, 5. ). 5. 6. 6, 6_ _. 6. 5. 6. 3. 
5 3. 10- ). 8. 5. 4, 5. 6. 7. 9. 5_ 5. 5. "6. '1 
6 ,. A. 5. 6. ,. 4, 6_ 6, 6. 5. 4_ 6. ?, 7. ). 
7 ,. ~. 2. 4. 3. T. 3- 5. 6. ,. ,. 8. 4, 8. T. 
& E. a· 5. 7. 5. 8, T. 4. 5. 41 6_ 6. 6. ~I q. 
? ). 7- 5- 6_ 6. 4. 2. 6. 7. 4. &. 9. ~. 6. ~. 
10 9. o. 9. 5. 6. 6. 6. 7. 5. 6. 9, 3. 7. 7. 5. 
11 7. 6' 7. 6. 5. 6. e. 3. 6. 3_ 3. 5. S. ,. T. 
12 3. ~ . 41 l' 4, 4. A. 5. ? ? to. 5. 5. 5. ~. 
13 4. )t 4_ 8. 6. 4. 5. 6, 10. 3. 6, 7. ? ). T. 
14 6. s· 3- 4_ ). 5. 4' " 6. 6, 6. l. 6, 5. ~. 6. 
15 3. 0' a- 1" 4. 9. ". 4- 7. 6_ 7. 5. '8. 6. 6. 
166_ 'I I' "q. 4, 5. 4_ 7.2.8. ,. S. 7. 7. Q. 
17 5. 7- ,. 5. ,. 6. 6. 4,. 6. ~. 4. Jt 8. 7. 7. 
16 5. 'i' 6. 7. 7. 6. 7. lh 8. 2. ~. 5. 5. 4" 3. 
1 9 5. q' 7. 6' 6. 4. 7. 8. 9. 5. 4. 7. J. 5. 2. 
20 6. e · 4' J. 3. ], 6. 6. 6. I). 4' 6. '§. 7, 5. 
21 6. 3" 8. 5, 5. 4. 6. ]. A. ~. ). 6. 4. 6. 4. 
22 5. 3 ' ~, ~. 6. 5. q. 7. 7. 5. 5. 6. 5_ 5. ~. 
2) 8. 9 - ~. 5." 5. 3, 4. 7. 9. 6. 4- 6. 2. 7." "t. 
24 5- 5' 4' 6. 10. 7. 7. 6. 6. 6. ~. 5. 3' 5. 6. 
25 ]. a· tp 7. 8. 3. I). 7. 8. 7. ". 61 6. 5. 5. 
26 5, 8- 5. 6. 5. 4. 3' 5. 10. 6. 7. 6. 4. 8. ,. 
27 6. 8 ' 7. A. 3. 6. 7. II. 6. ). A. Jt 9. 5. 7. 
28 7. 6' 7. 5. 7. 2. ]. ), 9. 6. 1. 5. 5. ~. 7. 
29 8. 8' 7 _ 5. 6. 5. (,. 8. 6. 0;. I). 4 I 7. 5. 9. 
)0 7. a· 3' 8. ]. 4. .,. q. 4. ? 6. 6. 5. 4. 91 
31 7. 7· 10. 6. 3. to. 6. '). 4. 8. 7. 3' 7. 5. 9. 
)2 6. 6' 2' 7. 1'. /. . 4' 6. 9. 7. t. 9. J. q. 5. 
33 5. 5' 5. 6. 5. 6. 3' II. Q. 8. 4' 8. 7.' b. 1.1. 
34 b, ijl 3' 5. 5. A, 3' 5. 6. 8, R. 7. 4. 7. ~. 
3S S. 9' 3' 9. 6. 6. ). 6. b. 4. 6. 6. 3. 6. 5. 
36 s. e· 4' 4' 3. q. ~. ~. 6. 0;. ]. 8. 7. ~. J. 
37 4' 8' 5' O. 10. 6. ). 9. b, ). 6. 7. 5. 7. 5. 
38 7. 9' 4' 6. ). 1. t. 6. 8. 5' 2' 9. 6, 1. 3. 
)9 51 5" 5. 3' 3. 6, 2' 6. 6. 1. 6. 9. 5. ~. ) . 
40 7. 7· ~_ ? 4, 7, 7. 5. 6. 5. ". 4' 3. 5. 5. 
41 5_ 9- 2' q. 3, 2, 3, 4. 3. ~. ~. e. ~. 9. 2. 
42 6. 10' q. 6. 2. 6. 6. 6. ~, 8. ~. hi ~. 7. 7 • 
43 6. 5 ' 5. 7. 5. ). 4- ~. 6. 7. ~. 6. ~. 3. ~. 
n4 5. 7· 6. 7. 8. ~. 7. 7. 6. 7. 6- Q. 6. ~. ~_ 
45 7. 6' ~. 5, 4. 4. ~_ 6. 7. 1. 4, A. ~. M. 7. 
46 7. 7' ). 4. 7. U. C;. Lil "3, f). 7. !I. fo. fl. A, 
4 7 6, 6' 2' 5. 6. 7. 4. ~. 4. S. 1. 5. 1. 7. 7. 





6. " b ' 
6 • f) • 
• • •• 
3. 
9 • . 
7. cP 6. 4' 
7. 7' A. h. 
pERS·CC R~ ./STI ! [SS • 
~. 6. 2. ~, 4. 5. 8. 
7. j. 1 0 ' 6. 6. 6, 1-
6. 7. 6. 4. 9. q. n. 
h. ,. ~. 11 ). oil. 9. 
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1 9 J • 
1 ~ 6. 




t 21 • 
t h 2. 




t 3d I 
139. 
1 Q 2 • 
l"i '> • 
l6"" 
1 7,. • 
19 0 . 
, 9 J , 
1 Q~. 
;>O~' 




1 4 tJ • 
I 63 • 
I 6 ~i • 
17l1 • 
t 7 tt • 
1 8 () • 
1 -'i t • 
162, 










































































































5 · 0 11 
5012 
. (). 71 
1" 5 .)7 
S IM PLE 
1 1. l' OOO 
7 0. 2032 
13 0 " 0 1' 
19 U.Q64Q 
1 0.2350 
7 ·0. 0089 
13 nolr; o9 
19 0.\) 97 4 
1 O "' ~· 
7 0 . 4~'5 1 
13 0.]1 9 ) 
19 0 01"'11 
1 "O. O ~ S 7 
7 0 ' 2BOO 
13 ·O. OlR Y 
19 0. 0 161 
t ··O·tj 2 67 
TO.2 1:1 18 
13 . 0 ' 0 1162 
19 0 .1 09 7 
1 0 0 010 7 




7 1. 0000 
13 0' 0 45 5 
19 O. O~b' 
1 ·0.1155 
7 · 0.OJ" 3 
13 · 003779 
19 "0.2?72 
"O. Ono O 1 
7 o . Ou IJt" 
:J " 0 , (11)10 
19 " O ol OQb 
t 0. 0 4 12 
7 "001 0 39 
13 a . on tS 























1 '0.23"10 1 
I 6 ·OolISS I 
1 1 •• 0'0 7 72 1 
1 20 n.?6~6 
2 ~ 1. 0000 ? 
2 8 "0.U")4"1 ? 
2 14 .. 0. 2 101 ? 
2 20 0·2J34 
3 2 "Oo1 h ')~ 3 
3 6 ~O'14~~ 3 
3 l' ·0· 0 770 3 
J 20 0 . 2714 
4 2 O'2"i~1 (I 
. 4 t\ Oo 0 74 R 0 
(I 14 .001360 _ 
. 4 20 "0. 0 53? 
II) ? "Oo 0 41il S 
5 0 O"?)' 5 
5 14 " o · ;?Rno 5 
~ 20 0 . 0 212 
b 2 O·QqAt 6 
6 8 · 0 . ?61 1 6 
6 14 ·0. oh9 9 6 
6 20 00192. 
7 ? ·0'O C~ 9 7 
7 8 · 0 . 018 3 1 
7 14 ·0.2 23 3 7 
7 20 OdlRl 
8 2 ·O.0~4~ 8 
8 A 1. 00 no A 
8 14 "' n . tl~o ~ 6 
8 2 0 - (1 .4 1\40 
9 ? "'U . Hi l'O 9 
q H O . ?~q 9 . ~ 
~~ 14 -u. (J"j 99 9 
9 ?o "'0. 5(14' 
10 ? ( ; ·1 ~ 04 10 
10 R 0. Or.6 2 to 
10 14 ()o ~lh ' 10 







3 1 ' 000 0 
q ('Ht 05 9 
15 0'11b1 
3 o ·O~jO 
9 0'230fl 
115 ·0·ob~7 




9 · 0 .273? 
15 0.4)77 
3 0"4 '$5 1 




1 ~ "0 _27 0 1 
3 f') d O ~Q 
I') 1.nooo 
11) · (J.)~70 
1 '""0' 1 ':>~ !J 
Q n.oflc7 
1~ '"" 0 01':1,.,7 
----- CJ '--
I ~ 





2 4 11-2';83 
? 10 0.11>(14 
2 16 ·0.0310 
3 ., 0.0930 
] 10 -"'1')4') 
3 16 '""0.2A9!j 
./I ~ t.OOOCl 
4 10·0. 0 1" 9 
~ ib 0'1370 
~ 4 0.4l10 
5 1(, "0.2?26 
5 16 "0.01l4R 
6 Ii "O.Ol:llf1 
6 10 -IJ .040Y 
() If1 "Ootu')u 
7 " 0.?~01l 
7 1 0 -0 ,I 0 39 
7 16 "'n'lht')4 
8 '" O.07./i8 
A 10 O.n fi f.l 
f\ 16 · Uo.1'\I) O 
I) 4 0.2, 0 8 
Q 10 0. O/.n 7 
Q 16 O.S21f1 
10 14 "0. 0 149 
In 10 l'O(HHl 




































17 "'0_23 ' 4 
lit. Otl?')'j 
11 O'IOB~ 










'5 Q' 2tqR 
11 "'0.1597 
I"' "'1l.2 fq a 











































I? .... lI.04DO 
I" ·0020"0 
f. O. 31 ~1 
I? -0.11 2 till 
18 -(J0412t1 
6 "'u.0812 








~ 0·t 8 11 
12 ·O.314Q 
1/\ "0t3~~1 






" ·O.0411 Q 
U? ColQ7) 
l~ 0.1)6,,, 
'-- _~ .• I ' 










~ ~ ~ '-- '-- ---. ' --- ~ ~ 
II ' -"'0.1010 II 2 0.0066 II 3 0·1089 
I, 1 "0.1597 II ft ·0.16')1 II 0-0.41611 
II 13 0.162 9 II I' 0-07,4 II I~ O. tltlc! 8 
" I· 0 .0118 II 20 0.3262 " I " O.2T 'H 12 2 "o. oaoo I~ 3 "O.IILC6 I~ 7 · 0 . 3799 12 8 0.7566 1 ~ 9 n. ) 1 " 1 
" 13 " 0.)1176 \2 \. 0 - 7('13 17 1'5 "0·40t7 \~ 19 " O. t'd5S \2 £'0 "0.4319 
I 3 I 0 01 0 14 I 3 ~ o -I 'in 9 13 , 0-3193 
\1 1 0 . 0 11':15 13 e " 0 . 3779 I 3 q - (1. 4° 10 
1 3 I 3 1· 00 0 11 \ 3 14 0.1 ,, ' /) \ 3 \ 5 0·3357 
\ 3 I. f). 7"0 7 I 3 20 Q. Sl'?n 
\' \ " 0. 0 77 2 \ . 2 0· 230 1 I • 3 -0.0770 
14 1 · 0 .22 33 I • 8 " o.oso"} \ . 9 "u. O">9 9 
\' 13 0 01 626 \ . I' l ' (lOnO \4 15 ·0·3103 
1. 19 O.}tll .q 
" 
20 Ol23q/J 
I~ I uol 0 6S 15 ? · 0 . ('! ~32 \5 3 nollt:l7 
\ " 7 o d )~9 15 8 · 0 . 2 70 1 15 9 ·0.36 70 
1 ~ 1 3 003357 15 10 - () . 3t 11 ) I ~ 15 t .1) 000 
" I. 0.10 , 6 15 20 o . Lt9'll \6 \ " 0 . 232 1 16 2 · 0 . 03 '0 16 3 · O.2t19'") 
16 7 " O. 160Q 16 8 0· 35 50 ,. Q n·5?'18 
16, I 3 · 0 . 3756 \6 
" 
O·1 9'j 'l , 6 , 'l "0.41'29 
I. 19 ·O . 2 " 5~ I 6 20 - ('.)919 
11 I - 0 . 2166 17 ? -o.?HtI 11 ] · o".7.d6 1 
11 7 "' 0 . 201 U I 7 R (1047 9 7 \1 • 0·2914 
11 13 " Oo1 'i b l.l 17 
" 
() . O U, 7 !1 15 ·0·3'21 
11 J.9 " 0. ]129 17 20 " 0 .) C?70 
\A I "0 . 11116 \ 8 ? -("l0 21) 41') \8 1 -1').41?" 
I' T "Oo]5 ~1 \ 8 R (.1'4790 18 ? 0,056~ 
IA 1) " o . 2b IJ0 18 l' ·0. 0 166 18 15 ·0.\971 
" 
\9 · C. 2269 18 20 " 0 . ,'-16 
19 I 0 ' 06 44 1 9 ? o ' (J°74 I· 3 I) ot 91 t 
19 1 OI OO t.q \9 8 ·O.??72 19 9 · 0 .1 fJlJ t\ 
I 9 13 O·?4{)7 19 14 0'141 it 19 I ~ 0'10:'6 
19 19 1 . orJOO I. 20 (J .• (1P, Q 2 
20 I 0.21;~6 20 , 2 (J12114 20 3 0·?7j4 
' 20 1 o ot 1 6 1 2C H " 0,111\90 20 Q ·0";09 2 
20 \ 3 O.52?O 20 1 • O.?34R 20 15 0·4951 




----.. ----.. ---- ---
II '" -0.2591 II S ·0.0800 
1\ 10 "0.2175 " II 1.0000 II 16 "O.,.r22 I I 17 "'0-1'70 
I ~ • 0·031 6 12 5 "0.,790 
12 10 Od fiT) 12 11 "0.4101 
12 \6 0. ,)99 6 12 J1 0 0l0i 00 0; 
\ 3 4 "0 t o?6 t} I 3 ~ "o.nQb? 
\ , 10 O.O O l~ !3 1\ 0 '1 tJ?9 
I J )6 "0.) '/0;6 \3 11 ·0015", 
10 • "0.11 60 I' 5 · o. noo 
\4 10 Q.?lfl? I , I I u.n 714 
1 • 16 O. t 95') , I' 11 0'0767 
15 " ·0, 0,,5 ' \ ~ 5 0· 0 7S~ 
\~ 10 -O'1~67 15 II 0·2f108 
15 16 ·0.41' 2') IS 17 ·003 41' 1 
1 6 • O. t 370 16 'i ·0. Odlt8 
16 10 o I? t · ~d \ 6 \\ ·0.47?2 
16 
" 
1 • o!lon 16 11 0.)9 0,., 
t1 " " 0 . 0'\02 t7 5 ·0. 0 110 
11 10 0.0 0 l'8 t7 11 "001170 
11 16 O.3 90d 17 P 1 00000 
\" 0 ·0-1)02 I 8 ~ "Ool~90 
'" 10 0'0635 IR I \ "001656 18 16 0.44 22 18 17 0_62 46 
1 9 • 0'0161 I 9 5 ll-I O'J7 
\? 10 "0'1']4 1 9 II 0'0716 
19 16 ooU.2liS" I· t7 " 0 031?'I 
2~ • "0.0532 70 5 0· 0?3~ 
20 11') "0. 010 3 ~o \I 0 ·32 62 
20 16 "o.) QI? 20 1? · 0 03970 
----' ----' ,---' 
II 6 O. )250 
II 11 ·0.4101 
II 1ft "O.t6~6 
12 ,. ·O.366~ 
12 " l ·nO On 12 I" 00-;7 1 8 
13 • O.332~ 
\ 3 l' - O.VH6 
13 ,1\ "U.2f1't1) 
14 6 "0.0 699 
\. I? 0.2?3) 
1 • 1" ·Ot01f>6 
15 • 0.q3'7 
15 12 "u.~ 0 17 
1~ 1ft . 0 11911 
16 " -11.USo 
16 I? 0.59 96 
16 I~ J • .Q~22 
17 6 '0 d?l. 
11 1~ O. qQOS 
17 I" O06?"'~ 
18 6 "007.617 
18 I? OIl\27l\ 
18 " 1.0 000 
19 6 Oo?lI?~ 
I. 1? " o .?t::5!J 
\9 1/\ "00?2 69 
20 6 o ot Q2" 
20 12' "0.tl11Q 
10 1~ -{J.I\416 









~ ~ ,- '--
STrp NUMB£R £NT£R VARTABLE I~ 
STANOARO £R.O R or ESTIMATE_ 31 •• 12 
~uLTtPl( CORRELATIUN coErFICIENT • 0.S02 
GOnON[S~ or rIT. 2~.32a Ot 
.CONSTJNT T(H~. ~~616983 
VAR CIIErr STO OEv 
COE" 
Ie -.1003f 02 , '2 203( 01 
r-R'TI O 




sTrp NUHBER 2 EHTER VARIAOI,E 
SlANOARv ER RO R or (STIHAT(~ 26.072 
HUI TIPL[ CDRR[LATIUN c oE rf l crr.NT • 0.723 
GOnnN~SS or rI ll 5 2. 2 B~~1. 
" 
CON51ANl TE RH~ 29? 21h J 
VAn corrf STU I}[V f-R'TIO BETA cor.rr 
COfrr 
9 -. 9221£ 01 "1 899[ 0 1 






STFP NUMOER 3 ENTEP VARIABLE 15 
ST~NOA.U ERROR OF E~TIMATE' 2 •• 727 
MUI TlPLE CORflELATlrlN COErrTclENT • 0.761 
GOnDNfSS or rIll 5 ,.9 ~99~ 
CUNSTAHT TERH3 252.Q036 
vAR COErr STO Dlv 
9 -.703 2E 01 
15 .44 03f' 01 
18 -.667 4[ 01 
cor!", 
q93 3( 1) 1 
'17)O( III 









.... 4116tE 00 
STFP NU"BER • ENTER VARTAAL( 14 
STANO~RU ER ROR or ~STIM.TE. '-1,94_ 
MULTIPLE COHR( L4T I UN coEFfICIENT. 0.822 
GOODNESS or fITI 6 7 'S178t 
CONSTANT TE RM a lij2.13 69 
VAR COEff sIr OEv 
9 -.6107E 01 
I' .73~ 5E 0 1 
15 .6 72 7E 0 1 
18 -.BI'IE 01 
CDf.fr 
'1 7S2E 01 
'1 97 0E 01 
'1 "~7( 01 
'I S77E 01 
r-pAno 
VAR .cn~TR 
.121'S[ 0 2 
.t3 94t 02 
_1 6119 , ( 12 




•. i9 fP)[ 00 
-.tt)9)f: on 










----.. '--- '--- .------: '-- ---- ~ '---' ---- ----
S TrP NUH8rR 5 r"1<R VARrAALE 6 
STANDARD rRROR or ESTIHAT(. 20.992 
~ULTIPL( CORR(L~TION coErfICIENT • 0.842 
GOOON(55 or rIT, 7 U .9623r 
.CONS TANT Tr R~l. 203,6938 
1 
'JAk r.our 5 TO oE V r-.'TIO 8(TA COErr 
ccur VAR.C ON TR 
J. 6 -.110) 91[ 01 · t18Y7[ 01 .5361'r 0 1 -.2110( 00 
9 -.66,T[ 01 '169\E 01 .t53 ?r ~? -.3AA~f 00 
1 • .7 52"[ 01 '18 66[ 0 1 .15 Q ?f 02 .)4)Ot 00 
15 _" 0)("[ 01 'lh 82E 01 .?2P. , r ot> .1I76tr Or) 




" STfP NUMBER 6 ENTER VARIABLE 3 
STANDARD ER RO R OF L~TIHATE. 20.101 
KUl TlPL[ cnRRELATIOI~ COEffICIENT· a.st.a 
GOn !}N ESS or fIT I 73.95_3' 
j 
CU~IS T .",1 T(k~· 187.6618 
... . 'H conr 5TD DEv r-RATID eETA co£rr cno r VAR.CONTR 
3 .)718( 01 '1635E 01 .5169( 01 .200n 00 
6 -.S5 blE Ot 'leeT[ 01 .ebAor. 01 ",267?f 00 
..... ..... .. 
9 -.7J 5?E 01 -l6S l( 01 .t9R3F 02 -.1A2~[ 00 
I" .77 84[ 01 ·1809£0 1'" o1 8~l r 02 035~?r 00 
• 
15 ,811lE 01 o\611 E 01 .?I)) S [ 02 .1.!(\07f. 00 




STrp NtJHBER 7 [NTER VARlARL( \.. 
sTANOAPD fRROR or lSTIHAT(. 1 'h·" 16 
MULTIPLE CO~kELATI"N COErFICIENT • 0.673 
GOnnNESS or fITI 7~hi'396' \.. . 
CONSTANT Tf. kH- 158.0364 
vAR ceff f STU DEv r-RATIO eETA COErr 
COEFr VAfl.CO rHR '-' 
J I ,4 211{J E 01 -20BuE 0\ .421?r 01 .1~54( 00 
3 .3' a3E 01 °l'iell[ 01 .4 d)1l J: 01 .t~"nr. 00 
..J 
6 ",,")t' OSf. 01 "1113] [ 01 .A OMor 01 -,2,)07F. 00 
9 "171~ o [ 01 ·1598E 01 .200tt 02 ·.J!2~r. 00 
I..-
14 .8 00? [ 01 '17SI( 01 .2 08Q E 02 .164'\( ()I) 
J 
15 .793~E 01 '1559[ 01 .25911: 02 .4701E on 









~ ~ L....: '---' ~ L-...; L...J --- --- '---' '---I ----' - - -- "- -' - ~ 
~ ~: 
STE P NUMB ER e EHTER VARIABLE 19 
STANO"RO ER ROR A' ESTIMATE. t e .9\2 
HUl TI PLE CORHE LATI ON CO E" I CIENT • 0.8 a ) 
Gon otl rss r) r rIll 7 7 , 9('6U 
CONSTAN T T r R ~1: 1 7 3. 969 1 
vAk COfF"F $ TO ot: v '"RATIO uETA CO[" 
COEr , VAn.CO NTN 
I . 44)7E 01 ·' 20?tlE 0 1 .474Qf 0 1 .t~Ollr. 00 
) .)7)')[ 01 '1 '5119E 0 1 . '58 1 7t 0 1 .?O I ~ E 00 
6 -. 47? OE 0 1 '1 80 l E 01 . 68 5'( 0 1 ". n.9E 00 
9 -.7 ? 71£ fi l 'I S5 8[ 01 . 2 I T0 r. 0 2 "" 7·"E 00 
I' o!i 5 1 14[ 0 1 '1 7 ~eE 0 1 1(o'4 2P,f. 02 .1 Hf\ IF. 0 0 
15 . 7 ° 9 6 ( 0 1 ' t5 t 9E 0 1 .?77;> r 02 .lI ?)7£: on 
16 "' ,11Q L; E 0 1 ' 1 ~ 1 7[ 01 .737')F" 02 ".1 99 ~ ( O~ 
19 " . 3217E 01 d TS lE 0 1 . 137:;( 01 .. 01 4 O;- f uO 
STrp NU MRER 9 (NTER VARIABLE 8 
STlNDARU ERROR Dr ESTI MATE _ 1S.SllT 
~U lT J FL( cn RR ElA ilO N CO ErfICIE NT • 0.691 
Gonot.;( SS or fI Tt 79. l 0 l9S 
CO"SlANT T(fma 169 .0 817 ..... 
VA-Po CIJE n ST O OE v ,"HATIO BETA corrr ..... 
cOEf r VAR ,C ON TH '-, 
. 13 ) 36E 01 I 1 9l\ ~ t: 0 1 ,'7 51[ 01 o\~7~[ 00 
J . 3 ?Oll f. 01 ' 152?; 01 . 65 7 9 f 0 1 .?tO I'l ( 00 
6 ",lI Mlt1E. 1)1 01 77 1£ a t .7 .6 ? R( (..1 ". ~ l 5 IE 00 
8 " d 3'SE 01 · 20l?r 0 1 .?7I!r 01 ".l n3[ 00 
9 ". 6858E 01 'l S411[ 0 1 .t9 6? f 02 -. 3~t~t on 
14 . 8317.( 01 q 69 ~ l 0 1 . 2 11 0 n 02 • H qflf 0 0 
" ' 15 .77 2 1( 0 1 oJ 4 99 E 01 .? 6S1 f 02 04 ')711[ UU 
16 -1 62 7 ~E 01 ' 16 l 6E 01 .14 7 ,[ 02 ·-. llh6f 00 
19 - • . ' 498 C 01 · 1 7 26 [ 0 1 , 4 10R( 0 1 -. 1')2') [ 00 
v:' 
STrp NU"R ER 10 ENTrR VARIAOLE 11 
ST ANO ARO [ RHOR 0, lSTIMATE . 2A.0 8 7 c 
~ U lTl rLE CORR EL AT ION coE r r JcIf.~T G 0.899 
1· 
GOnDNESS 0, rIT. 80 .7A 5 7t: 
v CUNSHN T T( RIU 17 1\ , 6407 .... 
v,R cour S Hi Of.:'1 '"RATIO BETA cor,r 
I cuUr V"H. CON TR 
I ' J I . ,70 7[ 0 1 ' I0 5 IE 01 . SS20 E 0 1 .1109r 00 '-
) , 40 tH 01 ' lo Bb E 01 . 729 Qf 01 .?1 67E 00 
6 " .q7Yl[ 01 o 17 ,,"1 [ 01 . 768 1[ 0 1 .... ?Jo :; r. 00 
6 -, )~) ~ r. 01 ' 2009 [ 01 . j8 16f 0 1 ".I I.3P.[ 00 
9 -. 7 /16 9 ( 0 1 oJ ')lI d f 0 1 . ~l27r n~ - .3BR 7r 00 
14 • rc:;, QR [ 0 1 · 1667f 01 ~ 2 ) o ?r 02 . 11'1 /Ifl r" on (\ 
I~ 
15 07l1"j'J( 0 1 "14 Mif 01 . ? 94n r o? , Ii 71 tjf (1) ~ 
17 .37M?( 01 • .c 1?7( 0 1 031 f,? F: () 1 .] i'6 /i f u O W . ..: l il -. 77 99(' CI 'I RII E 01 . l ~ ')4 r 0 7 - . Ii? nqr on ) " 19 - .2 1J25 E (q , 17 t fl E. OJ . ?~ 1 l E 01 -o} /? 7'iF: 00 i ... 
~ <--- --- ~- ~ ............ '--
SHP NUMBER II ENTER VARIABLE 16 
STANDARD tRROk OF ESTIMATE_ 17.~O' 
MULTIPLE CO"RELATIUN coErrlCIENT • 0.90~ 
GOr' n tjE ~S OF" r 1 T I 62 • .Q43 81 
CUtJS1Aljl Tn~M:I 164, 87;9 
VAR tou r SID Ofv r-MAT JO ijETA coErr 
corrr VA~. CntHH 
J .5 400( 01 ·19?1 ( 01 .7bQrr 01 .196t£ 00 
3 . 41097f 01 .}4:'9[ Ul .q') OO F 0 1 ,"42" .. 00 
6 -.41? ?( 0 1 oJ /oaE 01 .51'11' t1F" (J t -oI9~1r. 00 
8 -.41?7f 0 1 olQ47E 01 ,44 1;10;, ld -.\T1RE Of) 
9 ". 93')2[ 01 o1i'i'l4f 0 1 .?r41f tIl -.4~67( 00 
1 • . l u tl3r 01 • 16/16f: a I .1 74aF l'l .)?11f. 00 
15 • "'IO U 01 ol :.j i'? t: 0 1 .1 <!44 r 02 . 4rt Or)r: on 
10 d~n 6 [ 01 tlt14~j ( 01 d77R( 01 . 199 ,)[ 01) 
11 , 1I')4 DE. 01 . 20 9SE 01 .4 t:.9 M- 01 . 21 1"[ 00 
1/j -.'1t2 0 ( 01 d RRO E ut .2~ 54 r (I~ -.497'( 00 














~ '----' . L...: .L...:: '----" [.::J c...:J . L-J .......... ~ ~ '---' ~ - ~ - -_. 
o~s ACTUAL ESTIMATE RESIDUAL 
I 173,00 177.06 -4.06 
2 161.00 176,40 ·1~.40 
3 115 I 00 139dO "2Q.30 
• 1'>1.1. 0 0 16/),,,(' -7.n 
5 16 9. uO 1 6 6.T;? 2·;?M 
6 17 Q , OO J76· ~,,\ ?d2 
1 7 ]9 1 .(J O · 181.21 11 .79 
8 1 96 . 0 0 tfj~.63 9.]7 
9 ?l !.i ou O t~.Q. 0 1 311.99 
10 2 2 J. OO 1'1 f) 0/1 II 23.0;6 
I I 2 30 . 0 0 22,')031 9.67 
12 ?l ~) . QO 221'.11 12.67 
! 3 1 ~ 1 . 00 t 2 6 . O ~ "S .1)9 
I' 1b ? . no 16 Lo .71 -2.71 
:( 
15 1 T" . 0 0 lfi'l.lIl -1') . 61 
, 16 19 9. UO 2J (J dW -31.fW , 
I 7 . 2 t1 l . Ot) 21S.6? 25.J8 1 16 l Ol. 0 f} 109.7 "j -A.T3 
19. ~ ;l\ . 00 121012 16. RB 
20 13 4 . 0 0 159.29 -20.29 
,I 1 42. 0 0 174 I 4S -3?4'; 
1 
22 l ~'S . U O 15 2 .)7 2·63 
,3 1(, 9 .0 0 166.68 2.32 
.~ 2' t 7 11. 00 1!7.tl2 -::\,42 
,5 19 0 . 0 0 169.94 20.06 .... ,. 10,\3. 0 0 ,':;6.62 6036 .... 
27 19 5 . 00 (12'5.24.: -]O.?LJ 
..., 
• 
j 28 20 5 . 00 229·24 -2'1,?4 ,. 21v. OO 214.]8 -flll8 
30 ?l fl . OO 21A.74 "0.74 
:n 25y,no 24f1.75 12.25 
32 9 5 ,(JO 10 1 .5fi -6.1)1\ , 33 14 0 . 0 0 149.0',? -9 . 02 ; , ,. 163.(10 .155.6' 7. 33 
35 16~. 00 16 8 . O.Ii -3.08 
36 17 0 . 00 186.9!) -H.QO 
17 · 17 11 . 0 0 1711 . 0t) 4. 0 0 
38 180 . 00 16 11.69 15·31 
4 
. 39 1 8 1. UO 17)· )0 7.70 
'0 1f~2. 0 0 t'Jl.9 1~ "9.Qlj ., 187. 0 0 192."6 -5.26 
.2 1 88 .00 19S.?6 -7.26 
I '3 18 F. . OO 174·12 13. aa , •• 1 8 9. 0 0 It!7.49 1 • 'i 1 , J 05 20S. uO 209.63 .. t;.63 I 
j J •• ? O7. 00 ?2 0 ·o.ll -13.(1) '-
I 
47 2(-'7. 00 19b.4ft 23 . '}? 
.J 
,8 223. 0 0 2 0 1·61 21· )Q 
.9 226. 0 6 204.()6 23.94 '-
I So ?31 · 0 0 2210t R 7.82 , SI ?] 1 . 0 0 2?9.19 1 ." 
I ~ 52 251 . 0 0 266,92 -15.97 
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GR_PH or VARIABLE 20 ~s. RESII)UALS . 
x·.xIS BOUNUS ARE! 94.000000 
Y-AxIS a O~~ D S ARE' -33.000000 














-lS "11) -IS' ... C" 
RE~\l>UO\t..5 
!\I'!>WCIc.I\t-.I 0'" RE5Il><J1\t.b 
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x INCRrHE'NT • 



















































































'---- . l.- • ........... ~ - "' ~:J ---..... ----.. 
PERSONAliTy CORRElATES TO PERrORHANCr UNOEH STRESS H.P,LEt· .. ,ANN 





". 6 3 
S .(! {J 
5037 






6. 0 7 
~. () 9 
3· (, 5 
) ,17 t 
6.46 









5. 6 2 
7 • 0 1 
6·29 
6.37 
5_ 2 7 
6.98 
" ·23 
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5 0 52 





5. 9 ] 
6.73 
3 0 45 
4 ·81'\ 
4' " 3 
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10 . 0' 
b.1l7 
3. q 3 
(.. 0 91 
501(. 
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f • • 9,., 
'.09 
., • 1 J 
\. 0 ' 
~. 7 f} 
d· 1 ~ 






8.S0 Q, (, 9 
6,22 3 0 " 9 
6,10 7. I 1 
4,00 8.'1{, 
6'45 110.36 
7011 5. 8 1 
,..'14 ('.6'.) 
4. IH 5.~, 
3·50 s.:n 
'5.63 5';3 
6. 0 ~ 8'10 
1.79 5.9~ 



























6. I 'j 
5.67 
5 .:? 1) 
'5 <? 3 
2·77 
4 q 7 
7 ,,\ 'J 
2. 4 8 
3·/0; 













5· 5 1 
9.69 
'). J4 
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6. t') , 
7. 0 i 
""00 
6· 0 (1 
3.0H 
5.('\0 
T. 0 j 
7. ro f 













1 • 0 I) 
7 .Oll 
7 •• ,)0 
1 • t'1 I . 





5· 0 I 
700 J 
9. 0 , 
3.0)· 
8. n ) 
500 ) 
6· 0 ) 
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).0 t 
5· (. ~ 
3· 0) 
4·0 ~ 
4 • I") ) 
~. 0' 
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16 ~ .no 
1 7Q .00 
t QO. 00 
tljJoOO 
1 95 '00 
?()~.!)O 
110.00 
21 t:I .on 
2~'t.OO 
.... ~·oo 






1" 1 • 00 
1t1~·QO 
I Hi' . 00 
tj;t)·OO 
18 8 .00 
lli'l.CO 
105.00 
? 0 7. 0 0 
i' ? f1. (j 0 
? ;:. 3.00 
2:>".00 























~ '---' '--- L- .L- '---' '---' ------ ------ ~ ~ ~ . . ---- ----' . 
STEP NUMBER 9 ENTCR VARIABLC 2 
STANO.RO ERROR or (STl~AT£. 31.069 
~UlTJPl( COqRfLATJUN COEFFICIENT = 0.647 
GunnNrSs Or rIll 41.1i487s 
. C (lNST~NT TER"'", 191.535' 
V.R cour STO orv r-RAIIO BETA cnrrr 
J cflEFr VA~. cmlTQ 
i I ".~411l E Ot " o3608f 01 .1511 f 01 -.1630r 00 
2 '161Bf 01 ·tj Ocn C 01 .t6)')( 00 .5794,·01 
3 .7'7 2 9 ( 01 '477AE 01 .?617r t1t • 2r:. 99 ( on 
• .4498E 01 '2 Aln 0 1 .25!'i 1 r 01 ,2110flf. 00 5 -o) 677[ 01 .3 38Gf rJt 1117 Q, nJ -dll'l1r 00 
6 0321 11 [ 01 '3 29:>( a t .9StOE 00 .1117tr 00 
7 -d4 411F. 01 .]1I5f.( 01 .17l1n 00 -.(7) f\ r ... tJl 
• 8 -. 6i")6( 01 ' 331~ [ () 1 .) 676r 01 -.]lI)O( 00 ,
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'--- '-- '-- ~ 
STEP NUMBER 2 ENTER VARIABLE 
STANDARD ERROr. or ESTIMATE- 30.3Y2 
~UI TIPL[ CORREL~TIU" CQEFrrClfNT • 0.593 
GOnON f5S or fITI 35.1~42~ 
• 
CONS TANT TrRH~ ~08115~O 
VAH COEr F srn 11[V 
Q ,lIST OE 01 





r-n'Tln BETA corrr 
VAR.CONTIl 
.lILtl1F.' 01 .?'tl41j£ 00 
.lH74E 02 -.5040E on 
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0.1. Scattergram of residuals (MLRA III) - investigation for curvatures 
D.2. MQRA I - Results 
D.3. MQRA II - Results 
0.4. MQRA III - Results of both subsets 
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GR.PH or V.RIA8Lf I vs. RESIOUAI.S 
X-.IIS BtlUNDS AR[t 2.000000 
1-,'IS bfJUN O! AR(I -33.nooooo 
NO. or oaSERVATIO~S. ~2 
JO.OOOODO 
35.00unoo 
)( INCREMENT· . 

























-.. -.. --.. ----.-.-...................•.... -......... -.. --.. -.............. ---.. 
GR.PH or VARI.DL( 2 vs. RESIDUALS 
X-AXIS ~aUNDS ARE' 2.000000 
Y-AXIS BOUNDS AH[I -33.000000 





)( INCllrMENt • 
y INCRF."ENI • 
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---~-.--.-.----.--------------~--------.--.... -.----.-.. ---...... ---_ ........ -.. 
GRiPH or VARIABLE 3 vs. REstOIJAL5 
X-.XIS 80IJ ~IDS A~EI 0.000000 
'-AxIS ~ou~os AR[I -]3.nooooo 

























x I r~CfjH'[NT • 










--.. --_ ........... -...•...............................•.•.........••.•..•....... 
GRAPH or VARIABLE 4 VS. RESIOUALS 
X-AXIS eOU~DS ARfl 0-000000 
Y-~ X IS ~nU N DS API: I -33.000000 
NO. ur UD5rR vATIUNS = 52 
10,001')000 
35.000000 
l( I NCF,(Io!£NT • 
Y INC'H:~[NT • 
O.t265l!2 
3.C;7A9~7 








































.... __ .... __ .. ___ .. __ ............... _._ ........... _ ................................ .. -a ....................... _._._ 
GRAPH nr VARIABLE 5 VS. RESIDUALS 
X" AX IS bOUND S ARE ' 1.000000 
Y - A~ IS UOUNO S ARf l -33- 00000 0 
~o . or ~~S E HVA TI orIS. 52 
, ' 
r 
I , I , I 
\ I • 2 
\ 
























x I~CREHr.NT • 
y INC~r."'ENT ". 
l / . I ! . ,! 
" 
- .,-.~-.. """"' (' 
,/ 
0., n~6l 
3 1 57694'. 
I 




GRAPH or VARIABLE 6 VS. RESIDUALS 
X - ~X IS UOIJND S AR EI t. OOOOOO 
Y-A XI S OUUND S AREI -33- 0 0 00 00 
t/(I. OF UHSERVA TIUNS. S2 
11.000000 
3'5.001)000 
x rNC~EMENT • 
Y INCF-[H£NT • 
0.126582 
3.t)7e9Q7 
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........... --..... -...... __ .......... -........... -----..•..........•.........•.. 
GRAPH Of VARIABLE 7 VS. RESIDUALS 
X'A,IS ~O U"DS ,REI 0.000000 
Y-AXIS dOU~ DS AREa -3).010000 















x I~C.E"ENT • 





--._ ........ -----.-......... -... -...... -...... -....... _._-.. -... _._.-.--.-._.-.-
"RAPH or VARIARLE 8 vs. RESIOUALS 
X"XIS BOUNDS ARE' O.OOOUOO 
'-AXIS 8n tJIlDS AREI -33-000 000 
NU. or UhS[R V ATION~ c 52 
10.000000 
)5.000000 
l( INCP'EI'~f, NT • 
y INC~(H(Nl • 
o 01 ?6S~l 
J.S7e?q7 
---.J '---' 
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--.. --.. --.. -_ .. -...•.•...•.•...•.••.•• ---......•..•...............•...... -..... 
GRAPH' or VARIABLE 9 VS. RESIDUALS 
.",xIS HOUNDS ARE' 1.000000 
Y"'XIS .OUNOS ARE. "33.000000 
HO. or UH5ERVATIONS. 52 
11.000000 
3~.00000~ 
x INCRE"FNT • 
Y INCREMENT • 
0.12~~82 
:;.57A?~7 
'----' ~ ----.. 
~ 
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... --........... -.--........ -................ _-........ ------ ............. --... . 
GRAPH or VARIABLE 10 vS. RESIOUALS 
X·AXIS BOUN~S ARE' 1.000000 
Y-AXIS 8~UNOS AREI -31.nOOQOO 
















.... _--............ -..... _-_.-.... -_ .................... __ ........... ....... _----- ... __ .-.. . 
GRAPH' or VARIA~LE II vs. RESIOU~LS 
X-AXIS UOUNOS AREI 0.000000 
Y-AXIS oOUNOS AREI -33-000 00 0 





















X INCRE"ENT • 









.. -.-... -----.. ---.--.--.. -.~--.--.--.--.--.. -.. --.-.-.. --.. -... -................ -
GRAPH or VARIABLE 12 VS. RESIOUALS 
X"AXIS SaUNaS AP.E' 0.0000 00 
Y-AXI~ BOUNDS ARfl -33_000000 
NO . ur DHSERVA TIOWS. 52 
to.eOHOOO 
')5.000001) 
X INC~EM[NT • 















































-----~--.-.-------.-... --.. ~.----.. -----.-.. -.. -.. -..... --.. -...... ~ .•.......... 
GRAPH'or VARIABLE 13 vs. RESIDUALS 
X-AXIS BOllNDS ARE: 1.000000 
Y""IS ~nlltjDS APll ")).000000 
~O. Of' UbS (" VAT I ON ~ D 52 
1 
I ' I ' 
.... ' 1 












x I~CREH(NT • 
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r.RAPH Dr VARIABLE 14 vs. RESIDUALS 
'"AXIS ~OUNOS ARf.1 2.00 0000 
y-iXIS ~OUNns AREI -)3.00nooo 
NO. Of OBSERV~T!O~S. 52 
II.OOOO~O 
35.0 0000 0 
X I"CH~~["T • 
y INCH[~[NT • 
0-113924 
),1571\9£;7 
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---~-.-.... -.----.. --.--.. -------.--.-..... --.--.--.-.. --~.--.. --....... -.. -.-.. 
GR4PH or VARIAOL£ 15 vs. ~£SIOUAlS 
X-AXIS ~OUNns AREI 0.000000 
'-AXIS bOU~DS AREI -J3.0Q nOOO 
NO. Uf OBS(HVATIUN~. 5? 
IO.OOOOO~ 
35.001}OOn 
X ]kCRfH[NT • 
y INCFf~£~IT • 
O.12~582 
3.57b947 
___ • __ ft __ ••• __ ._~.- __ • __ • __ ._ ••• ___ • ______ •• _ ••• _. ____ _____ • __ • __ ._. ___ •• ______ _ 
r.RAPH or VARIABLE 16 vs. RESIOUALS 
X"AXIS SOUNDS ARE' I.OO~OOO 
'-A XIS ~OUNDS AH(I -3l.0 000no 
NO. Of OaS[fIVATIONS r 5l 
11.000000 
JS.OOOI)Of') 
~ IIJCPfP[NT • 
, INC~L~(~T • 
O.12hS82 
),'578947 
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I 2 I 
2 2 I 
I 
2 ~ 2 




--.. -.... -._---.-.-.-.. _._._._---_._.-.-.-.-_._ .. _._--.... __ ... -............... . 
6RAP~ or VA RIASLE 11 VS. RESIDUALS 
X-A XI S BOUNOS A~E I 0.00 000 0 
Y- AXIS ~CUtI D S ARE I -33. 000000 




















X tNCR(14[NT • 







--..... __ ..... -... -..••....• --.. -...................................•........... 
GRAPH or VARIAHLE 16 vS. RESIDUALS 
X-A XIS BOUNOS ARtt 0.000000 
V· .X IS ~OUNO S ARfl -33. 0 0 0 000 
NO , ur OhSEHVA TJUNS . 5l 
10.0001)01) 
35.0 0 0 0 00 
)( I~C~r."E"'T E 
y INCk(toI[NT • 
0.'~'5.2 
l . 578 11 47 
















































.-.~.--... -.----..... -.--.. --..... -... -.----.-.. -.-------.-.... -.------~---.---. 
GRAFH or VARIABLE 19 VS. RESIDUALS 
X-AXIS UQUNOS APEI 2.000000 
Y"AXIS bOUNDS ARE' "33.000000 
NO. or UA~fRVATrONS. 52 
11.000000 
35.000000 
x INCRr.MENT " 
r INCREMENT • 
0.11:\92_ 
3.ST.lJ947 
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'--- '---" '---' '-- ----- - ---..J .-~ .... ~ 
, 
STrp NUMBER 21 E~TER VARIABLE \1 
ST A ~ OAPO ER HOR Of [ STI~ATER 19 . 105 
MULTIPL E C O~ R( l4 T IU ~ COEff I CIENT. 0.931 
GUnnN[SS Of r Ill 8C> ' (,5041 
CU~JS TAU T T (\-I;'-!. - ::> 14. 69 12 
vAW cnrff' sr o ()[v f-.ATI O META COErr ~~d.: corrr VA R . Cr l ~TR 
1 .l H(jl 6 f o t!: ' )1.6")[ (l ? . 267M: 00 .6 ~ "7r. 00 .. 
? .41,,:,[ C2 . 3 8 3 11 [ 0,. .I ?~" f 0 1 .2)1 1 [ 0 1 C; 
J . :3 1 4 U[ II ? . 3 1 7LJf 01' . 91' f\ 1£ Uo . t l: '3 lJ [ 01 L. 
• . illl 3 1. F: f.J ~ . '1 ) 1 Il l: 0 > . 1 !) '}" f 0 1 . 20 ? ? [ /) 1 Gl~ 
5 .5t1 ... ? f Ol ·2 7 1 t' f. 0 ;"' . H<l tH" 0 1 ", . J? 1 ;,E 01 0.3 ' . 
6 I fl/j ? ' l f O~ • J(J ) () [ 0 ;.0 .1 76 7f 0 1 . ?Ml lt f. 0 1 ~-1 
7 . 7 2 1l 7£ 0 1 t2 0 1 4 ( 0 1 . 1 2 1.10;1" 0 1 . 93 11 -<, r. on ,,2. 
6 - d 6 1 '5 [ 0 1 ·11 11 E 0 I . ? 4 f) )f 0 1 .. ., orll r 01 C' 
9 - .)7f, '5 f 0 0 113t Cl E Ot ,A ll1'H""Ol - ,;? 4 /j ', f. 00 L."l. 
\0 .!Li7 2 r {ot 'l 5 I J E 0 1 . 'H 7t[ lIO . RSOl"l f 1)0 Q"l.1. 
1 \ , 1) 7 1 6 f (II') ·)? o .lE 0 1 .1 ~~ 7 r 1)0 .] f1 ? ! ( on Q~"l. 
12 - o}2 0 H[ 0 1 ol q oJ[ ." . A~ 6 Ar 00 -. ~R(' J E 00 ~-1'-
1 3 61~Q a £ (,0 0 1 4 ( 1) ( 0 1 .2 7 7 rJ ( 00 .)71f r o n A"C. 
14 -.t 2 1"i( ( ' 1 ol f! o e·[ 0 1 .4~ tll · on -. ~b4~ r on A. l. 
1~ - .4 0 97 ( (It ol645[ 0 1 .('4()O r 01 ".1 -,f: 7r. 01 1\. Ql. 
t t. - , ;UO ')E (' I · 20 4n 0 1 11 74~ r 0 1 ".1 1 Q(' ( () l' A.QJ 
17 ol1 69 [ 0 1 o 4! 4 i1 !f ul . l?70r on • t I I )II ( on 1\ . R-T 
16 -, 1 3 3)E III ·2 1" 01: (11 .3 ~4 1 1 · 0 0 -. ~"i~ 4 [ 00 C . L. 
l(jo -ol /I'~ I [ ·; t ·1 '~ t) ~r. 0 1 . ~,)"i ~ r 00 ·. ~ 7 (14[ on c . Gl l 
2 (1 - d Ol I f. 0 1 o! bOR E 01 , 19qQr n o ·. 4~4M~ 0 0 C x 613 .... 
?1 - .1 tll) 2 E c O tl "tf, JE. 01 .t'~ I. \ r ,) 0 -. 1'1 9 :.:[ 0 11 C x R-T 
w 
22 - . 6?b l.f 0 0 tl f,U 1E 01 " O) llil'\F: 00 -. :UII '! £ on 1... G~ 
w 
23 - . 9 7] ':l[ UO 'l :i ~ )E 0 1 .5?'l?f 00 -. 3? 4 '1[ 0 0 L ~ Q il 
?' -· ~O ' O [ 0 1 el lllJ OE 0 1 . 199? f 0 1 - . 9J5 1[ 00 L x R,T 
2') -d bO!of (1 1 ·1 . 44[ 0 1 . Q5 2 4F 00 - , l· t " 'I£: Of) Q~ . • Q3 
26 -,?) r, 5[ 01 " "JO E 01 .} f.69f 0 1 .. . t o~ln r 0 1 Gll x R-T 
? 7 - ,J 165 [ 01 'l 4 9 7( 0 1 , 1152 4r 0 1 -. 1" 1 or 01 Q3 x I\-T 










'--- "----' "-- ----- ---
STrp NUHB~R 7 D~LETE VARIA~LE Ie 
STANDARD ERROR OF tSTtMAT[. lH.679 
MULTJPLl CORII(LArIuN ~oErrICI(NT 3 D.B7! 
Gono, rss or flT I 7f.OO79 h 
CO NSTo1N l TfhM = 11~. 2f1q"l 
VAR COEr r ST O Of.v r"RATln oET4 coErr 
cnnr VAR.cnNr p 
5 .1">7'5[ 02 .4J37r 01 .131Qi 02 .93:l3( 00 
In .11P! 9 F: 0 \ ° 2 ?rI I C no .t6?3f: 1J 2 .6 ,,6';r: 00 
I 3 15 f. ~ 3[ on '17 9 t( uo .1 0 10 f 0 2 .?3'Or 00 
2 4 ".1 135( 0 1 oj " ~E 00 • 4 1 6 '\f 07 -. 5 152 t: 00 
25 -.1 4 711[ 01 .b5 34 £ (\0 . S06 9E f)1 .... 56~~( on 
• 
J 


























'- .. . '-- ....... _ _ .I .,-- --- '----' 
STEP HUNBER 9 ENTER VARIABLE , 
STANDARD ERROR or LSTINATE. H.OOT 
MULTIPLE CO RR ELATIUH COErrICIENT • 0.552 
GQnD~ESS or rIll 30 ,42011 
CO ~S T AtlT TER"'. 179a699 6 
VAk corrr STD DEv rORATIO BETA eOE" 
CO Err VAR.CONTR 
1 -'1 6 6 6 [ 02 '2A73[ O? .3360E 00 -.6052£ 00 
2 -.98 2 9[ 01 'l030[ 02 .230SE 00 -.5306( 00 
3 .660S E 01 '2Q) 4( O~ .7362[-01 .3011E 00 
• . ~77ljE 01 :?1 61[ 01 .1 61Al' 01 · ,ltStlE 01 5 .33 ?O ( 00 '1 066E 01 .9 695[ -01 11945E 00 
6 dl 73E 01 'l 6 13E 01 .5 2"7E 00 .67TH 00 
7 .l a02 E 01 '1777E 01 tl 02ar 01 .7114 0E 00 
6 -. 2649[ 0 1 '23B7£ 01 .t23 2E 01 -.8639[ 00 










~ J , 
I 
I ... 









Il • Grl. 
C)< Q'l., 





I • I Q 











~ ......... ....-- . L---; '---' 
STEP HUMBER 9 EHTEft YARIABLE 3 
STANoA.O ERROR or ESTIMATE. 24.577 
HULTIPLE CORRELATION COEFFICIENT. 0.198 
GOOO~ESS or fITI 63,65941 
. CONS TANT TERM- ~17.J154 
VAR COErF SID OEv r"RATIO BETA COErr 
COEFF VAR.cOrlTR 
I .7146( 01 .1497E 02 .2616E 00 .4032£ 00 
2 -.6946E 01 .1446( 02 .2304f 00 -.4116E 00 
3 ".2' 09 E 0\ tl136E 02 ,32'8E"01 "'\lOOE 00 
q -,eTHE 00 -STl OE 00 .IOOIE 01 "'~6~5E 00 
5 I U)22E 01 · f!667 r. 00 .\:;9;>( 01 .6A4SE 00 
6 .1'J6E 00 .9)3 6E 00 .14)4E 00 t1373E 00 
1 .))~3E 00 .910,E 00 .1)40E 00 tl356E 00 
6 -Q2 S6( 01 'ti5 ~5E 00 '2147[ 01 ·'570 QE 00 





















2> e:: ii' , 
;JJl~ 

















'-- '---' '---' '---' ---' I....- --' '--' 
I 
NSTEP NUHBERI. ENTER VARIABLE 7 SOUAREtS[Lr CONCE~T CONT~DL 
STANDARD ERROR or ESTIHATE. 20.818 
HULTIPLE CORRELATIUN coErrlCIENT • 0.878 
GOnONESS or rlT. 77.0299' 
CO~lS TANT lERH- -1.q5.9194 
VARUBLE COErr STD OEY r-RATIO BETA corrr 
corfr VAR.CONTR 
I ALAXIA"PROTEN'ION(TRUSTING/SP) .2659r 02 .2585E 02 .)057E 01 .138.E 01 
2 GRO UP ADHERENI"SELr"SUrfICIENT 0I666E 02 .211611( 02 ,4569E 00 .7594[ 00 
3 SE LF COfJeEpT LONTRO L ,41110r. 02 .2) 97E 02 .3551E 01 .2453E 01 
4 TRAIT"ANXIETY (STAI) .31')"( 02 o1980r 02 .2545E 01 .1704[ 01 
5 SDU AREIALAXIA ·d"j~3r 01 .96211[ 00 • 2~6 9 E 01 -,I ODIE 01 
6 SQU Aq[ I GRO UP ADHERENC E IIOb4[ 01 .1239( 01 .tJ72E 00 .6t41E 00 
7 SPUAREISElr CUI ICfPT CDNTRnL ' .37 96(-0 1 .8226f 00 .213 0E"02 .2~.Q2[·OI 
8 saU~R[ IT R AIT ~Nx I[TY ·'5~hll [ 00 .6796( 00 lij"j67[ 00 -'31 50 ( 00 
9 CHP IAlA XIA X uHQUP AOHI _t81t[ 00 .t33S( 01 _184 0 E-Ot ,77 87( -01 
10 CRP IAlA x rA x ~E lr CQNC/C -.tI 08 r 01 'ItHE 01 .~6 04( 0 0 -,Q495( 00 
I 1 CRP IAl AXIA X A-TRAIT -,15 44( 01 .9116[ 00 .2 669 [ 01 -17 008 E 00 
12 CRP IGR DUP ADH · x SElf CONC/C -.26 ') 1£ Ot It2 6!. ( 01 .4261£ 01 -.1016[ 01 
Il C.PIG .DUP ADH' X A"TRAIT -1\9\14[' 01 .12l5E 01 ,26 06 £ 01 ·16~98E 00 


















Q2 ~ q-T 
Q3 ~ ~-T 

























'-----' '-- I....---J . '---.J ---- '---' L.) __ -1 LJ 
NSTEP NUMBER 2 ENTER YARtABL£ 12 CR~IGRDUP ADH. X SELr CDNCIC 
STANDARD ERR DR or ESTIMATE" 2'.344 
MULTIPLE CORRELATION COEffICIENT" 0.806 
GOnONESS or flTI 6~.95621 




CRPIALA XJA x A-TRAIT 
CRPIGROUP ADH' X SELf CONCIC 
COErr 
-'13 40E 01 




















----..I '---' r........J 
., 
'" ~ Z. f !i 































E.1. FORTRAN - program used for MLRA·'s 
E.2. FORTRAN - program used for MQRA's 











'----' " '---' ............., 












2 0 INPUT 








.•........ -_ ........•..................• 






















~ .-----' c::::J 
UNlyERSITY of NATAL 
START .......... * • . OF' SEGMENT 
00007000 T 
00007100 R 












COMHON 11. Rl(3Q.]O), R2(30). RlCJO), R4 
COHHOt~ NPLO r 
OIHE"SION XIJO). NAHE(IO) 
RE, O ""UNOEH Of OBSERVATIoNS"' "NUHBER Of VARIABLES·' AND 
"NAME at PROJECT"_ 
REAO (2,100) NOBS, NVAR. ~AME 








fOR ~AT (l OX'"ORIGINAL DATA MATRIX"./) 95& 
95) fO RH,T(10x,"'ERSONAlITY CORRELATES TO PERrORHANCE UNDER STRESS",10 





-X."H.P.LE HM ANN".I/) 
00 20 J-t, Hil uS 
READ THE OEPlNOAtlT AND INO[PENOANT VARIA8LES (DEPENDANT LAST) 
READ (2,2 00) ( X(K), Ka l.NVlR) 
TtiE fOLlOW'N" fORHAT HAY BE CH.ANGEO TO SUIT YOUR REQUIREHENTS 
rORH .H (22F3'O) 
C--_· DO 10 .-1. NVAR PERfORH ANT TRANSfOR"ATIONS Of OAT A HERE, 




wRITE (3J9S51 J.(X(K),~.l'NVAR) 
rORHAT(II0' 22,5.0) 
WRITE (I"J) X 
NOW CAll THE SUOROUTINE THAT ODEs ALL THE LINEAR REGRESSING 
CALL REGHI 
c •••• READ THE -f VALUES· rOR VARIABLES (I) TO ENTER. , (2) TO LEAVE 
THE RE GRESSIUN EQUATION' AND AN OPTION TO PRINT THE RESIDUALS, 
READ (2J300.lND.~O)flN.'Oul.rR[S.~PLOT 
C 
300 r uRM AT(2FI0,~'2I2) 
c . 
c 
CALL R[GR2 ( fIN' fOUT. lRES 
ST OP 






















000)4 0 00 
00035 00 0 
0003. 000 
DOC 37 000 
00038000 





















































































































!Q;J 7>. " 
l
it ,,~ 
i1 ;l) -Q 
oQ D 
l> l. IT1 
" ~ 
..j -<1-
1- /-:I • .,-,00 
" :r 1> 














~ '----' ~ '----' L.... ~ (- -) '----' ~ :---J '----' =--...J 
A 
.. _-_ ..................................................•..........•...................•...............••..•.....•....... 
SUBROUTINE RlGRI 
C-·- MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION - PHASE I 
C 
COMMON NVAR' R(30.30). XBAR(30). 510MA(30), OB5 
DIMENSION X(30). NAM[CIO) 
READ (1"0) NU~S. NVAR, NAME 
DI;S./IOHS 
au 2 J-t,,-n'AH 
XBAReJ).O. 
DO 2 K-t,NVAtt 
2 R{JIK).cO. 
1)0 3 11:11, Noes 
HE/:D (1"1) 1. 
00 1I J-t.NVAI1 
XUAR(J).X~"R'J).X(J) 
OU 4 1<""1,J 
ReJ.KjoReJ.K)·xeJ)·X(K) 
4 R(K,J)aRCJ,K) 
3 CO"TIN U£ 
DO ~ Ja1,N'O" 
5 SIGMA(J).saRICRCJ.J)-XBAR(J)'XBAR(J)/OBS) 
no 6 Jlll'NIJAr. 








~oo fO Rrl AT ( liX' 10,,6 II 
wRI f((),201) 




?03 rORHAT()HO,)VX'"S!MPLE CORRELATION CO"rrrICIENTS") 
DO 10 Jal,tPllo.K 
10 wRIT[(),204){J.K,R{J.K),K.l.NVAR) 
204 rORMAT(6{21 •• fs •• ,4X» 


















00 04 ' 00 0 
000 .. 000 
00 0 '19000 
OO O~OUOO 
000\)000 





OOCH OO O 
OO ()~F\OO O 
00 0 59 00 0 
00 0 60COO 


























0 0 (> 37UOO 
OQ.O!l /\000 
oo od~OOO 




















































2 IS 230 LONG 
... --.•.............•.•...•.•....•.•.••....• ~ .................•....•... -.. --.-.--.. _--.. _-_ .......•...••................ 
'---' -----' 












~ ,.., " 







































~ ~ '-- ~ 
SUBROUTINE REGR2 ( rlN. rOUT. t~ES ) 
MULTIPLE LIN[AR REGRESSION" PHASE 2 
COMMO N NVAR' RIJ(30.30). XB'R(30). SIOMAISO)' OBS 
COHMON NP LUl 
OI N£"S I ON S I "~ ( 3 0)' B(30). 10()0). OATA(30) 
DIH ENS I ON RPL O'IIOOO) 
Hlr·WV a NV AR-l 
NCsA s.ons 
PhASE 2 . p EHf ORN S'EP.ISE CALCULATIONS AND PRINT R[SU~TS. 
n lM('lSIO ~! S 
I NI TI ALI ZE 
00 l QO t -l.tj IJ AA 
SH iH ! )aO. O 
BU ) 1:0 . 0 
)~E~d .0 
Of II IlIiS'" t . 0 
,~5l(P. ·l 
, p'.SrONM I I ~ MA vECTOR FROH STANDARD DEVIATIONS TO SQUA~E 
RUO TS Or SUM~ or SQUARES. 
00 310 I_t,NIJAR 
5 I GHA( I) ·SIGH A(I)*SORTIOBS"I.O) 
8(GIN STEP HUMBER NSTEP. 
NSTEpaNS TE P+ l 
I<R J1( C) .30Qv ) 
fOHHA T( "l ") 
ST OE E. SoH TCRIJCNVAR'NVAR)/Orl • SIGHA(NVA~) 
Of- Of -I. O 
If (O f l10 10 d OlO.20' 
VM I tl~O . O 
VH AX.O IQ 
h i NaC 
ShRT 
rl oo HIN I HU M VARIANCE CONIRIBUIION Dr VARIABLEs IN ~EGRESsION 
EQUATION . r I ND MA XI HUM VARIANCE CONTRIBUIION Dr VARIABLES 
"O ~ I N ~[GR E ~S ION EQUATION' 
DO 300 rat.N JNDY 
r f (HJ J CI·t)-·Q01)300.JOQ.ZIO 
V1· R IJ(I' NV A ~ ) ·R IJ{NVAR.I)/RtJ(I.I) 
J'-( VI )~40 .J OU ' 2 20 
t r (Vl ~V MA X )) OOf l O O.2)O 
'JHAXzvI 
NHAX a I 
GO TO 300 
~lltl " fllt4 "1 
IO~tllN }zrJ 
CO"PUT[ RE GRl SSION COErrlclENT AND ITS STANDARD DEVIATION' 
RCNI N1·R IJ(I.N VAR1*SIGHACNVARI/SIGMACII 
S I G" ( N1Nl" ST UE[*SQR1C RIJCI.I)I/SIGMACII 
r r{V Hltl )25 0 .2 bO.l 0 00 
If CV I- VHI NI3 00.)00.260 
V~JNaV I 
NHlrt,. J 
CON TI NUE 
tF(I~ l N) 1 000 , 4 6 0 '40 0 
COM?U TE CONST ANT TERH t 
A S U~O~XJAn(NVA~ ) 
DO 4 10 I- l, NIN 
Ja I O(! ) 
B5UUU·SSUBO - OCI)*XR ARCJ) 
I f {N(N T)l OOO , 48 0,4 20 
QU JrOJ f OR vAR IA BLE ADDEO 
- ~ 
Of SEGMENT •••••••••• 
00090000 T 0000 
0009!000 I DODO 
0 0092000 I 0000. 
00 09 21 00 R 0000 
000V300 0 T 00 00 
0 00 '3 10 0 R 000 0 
OOO " GO O T 0000 
00 09S0 00 T 0000 
0 009.00 0 T 00'0 1 
0 009700 0 T ooot 
0 00'600 0 I 0 001 
00099000' 00 01 
00 10000 0 t 000 3 
0 0 10 1000 ' 0 00 9 
001 01000 ' 00 12 
001 0 3000' DOlO 
OGI O' OO O' OOIS 
00105 000' 0018 
0 0 1U60 00' 00 18 
0 0 107000 ' 0 0 16 
0 0 108000 ' 00 19 
0 0 109000 T 002 7 
0 0 11 0000 ' 00 )2 
0 0 111 000' 0012 
0 0 11 100 0 TO O)' 
0011 2100 R 0 0 3S , 
R 0 0 38 
0011) 000 I 00)9 
0011.000' 00" 
0011 ~00 0 T 0 0 .7 
0011 6000, OOSO 
0 0 117 000' 00 50 
0 0 11 8000' 0 0 51 
00119 000 , 00 51 
0012 0000' DOSI 
00121 00 0 T ' 005\ 
00121 000' OOS2 
001230 00 T 00S7 
00124U OO, 00 65 
0012 5UO O T 0072 
0012 600 0 f oora 
00127 UO O, 00 6 1 
0 0 120000 ' 00 61 
00 12 0000 ' 006 2 
001 30000 ' 006 . 
00131 UO O I 00 6S 
0013 100 0 I 00 86 
00133DOO I 0087 
0013. 000' 0093 
00135 000' 0099 
0013 60 00' 010' 
00 13 7000, 01 0 7 
00 13 8000 I 01 07 
00 13 9000 ' DI D' 
0 01'000 0 T 01 09 
0 0 1' 1000 ' 0109 
ci O ~ 42000 T 01'~ 
0 0 1'3 000 ' 011 6 
0 0 1 • • 000 , 0122 
0 0 1' 500 0 T 0 125 
0 0 140000 T 01 26 







----' ----' c .... ---' 























·.--- . ~ ~ ~ '---
.20 WRITEC3.5T)H5TEP.K 
57 rO""ATC"OSTEP "UMBER ".12.IOx."ENTER VARIABLE -,12) 
.25 .RIT[C3.5e)SrO[[ 
58 FORHA T(" STA~DARO [RROR or [STIHATE-·.rll.]) 
R"SCRTCl.0"0IJCNVAR'NVAR» 
WAIT(3. 59)R 
59 r OoMAIC" "ULIIPL[ CORRELATION COEFFICIENT .-.r6.3) 
I OFNc OA S· [Jr -:l. o 
J {J f Oli o rd . 0 
'----' '---' 
c-··-------------·----------·_·-·_··_·--·············-................ . e E' PPESS GOOO"LSS or rlT IS pERCENTAGE"rIT' GIVING THE RATIO or 
C SUMS or SQU A"ES ~ UE 10 REGRESSION vERSUS THE TOTAL SUH or SQUARES 
c····-··-·----------·--·-~··--·--···--·---·--·-·-·-··· .......... -..... . 
66 
flY - (fh ' 2 )otl 0Q 
WR:Tt (). 6 6 ) f IT 
rC ~ HAT CI X . ~~UO O NESS OF rITlft,re •• f"'") 
~ k lT[().6 0 )~~ UA O 









001 5.0 00 
001 "COO 
00l~6000 





00162 00 0 
00 16 300 0 




fO ri tlAT (23X,"CQErf",2X,"VAR.CONfR") 
DC 4;u t-t,Nlu 
J - JD() ) 
I .a ( I lISIGeC I) e •••• ~ •••• -~-. -- ••••••• -••••••••••• -••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• A. 
C I "S TEIO or USING THE RAW T"VALUE usc T T"SOU. AS r"RATIO rOR THE 



















II: ~~ Il 
r .. Tu2 
HI ! IT £{l,63) I ~ (I),B(I)'SlGB(1),T'RIJ(Jt~VAR) 
f on ~AT C3 X,I], 4E l1.4) 
COH 'u ll r L[ vEL r ON HINIHUH VARIANC( CONTRIBUTION VARIABL( 
I N R(ij~(SS I ON EQU ATJ ON . 
fL (vl~VH I'I·Df/R IJ(NVA R'N VAR) 
JrCraur.fl£VL)Q60'460.450 
INIIIALIZE r UN REMOVAL or VARIABL( K FROM (QUATION. 
,p'/I HIN 
N[Nr-O 
Df- or '- 2 10 
G(' TO 500 
COMPUT E r LEVEL FOR MIXIMUM VARIANC( CONTRIBUTION VAR)ABLE 
NOT IH CO IJATI ON. 
f L£ VL-VHAX-Of/CRIJeNVAR,NVAR)·VHAX) 
IrcrLEVL"FINI600.600 •• 70 
I NI TI AL IZ E FON ENTRY or VARIABLE K INTO EQUATION' 
I< " NHA ){ 
N[NT- K 
GO TO 50 0 
OuTPUT rOR VARIABLE DELETED 
~ lt tTE{3,b4)u~T[P,K 
r U RMAT( "OST(~ NUHUtA ",12.10X."OEL£T£ VAR]ABLE ·,]2) 
GO TO '25 
(JP OAlf HATRIX 
SrO[[- 11 0/k t J {K,K) 
DU 5"0 ID1,N VAA 
If(1-~)510,5~0.510 
nu ~30 Jl:l 'NVAR 
I f(J - KI52 0 .5 30 .520 













00175 00 0 





00181 00 0 
001 02000 
OOlb)OOO 
0018' 00 0 
001.~000 
00 18. 000 
001 87000 
001 8800 0 
00109 000 
0 01 ~O O OO 
OOHI 00 0 
0019 20 00 
001";3 0U O 
OQ 1'iI; OO O 
00l ~~OOO 
00 196000 
00 1'7 000 
001 9'°00 





T 015. . 











R Ol eo 
R 0182 
R 0 HI 
T 0192 
T 020 2 
T 0202 
R 0205 
R 020 ' 
T 020 6 








R 02 20 
















T 02 66 
T 0266 
T 0267 
T 026 7 
T 0269 
T 028 1 
T 0201 
T 0281 
T 028 1 
T 0282 
T 0286 
T 029 3 
T 02.7 
T 0 30 3 

















- ~ - '----' 





























~ ~ '-- - L...-...J '-- '---' c:...-J '----' - -'" -'" ----- ~ -' 530 tONTlNUE 00201000 T Oll' 
,"0 CaNT! NUE 00202000 T OHe 
DO 560 J-PHVAPt 0020)000 T 031e 
IfIJ"KI550.,60.550 0020'000 T 0)24 
550 RIJ(K.J)aRIJ(K,J).STO£[ 0020~000 T one 
560 CONTIN U( 002 06000 T OJ3) 
00 560 Iat.NIJAR 00207000 T 0J3) 
If(I·K)570.50Q.510 0020~OOO T 0)39 
510 RIJII.KI.-HIJ(I.KloSTOE[ 00209000 T 0)43 
580 CON TIN UE 0021 00 00 T 0)49 
RIJ( K. t':, )-STDlE 002110 00 T 0)'9 
GO TO ?OO 00212 000 T 0)52 
C 00213000 T 0)52 
600 If(t ~ ES)6tO.b40.610 00210 000 T 0)53 
C PRI NT R[SIOUALS 00215000 T DB) 
610 IfA -£ 00216 000 T 0)56 
WRtT(3t67> 00217000 T 0)56 
67 rO R HAT(~O aBS ACTUAL UTI MATE ftESIOUAl") 0021~000 T 0361 
()O 63 0 Kal.NO&S 0021,000 T 0361 
RE'D (I"KI (OATAII), I.I'NVA~) . 00220000 T 0366 
ESTa !'lSUAO 002210 00 T 0360 
DO 6 20 r·l"'~IN 00222000 T 0)65 
Jat OCI ) 00221000 T 01'0 
620 ESTc[SI.B(II'UATAIJ) 0022.0 00 T 0393 
RESI O- OATAIHVAR)"(ST 00225 000 T 0396 
Rf.'L OT O ; )aR(SlD 00225100 R 0399 'UCH 
, kIT[I).OO)K.OATAINVAR).EST.AESIO 00226000 T 0.00 
6~ r ORMAT(" "'t~'3r12.2) 00227000 T 0'16 
630 CUNTIN UE 002,"000 T 0'16 
If (. PLOT.[O·II C'I.L ~LOTIAPLOT'NVAR.NOBS) 002<6100 R 0.16 PATCH 
Ca _- NO RM AL [NO Uf PROGRAM 002290 00 T 0'22 
6'0 STOP 00210 000 T 0'23 
1000 CALL [ RRORII) 00211000 T OHS 
1010 CALL (k ROR I2) 00232 000 T 0.26 
1020 CALL [ RR ORIJ) 00231000 I 0427 
[u D 0021. 000 T 0421 
SEGH[NI 3 IS 453 LONG 







5TAftT or SEGMENT •••••••••• 5 
SUBROUTINE EHRORI I ) 00235000 T 
GO TO 110. 20. 30), I 00236000 T 
wRITE 13.(00) 00237000 T 
FORMAT I"O[RKOR, •• NIN. NENT, VHIN. NCONS. OR NTftAN 15 NEGATIVE. 0021ROOO T 
"CHECK rOR [RNOR ON PARAMETER CARDS" I 002J9~00 T 
sl OP 002'00 00 T 
wk lT[ 1).200) 002<1000 T 
fO RHAT I" O[RI< UR ••• DEGREES or FREEDOM. 0, EITHER ADD MORE OB5ERY0 02'2 000 T 
"All ON S OR O[L[TE ONE OR MORE INOEPENOANT YARIABLE," I " SAMPLE 511001<J OOO T 
o[ MU ST [ XC[[ O NUHB[R Of INO[PENOANT VARIABLES BY AT L[AST 2.") 002 '. 00 0 T 
STO P O O? ~~ OO O T 
w~ tlf ()-]O O> 002~6 000 f 
rO RH AT I" O[R ' OR ••• f LEYEL fOR INCOHING VARIABLE IS LESS THAN f LEO OI" OOO T 
- vEL fOR OUTG u I~G VARIABL[.~ ) 00 24800 0 T 
STOP 
rH O 
• _._ " __ ._ •• _ 0 " ____ - ••• _ ___ _ _ _ ___ _ ~ 
SEGMErlT 6 
0 0 2~9 00 0 T 















































C·····CALCUL.TE THt H.XI_UH .NO HINIMUH OF ORDINATE T 
CALL MAXHIN(Y,NOBS,YHAX,YHIN) 
YfACT-(YHAX·YMINl/{NY-l) 
e--·--ONE lOOP rCR EACH GHAPH 
0 0 soo J-t,t/'O.R 
.... RI1[(),3000 l 
3000 ril~MAT("l") 
C-·--- RLAO IN VAHI~BL E J 
00 50 t-I.N OHS 
RE.O CI"!)COUHHTCL)'Lol.NVAft) 
X< I hOUHHY(J) 
50 CU N!I IlUE 
C·····NU. FINU THE HAIHUH AND HINIHUM OF X 
CAll HA XHIN(A'NOSS,XHAX,XHIN) 
XfACT~(XMAX-~HIN)/(NX-l) 
C···· INITI'LISE GRAPH 
DO 40 I_l_NX'l 
DO 40 K-t·NY.l 
40 GkAPH ( K 'I)· ~ c--·- PLOT PO I NTS 
00 100 l- l, fj OdS 
NXP OS 'IFIXCCXCI)·XHINI/XFACT+O.')+1 
NypnS-IfIX «T{I)-YHIN)/yrACT.o.5).t 
GRA~ t! ( NYPI1 S'~XPOS).GRAPH{NYPOS'NXPOS).1 
100 CO.TI,.uE 
C···- ~uT IN X ANO Y AXES 
00 60 IlildolY 
CRAPH,t,I)-t] 
60 CONTUlV[ 
00 70 I-I HIX 
CiHA P:t(I.I)·"" 
10 COrH I flU ( 
C-··· NOW PAIN T Th~ GRA~H 
00 120 II-I.NY.1 
00 120 JJ - 1.NX.1 
IF(GR.PHCII.JJI.EO.OIG~APH(II.JJI.48 
120 CO"TI IHl( 
Oll ~OO 11I1,NY • .t 
1I·Nl'-I+2 
WHIIEC),IVOO)CGRAPHCII.K).Kol.NX.11 
1000 FOAHATC)X,IJ UCI) 
200 COUII "U[ C---- PRIllT ouT GA~P H DATA 
wRIr [{1 .2 000 }J'XHIN'XHAX'XrACT'YHIN'Y"AX'YrAcT.~OBS 
2000 fORII~T{" GRAr't l Of VARlAOLt"d4," vS. R£SlDUlLS "II 
-" X-AXIS BUU~OS A~EI",f12.6,3X,f12.6," X INCREMENT 
.. " Y"AXIS BIlUdlJS ARCI".f12.6,3X,f12.A." Y INCREMENT 
-" NO. Of 08StRVATIDNS • ",14) 
500 CONT ltiU( 
,J r T ':r_ ~J 
00300000 R 0029 PATCH 
START or SEGMENT •••••••••• 7 
A 0000 PATCH 
R 0000 PATCH 
R 0000 P'TCH 
A 0000 P.TCH 
R 0001 P.TCH 
R 000) P.TCH 
R 0005 PATCH 
R 0006 PATCH 
R 0011 PATCH 
R 001~ PATCH 
R 0016 PATCH 
R 0016 ~'TCH 
R 0021 P'TCH 
R 00)9 PATCH 
R 00'1 PATCH 
R 0042 PATCH 
R 0042 ' P.TCH 




R OOU PATCH 
R 0041 P.TCH 
R OO~] P.TCH 
R 0060 PATCH 
R 006S PHCH 
R 0067 P.TCH 
R 0072 PATCH 
R 0078 PATCH 
R 0 08 4 PATCH 
R U094 P4TCH 
R 009~ PATCH 
R OQ9S PATCH 
R 0100 PATCH 
R 0!05 PATCH 
R 0105 PHC" 
R OIIU P.TCH 
R OIJ~ PATCH 
R 0116 PATCH 
R 0116 PATCH 
R 0122 PATCH 
A 0129 PHCH 
R 0140 PATCH 
R 01'2 PATCH 
R ol.e P.TCH 
R 01~0 P'TCH 
R 0172 PAICH 
R 017) P.TCH 
R 0173 P'TCH 
R 0 17) PATCH 
R 0197 P'TCH 
R 019' PATCH 
R 0198 PATCH 
R 01ge PATCH 
R 01ge PATCH 

































'---' ~ . L-: 
END 
. , 
'----' '---- ~ c::.:J 
SEGMENT 
...........J ...........J 
R 0201 PATCM 
r 15 221 LONG 
~ '----' ----.. 
.. _---........ -.-.......... -...............................•.••••...•.................................•...•.......•...•• 
100 








R~AX • Iflx(HHAX+l) 




START or SEGMENT 
arsMENT 
R 0220 PATCH 
•••••••••• 8 
R 0000 PATCH 
R 0000 PATCH 
R 0002 PATCH 
R OOO~ PATCH 
R 0010 PATCH 
R 0015 PATCH 
R 0020 PA TeH 
R 0021 PATCH 
R 002l PATCH 
R 0025 PA Tel< 
R 0020 PATCH 
DIS 19 LDNG 
•.••........ -..........................................•............•.................................••..•.•..........• 
• 
NUHDER at CARDS • ]4, 









R 00]6 PATCH 
9 IS 5] LONG 
10 IS 29 LONG 
II IS 1]8 LDNG 
•••••••••• 12 
12 IS 16 LONG 
'CaRt H[MDRY ALLOCATION' 8064 MOROS' 









































•••••• 11 •••••••• 
TAPE L1STP 
? INPtlT 









HU lTI Plf LI~tAR REGHfSSInN - IN PUT p~Asr 
-----------.-.-.---------.--.---------.. 
COHMIIN II. Hl(30,30), R~CJO)' H)(J O). ~4 
COMMON NP lU l 
nlM fHSI IJ '1 ~ (nU,30 ).NA M E(tO) , SQUV~(lO) 
PEAII (2,1 0 0 ) f1 08S. NVAR' NSOU 
f{lRMAT (315) 
READ (i.1S Q) fl AM E 
~[CORO·30 
150 · r OR~A T (!OA6) 
Ru n (2.7 0('J (SQUVN(I ),J-l.NSQU) 
?OO fiJRMA T ( 61·~ ) 







OOO O"'U QO 
O(lo e ~uo('l 










oo6t: 1 ... oo T 






0 00 1 ,l ~IO O 
00011000 R 
{l UOl"? iJO O n 
. 0 00 1 ·1000 R 
(I0 0 tH OO R 





0" 0 0 
(1(\(, 0 
O~ :I O 








0 01.1 6 
0 0 /1 b 
0049 






(l .1~ 9 
~ 1 , 8 1 
oJo~t 
01 0 4 
01 0 ~ 













01 7 1 
0(7 2 
OJ 7M 
11 I ! s-
III ~ 0 
(II to, r, 
11. '1)(1 




IodfIT[ C),q':. H ) 
fn R ~A T (l {\A '"O~IGINAL OATA H.TRtX~_/) 
w~rrr< 3,'15 11) 
R 
R 
954 f ORMAT (j x. ft UUS.No."."pr/A"lx ... ~r/~",lX,"pr/C"'tX'"pr/E".lx."Pf/f" · 
·-,l x ,·' ~r/G ". l~ '"pr / H",tX,"pr/T".lx."pr/L".lX."pr/M".tX,"Pf/~".lx.·prl 











·'"l N T.",' ~ ."AGr".~x. " E~P.".lx."SCOr[") 
no 10 1(_1 .,, 0,,5 
PfAU ( 2 ' l~ O) ( X (~,J).J.l.N V AR) 
f OkHAT lll:ff3.0.6X.tf3.0) 
~HIT[ (3. 9~5 J ~ .( ~ (k.J).J.t,~!V 4R) 
rORHAT (11 1) .1~r5.u.l IIX ,lr~.n) 
OEPVAk = ~ (K'N V AR) 
I-I 
00 20 J :I I. NI/AR 
Ir I J.ttE.sa ltVNll» GO In 20 
'(o\.}) II: X(K.J) 
)(K.l+'JSJU) • X(K'J) .·2 
I_ P i 
CONTI Nll[ 
J • 2'NSQIJ 
DO 30 ~·"N5au -1 
Uo qU N • ~+I'NSOU 
J • J + 1 
X (K.J) c X(K.H) • k(k.~) 
cn'IT 1 Ur l [ 
C O ~ I(JN U £ 
X(K.J+l1 * O [PVA~ 
CONTINUE 
~lVAR·J+l 
~AITr (l~ O' rfU~S .N V A».HAHC 
nO II', J • 1. I,URs 
45 wHITE (I"J) \ X(J .I),tzl.NVAR) 
C·· .... trOW CAll THf. SrJ BR (juTt r~C TI1A·, OO[S ,f.lL THJ: I.P~E:AR RCGRESSING 
CALL P.[fircl 









0 001"000 fl 
0001"'0 00 " 
OOOj?!}O OO R 
. 0{.02t 000 p, 
00027(;00 R 
OOOt') UO O 
OC{J2 ·I.uo O 











































t-' .. T C~' 
f-'ArCH 
P A T C~ I 





P~ lC 11 
I-'A r Crl 
PArCH 
"ATCII 




P A T CIt 
"ATCrt 
P oI.T CIl 
P A re tl 
I-';'TC'" 
IJ,. r ."r1 
Uh-. __ ,UJ J<.. _ • ..J HAT ..... _ ---.J 
--.-.-























'--- ~ ---- '---- ~ ~ , ~ ~ .......... ........... ~ ~ ----.I --.. 
C TH( R(GR(SSION (OUATION' AND AN OPTIoN TO PRINT TH( R(SIOUALS. OOOlnOQO T 0212 
~[AO (2.30U_(NO~5O)FrN,rOUT.IRFS'NPLnT 0(10J1000 R nZJ PATCtt 
300 rOqHAT(2rl (I.5·~12) (\OOJ?QOO R O~.I40 PATCH 
CnL Rn,n? ( rtr~, , rOUT. IR(S 000 !JOOO T Ol 4t 
SlOP Ooo_~lloon T 0:'42 
50 CJ.Ll HfCiR2 ( ('t.o. 0.0. t ) t' 1.(U'loo n T 0]4" 
~T Ojl r,, )Q.lhJU" T o~~·; 
[NO C'lIUFUOll T t1 !~ r 
C O('lU 3rlOQO T 0 24 7 
C ('I OQJY l1 00 T · O ~i.l 7 
SfC", r ~ I T t t s 261 LOtlr. 
•••••••••••••••• __ •• • ••••••• ___ •••••••••••••• ___ •••••••• __ •••••• _ •••• __ •••••••• __ •••••• M •••• __ ••••••• _ ••••••• __ •••••• __ _ 
SUBROUTIN( RCGRI 
C"· "UlTIPl[ lINlAM P[CRfSSION • PHASE I 
C 
C O M~ON NVAR . H(30,30), XAARC30). SlG~A(30). 085 
OIM[N~I ON x(JO). NAM£(10) 
RfAO (1"0) N ~U S, NV AR . NAME 
oi:S;~(JBS 
00 2 J"l 'NlJAH 
xuAf(CJ)"O. 
OU 2 t< =t, NV"tt 
2 R( J, K):oO. 
-0 0 3 P ;l . NUUS 
~ l All (1 " J) x 
0(,; '4 J= l,tJ VAk 
xwAR(Jl~~~AR tJ)+X(J) 
no 4 t-:q, J 
n(J ' K). R (J'K).X(J)·X(~) 
.., fHr< , Jl=f.I(J , )( ) 
3 CI H~ TJ rllr( 
Ou 5 J=1,N \, Atl 
5 S JG.A( J) ' SC" T(R(J.J)·XBAR(J).X~AR(J)/O"S) 
00 6 ":=l,~r\l,.t. 1'( 
OU " "' ... 1' J 
R(J'K)~(H(J'I'I.J-XAAR(J)·XRAR(K)/08S)/(StGHA(J).SlGMA(K)) 
6 flCKJJ):;H(J, KJ 
OlN · SUtf T(n~S- l.} 
0 0 7 J .. l "l ',AH 
XHAP (J) .. XO~H( J)/UBS 
7 SI G ~ACJ) ~ SI UHA (J)/OEN 
wl-ftTf (:l,)l·OU ) 
3000 FURlil l ("I") 
Wk IT[ (3 . :;0 0 1) 
3001 FOR··tAT ( l {lXI " f'lUlTlf'LE GUAnRAlle REGRESS 1011") 
",II ITf: ( ).j002) 
30n2 FIJRl lAl (!Oy ,"---------------·----·-·------·~) 
\1 l1 iTf( 1 ' ?1.I 0 } r l ~H E 
~OO Fuk Mr.T ( llX , 1014.6 II ) 
IoII : ITr( .l . 2'll l) 
;> 0 1 r UfHIATftI IOt. VAR MEAN STn DEV"/) 
wh ITf(), ?0~ )(J'X B AR(J),SIGHACJ).J.l.NVAH) 
'0 2 rt ) nMA1( 1 '·I ~. 2 FI O .~) 
\orkITrC) .l C.J ) 
' i1 ~ r n t-l ~ Ar(t r ' ·' . I OX J·'SPi~L f COt? RF:"lATrON Cn·rfr rCI(t~TS'" 
START or SEG~L~T •••••••••• 2 
000'0000 T 0000 
·OOO"tOOO T 0000 
·~0 04~UO O T ~ roo 
CQ04300Q T ovoa 
OOOn400 0 T 0\100 
OOO~~ IJb r) T 0000 
C0 04 6000 T Ou t 7 
OO O~700 " T 001d 
OOO jlt OnO T 0024 
n oo~;ooO T Ol12t 
OOO~0 00 0 1 Du) ) 
OO O~ I OOO T 0 3 1 6 . 
OU O!· ? OO O T ~ n ~2 
O') O~]OOO T I) ,I~' 
OOO ~ 4 u O O r O.ltd 
nJ OS~OOO T 01)hi 
n OO ~ f JO O T 0~7~ 
n O O~7~OO r 0\' 7A 
n 00~ ~ JO O T I) U~ ~ 
O Ua~QU00 T Ollb4 
000" 0000 T 009 1 
OOortO nO T 0 09 , 
0 0002 110 0 Tat " ' 
OUllo~ OI~(l T III 11 
OOO l l ~ OOO T 012? 
000~ ~ UO O T Ot~7 
OOO o ~OOO 1 01?9 
n OO~ 7 000' 01)5 
OI)OGh U(IU T 01 )9 
OOObfi lOO R 014Z 'PATe" 
, 0 146 PATCH 
R OIH PATC" 
~ ;I t ·'·r, tlATCI1 
ft 0 I ') 0 PA 1 C " 
~ 0 15 3 PATCtf 
000c 9 (JOO T Ol~~ 
Du07r/lon T nl~7 
OOU'IU OO T 0167 
OO D7:;oon T >J17 1 
OOu':lOOO T 0!7 1 
nn 0"flr onO T Ut914 
II O .)l ~OOO T 0 1 44 
(10 J!~I) nU T Ol9d 
- - -----:,c:-,- - - - ' 
l 
~ :....-.J 


















'--- '--- '--- '-- ~ L-.i L...... '---' ~ ~ .. - ~ 
S£a"£NT l IS 126 LONG 
DO 10 J.l,~"AR 00077000 T OU .. 
10 WRITE(J,20Q)CJ.K_RCJ.K).Ka t.NVAR) 0007.000 T 0205 
20. rORMAT(6(?I4,re.4.4X» 000'~O(\O T O:?~" 
e CALL LIN"(HE GH2, 0 0 0 ·1( .0 0 0 T O? 2R 
RETUR rl Ot)J 11ll ::! O T 02?G 
[1Hl OOJ1 , O:) O T O~Jl 
C o o:) JJ OOO T 0211 
e 0 111)"11 0 00 T 0231 
C OOQj '\ On O T 0 2 31 
C 00 0 1 U)0 0 T 0231 
C o n 01 700 0 T 0?31 
C O\ ' O j ~ uOO T O? 31 
C OO(ldQOC' O T ( 2 ) 1 
sr GHlP\T 2 IS 2H LONG 
-... -.-..... --.. --.-.... --.. --.------.-... -.. ~ .. -.••............ -............ -_ ..... --.-........•.•...••...••.•••..•..•• 
SUBRCUTINE REGRI ( FIN' rOUT. IRrs J C··· HULTIPL[ LIN£AR REGR[SSION • PHASE 2 
e 
C Ot'~ n N NVAH" HIJ(30.JO). XnAR(30)' SIGMA(30). OBS 
c o ~ ~nH 'jPL lJT 
nl~ [ t:~ I O N SI ~ U(30). B(30), 10(30), OATAC10l 
OI~ [N ~I O N RPLOTCIOQO) 
NI fi OV ·fl VAR-l 
NDR s=n H's 
C PI1 A~ [ 2. i) [l lf dRH ST(PwlSr C~LCUL.TJONS AND PRINT R[!ULTS. 
C 0 1 ~frJS JO N S 
C Jt . IT JA lIZ E 
no l '} O JSt'NVAR 
SI GI;l (J )I! O.O 
!90 B( I )0: 0 . 0 · 
Nl NT= O 
n F= (lR~ ·1.0 
NSlf. P·-l 
C TRANS f OH H SI"HA VeCTOR rROH STANDARD DeVIATION~ TO SOUARE 
C ROO TS OF SUH5 or SOUARES. 
ou 31 0 l':l't~ V AR 
310 SIbH . (1)= 5 1G MA(I)·SQPT(OAS-l.0) 
C 
C H[GIN STEI' NUMRER NST[P. 
200 NSTfP= NS TfP+l 
whIrf. (]. 30 0 U) 
3000 f ORHAT ("l") 
s TOfE =S .R T( NJJ(NVAR'NVAR"Dr, • SIGHA(NVAR' 
Of.; [lf-t . 0 
JF( IIF) I 0 10 'I"10'20S 
205 VMtt/"O .O 
V"'A X= O. O 
tll ,,,' 0 
START 
C rl ~j ( J I tlN I ~ : U I ' ! VA HIAW.; E CONTRr~lITlnN or \lI.HIA.~L[S H. Hf.GRESSfUN 
C fi.lu .. TJ ll ~J . fl ' LJ HA X!foIlltl VA~J .. Nl:t.: cO fl TRJnIl TJf1P1 or VARIABLE5 
c NU T l ~, H rt ;n ( ~ SIOH EOl/ATION. 
nu JOO !:",Nl/IOV 
IFI NIJI I'I )-'0 0 1)]00 ,)0 0 .210 





oedJ'> ? 1 Of} 
OO(IQ 10 0 0 
OO(.i HOO 
· OO C"In OOO 
00 (, -1<;0 0 0 
OO(,\9f1000 
OO OCJ 70 00 
(,\O O ':l~ OO O 
00 0''', 000 
001 (' 00 00 
001 0 100 0 











T C(.o 1 
T N 'O I 
T (1 0 (11 
T Cli O) 
T OOOI,! 
TOOl? 
T 001/1 001 .1 ;10 00 
C01(Ja O'}(1 1 
(\Olu'OO l) q T 
OOl Of,O OO r 
O"IUI OOO r 
('\ 0 10 1000 T 
OJI0 'JO OO T 




0 0 1H 
~~19 
01' 2 7 
Lt ' )? 




a !) ]'} 
OJQ 4 
tl tl47 
o l' ~n 
0 1 1 ~ 0 
011")1 
OUI1100Q 
0 0 11;:>000 
onl1~100 
00111 00 0 
0 0 11" 00 U 
110 11 ~ J(, O 
rl~ 11fO O U 
n Ol 170 (10 











o n lI IIOO I/ T 0 (1')] 
/) 0 1 i-t10LlO T o n >;1 
O'11 (. 1J ,}O T O,I' il 
Q!ll/?U (lO T ~ . li2 
IHll ~ 1 LlJ O, 0"':;1 



























. .. .----' L..--.... L--.. L.....-- ~ ~ "----! t............-I ~ ----....,i '--' 
" \FeYIl2'0.JOO'220 
?20 IFeYI-YHAX)300.300.2JO 
?30 """". X-VI 
NHAX::tI 
GO TO 300 
,.0 NItj·t~ J N+l 
to ( ,I ttl),. ( 
e cOHPu rE ~[GHlSSION CO[FFICIENT AND ITS STANO~RO OEYIATION. 
H ( lll ljl.!ll . J(t'NVAlt)·SIGHA(~VA~)/StGHA(r) 
SlGtl{rj III)Qs r U ~(·soHT(HIJ(I.t»/SrGMA(J) 
rf( VH IN )~~O.26~.1~OO 
?50 tf {VI-Vlll ll)3 UQ,30Q,260 
'60 '1M I "r. 11 I 
N!1JII~ 1 
)00 CO!/T I tillE 
I f(N"j)10nO , ~6o '4 0 0 
e CUM Pulr CoI INSTANT TEtfH' 
400 ~~U~(I=XtIAr {N ~Al! ) 
aCJ '11 0 l ·l , ~iJN 
...is J 0 ( I ) 
litO P.Sllhll";U~tJf'U - H ( I )" '.(U~R (J) 
Jfltl[IJT) l hUO '~ AO '1I20 
e nUTI'UT rUH yAI( I AO LF AODED 
420 ~Htr (3 . 5r) N~TrpfK 
57 r(J HHAl (" lr!-.Tlt' NUHR[H "'I2.10X."(NTER VARt~Rl[ -,12). 
42~ hIIJTr(3 . 5'1}~ID (r 
58 FORM'T( " ~ TA '.UA ~n EHPOlt or ESTIMATc- w,rtt.3) 
R·S Qhr (l.u-HIJ(NV~R'NVA~» 
I'd<IT[C 3_~ '))tt 
59 rrJ R ~ .A" T(" HU ll IPLf. CORft (LATION COF:F"F"tCl(NT -",,.6.3) 
JOP,:: lJ ntj-i\F" " t' . o • 
I DF"th::(iF +l. 0 
c····-·- .... -- .... ~·----· .. --- - ~-·---···-------·-·-··--···· ••••.•••••.••. -.-e [ XeR r.s toou,Es S ~r rir '5 pEnC[HTAQr"FIT. GlylNG T~( RATIO or 
c S ll~S u r SOIJ AI"I: ES ouE TO H((iRrsslo'~ VERSUS THf TOTAL SOH or SQu.~Es 
c-·---·--· .... · .... --- .. ------·----------·------------·-·----... ---------._-
66 
rIT a (R " 2 ). luo 
WH ITe (3.(,6) f IT 
r O~ ~AT (J ~ , n\·UODN ESS OF rITI"·fA.4'"I") 
~Hll[(J_6 0 ) lj~U~O 
60 rO ~~A r(" CO~ ~TANT TERM - ",r12.4) 
wRITC(3,1J1 ) 
00125000 T 0012 
0012~000 T 0018 
00121000 T OO~I 
0012~0 1)0 T O~~t 
001 ?~Ou O r 00d2 
O~I !~O .)O T 00.l4 
00 13\010 T 00~S 
00lj?000 T 0086 
On13] 000 T On~7 
n O l) ~ U OO T OOQ) 
OOlj~ OOO T 0099 
001 hOOO T 
n 0 1HrHlO T 
no 1 IAoon T 
0 01l-luuO T 
OO ! 'l OO,) O T 
001 11 1000 T 
OO\ "?lIO O T 
onl'·lu no T 
OOl l,lrOOO T 
OOI','jtlt)O T 
~1I1 :' 110<)0 T 
00l 'i 700n T 
oot "r .l\OJ O T 
00 1 "!C~0t)0 T 
IJO I ".I()GOO r 
001') lli ~ 0 T 
0 1) 1'5;"'000 T 
OOI') UOO T 
0011)Ll OO O T 
00 15"000 T 
00 t ".UClO T 
OOI S , oOO R 
q 
R 
00l !iI'l OOO ~ 
R 
00I5~OOO 11 
00160 00 0 R 





01 0 1 
0 )0~ 
























o If~ ~ 
(12 (1'2 
e 2 l'l2 
61 r OH ~AT (3Xf~ V AR",5x."CUEFf".5~."STO O(v·.4~."r·RAT10".tX."8tTA CO(OOIt.:ijlJlIO ~ 1,) 20 ') 
62 
-n ") 
WR tT E (3,,)~ ) 
fOR~AT ( 2]X,"COt fF",?x."VAR.CI1NTH~) 
flU 430 JlEl'NHt 
J·I O(J ) 
T"' R (I )/~ I C~Hl ) 
c··------ .... ---- .. · .... -----·-----·--····----------······· ......... --..... . 
C I"STf.', ) or U'ING THE RAW T-YALII[ US[ T T"SOU. AS. r-RATIO FOR THE 







h Ii 1 T r ( ) • 6 ) ) I II ( I ) , (\ ( t ) , !, 1 r. n ( t ) , T , R I J ( J • ,~ " A P ) 
r O(?M.:t T (3 ~ 'I ,,/If 1 1 . 4) 
CIJ14f'! 1l[ f If 'd · l f UR MHdtt U t ~ 'O~ IA. r~r. [ cn rH R t AtlTIOli Vr.HHOLf 
IN l !rGt( [S~ t i) : j EuutTlnl l t 
r l ( v l II V III .~ .., lJ ~ IIi I J ( " 0,,. , rl VA f! 1 
Ir( rllU T.fl. fVLJq~O'4 bO .4~ 0 
INITI_LI1E r UH REMOVAL (Ir VAnIARl[ ~ FR~~ [QUATIONI 
450 ~.N~rrl " " 
1,'(11 (;; (; 
~ 
0016'000 T 
0016 1)0uO R 
r..016i'UIi0 r 
OO\6IHlI)Il T 





" 0 017(H100 T 
0017toOO rr 
0 0 17 ;'>0 00 
('I017]OUO 
0 11 11 11000 
00 I 71,o UO T 
001 7 ,, 000 r 
(lOll :' lljJO T 
rn)7, Of); ! "f 

















n :~.Q 4 
ul.~19 
(J ·t,,: '-' 

































••. ___ ••• : ___ ' .... ' ___ .• __ ..... _._. _________ ._. __ •••. .--J._ •. --'._.~ .••• __ .•• __ _ •• .... , .--i _ •• I __ ••• -.J 
START or S(tiM£NT •••••••••• ~ 
SuBRouTINE E"ROR( I ) 0023 5000 T 0000 
GO TO (10, 2J, 30>- I 0021(10('10 T OI)()O 
10 wHI TE Dd 00) 002)7000 T Oila7 
100 f URI-IA T (" O[R~O R ••• NIN' NENr. VMIN' ~IC~~S' OR ~TRAN IS NraATIV[. (, 021pO()O T 0" t 1 
·Cli[C K fO A [A MU R aN PARA~[TEq CARDS" ) 002 .i1.olUQO T 0011 
STOP OO?04 f1()O O T Oull 
'" wkI TE (3,;11)0) OO.?J~uOO T Otl l J 200 r OR MH {"O~RKnRtt. OtGREfS ~r f~E[OO~! • O. EITHE" ADO "ORE OASERVDO?'~OOn I 00 17 
·ATI OIIS o~ [)[LLTE ONf OR MORE t~O(P(NOI~T VARIAALE." / " SAMPLE Sl1002 ('~ ()OO T (1 0 17 
'E Musl ['tlEO "U"REM DE I"DEPENOANT VARIABLES U1 AT LEAST 2." ) uoz:, .,QOO T 0 ~ 17 
SfG'1L'IT 6 IS 114 LONG 
STOP 002 ,1,)Oull T 0017 
30 wR If[ ()1 30 0) O('l 2~t.()('\U T OGI9 
300 fllRMH ("0fR~ O Rt •• r LEV[l FON INCOMING VA~IABL£ IS L(~S THAN r LE002,, 70011 T OUll 
· V[ l YllR OIJTGIJING VAfCIARLE." ) 002 ~ 1'()O() T (1["'2 1 
STOP (I O, · jf' (J{J(l T O ,)~3 
PlD • ('l 0 2 "ql() 0 0 T 001'4 
~E(iMt::NT 5 I, lO LONG 





Ny c 20 
C···--C ALCULATE THE ~AXIHUH AND MINIMUM OF opolNAT[ Y 
CAll HAXHI~I(Y'NOBs.YHA~,YMI~) 
YrACTz{YHAX·'~IN)/(NY·l) 
~ c·_-·-o t.E l OO P FIJR EACH GRAPH 
CO 500 J~l'N ~A R 
wh tTEC1.3 ('1lI0} 
lOna r ORHA T("l'" 
c···--n £A!) I~ VA~IAHLE J 
CO 50 I=llrIJ~S 







50 CUN TI NUE 
C--·--N UW rtN l) filE HAIHUM AND MINIIofUH or )( 
CALL MAx~lrJ{X'NO~S'XHAX.XtIIN) 
Xf ACT'" (X IIAX " XII I N) I( I~X-l) 
C···- IhITIAl IS[ GI(A?ll 
OU 110 I .: 1. flX +l 
00 qO ":.1'!IY+l 
40 GtlAplI (K,1)2U 
C···~ PLOT l 'O I N l~ 
ntl 10 0 PI,t/Ut:iS 
NxpnS :rrI) « ( x( t) -X ~IN)/XFACT.O.S)+l 
NYP(r5..: J r Ix { (y (t ) "Y",I,·! )/Vr ACT'.O.5 ).1 
c. ~ API! (t.l'P[I:"l, NX P(1S) -GRAPH (NypnS, ~JXrns)+ t 
100 CutH I fWE 
Coo ..... p u T J'f! x t,l l[) Y Ax ES 
OU 60 l =1 ,tIY 
.~ 
" " 
0030nOoo R 0014 . PATtH 
STA~RT or SCI.a ... (fIT ........... 7 
H 0000 PAlt" 
R 0000 PATCH 
R ()('('IO PATCH 
R 01'00 p·\TCI'i 
• 0001 P"TCH 
R onO .1 P4. TC~ 
11 OGOS PATcI1 
R 0006 fJAfCH 
R OJ 11 IJATt l • ,. (l l) t") PJ.TCII 
p 0 \) t fI PA TCH 
R 0 0 16 PATer! 
p Il l\ 21 PATeOi 
" Olj'l l-''\lC'"I R o (}Ij I ~ATCIi 
R OOll? PATeIi 
H Dull? PIITCt1 
r. o , ~ /j 4 PA TC II 
• 0 ,,"5 PATCr! 
R 001.17 P:..TtH 
n 0,),":; 3 t' f, r C I i 
H ~)IH. n p AT Cit 
R 1) ,)6) PI.Tc~ 
0 f ) r,~ 1 P~l C Ii 
1/ 0.172 PATCr' 
n 1I'17'\ fi 6 r C t1 
" u·:8'1 PA1CH R n ') ~ I, ... ~ Tc: II 
" O\,o"j':; P I, T C '1 Ii .1 :''1i t' \ rr~ II 

























DO 70 I-1,NX 
G~APH( t d )-44 
CONT 1 t:lJ[ 
NOW PRINT Ttll GRAPH 
nO l~ O 11_1,111+1 
'----
O~ 120 JJ • 1,~X.t 
Ir(GtIA ~H(JI·JJ).rO.O)G~APH(11'JJ)·48 
caNTll, lI E 
DU 200 I:ot'Nl'+l 
I I ::It. y ... t 1>~ 
w~tT(3iluOO)(GRAPH(lt'K)'K·l,NX+S) 
rOkHA.T<l:'-,lJ li Cl) 
CONTI NU f 
C--i 
p~I N T (lU T ~H a pH DATA 
~~IT~(JJl0 00 )J.x~IN'XHAx.xrACT'Y~IN'YHA •• Yr.CT'N08S 
r OR~AT( " 61 1A~ t l or VAnlAOLE".I4." vs. R~SIOUALS ·,1 
-" X -A X J ~ ~! J urIOS AkEI",r12,6.1~lr12,6," x INCREMENT 
.. M Y"AXI S f.!lU ' ·DS ARr Itt.f12.6,)X.ft2,6," Y INCPE!'4fNT 








~ J '--~ "---oJ 
R 0100 PATCH 
R OIO~ PATCH 
R OIOS PATCH 
R 01\0 ' PA'TCH 
q I)!!~ ~ATCI-i 
R O!16 PATCH 
q 0116 PATCH 
R 01:'2 PAT(ii 
R Ot?~ PHCii 
It (1140 ploTCI't 
R OlQl PHCrl 
R 0141\ PATC"i 
R J150 "'ArcH 
R OIT? PATCH 
R (1 7 ) PAYC"i 
n \)!73 PATet! 
A 0173 PATCH 
R 0191 PATrH 
R 019f1 PATCH 
R OI'H' PATCIt 
n O\'Ib PATe.! 
R OlQfI PATcH 
R IH96 rATeH 
n U?, OI PATCH 
., 1 !'I 221 LOtlr. 
'---' --..; ----' 
................. -............. -......................................... -.... -_ ........ -.... --_.-....••..•.•..•.•.••.••.. _ . 
• 
SUBROUT1NE MAXMIN (At"'RMAX.R~IN) OO~~OOOO n O~?O PATelt 
START or SlLy.(~T •••••••••• 8 
OIMENSION A(tI) n 0(100 PATCH 
FHIA X .·1 E: 40 R O~lOO fo!ATCI1 
RMINa1£40 n O~O? PATCH 
DO 100 J-1.N • o~os PATCI! 
Ir(A(J).Gr.RMAX)R~AX.A(J) R 0010 PATCl1 
IF('(J).lT.HMIN)RMl~.A(J) " O~t 1 5 "'.>ITCH 100 CONTINU[ R ilt) ;> () P.TCtl 
RHAX • IfIX(lfHAX+l) " Oll ;> 1 pI-Teli RHJN • IF!XCKH[N"I) r- Ut:?) PATlH 
RE T lIR ~j R 0 (' ?~:. ... .ATeH 
(NO R U\l ?~ PA TC tl 
SEGMENT 8 [ S ]9 l nNt~ 
,J ._ •••• __ ._ •• ___ ._._ ...... _ •• _ •••••••• __ ••••• _ ............................ _ ...... _ •• __ •••••• _._ •• __ •••••• _ •••••••••••••••••• 
J 
999~q999 R Ul'1h PA TCf1 
SrG"'(~T • IS 80 l. tI .... '. . ~ , Sf GMt ~, ,, 10 1~ 29 l Utl(. 
':it" (j,",ll\' T II 1 S J Jd I ntH, 
STiRT rlf SE~~f""T •••••••••• I? 
v SfCI"[ ''IT 1 ? 15 Ib L£1f'.1h 
Nu"~ER OF CARo5 • 366 CORE ME~ORY ~ I.LOCAT(ON = a~12 w O~115. 
'. 
" 















'----' L.-.J '- ~ '----' '-----' ---..... 





















..... --.................. _- ............ . 
MULTIPLE LINLAR REGRESS[ON • INPUT PHASE 
----------_.-... ------_ .. _._----------.. 
RECORO'30 
"---.J '----J ... '----J ~ 
















START •••••••••• 0' S[G~[NT 
00007000 T 
















CUMHn~ II' Rl(3Q.30), R2(30). R3(30). R4 
C O~:~O" " PLO Tp QU~DRT(6.7)JRSUBO 
CGHHnN COEff(30).f<SCU.Norp'OEPI20)'OPGRPHC20,.SaGRArc,0.loOI 
OIH[NS I ON X(6U.30 ).N~H[(10) • SQUVN(10) 
RriD (2, 100) NU8~'NVAR'NSQU.~O(P 
r ORM ,H (QI~) 
Rf~D (2,1 ~O) ~AHE 
rQ fOoI AT (1 01.6; 
wEAD ( 2,200) (SQuV~(I).I.t'NSQU). 
;O RMAT ( 613 ) 
Rf1.0 12 .11 0) 10(PI[I.[ol'NO[PI 
r(JkH AT ( 20 fJ-O) 
REIO 12.115) 10PGRPHII).I.I.NOEP' 
f Of<H A1I2C>I) 
,R ITrll. 9531 
r ORHA III Ox'" '[RSONALITY- CORR£LAT£S TO PERrO"MANC[ UNO[R STRESS·.IO 
· X_ "H.P'L f.H~~~N ".II) 
i-if1 ITE: (3. 9 58) 
f OR HAT (t OX '"ORIGINAL OATA ~ATRIX·./ 
WklTEC).95l1) 
000 08 000 






f ORHAT (3x." Ues .No.","pr/A"lX,"pr/B",lx.·pr/C·'lx.·~r/[·.lX.·pr/r" 
-.lX.hPf/G~,lx,"pr/H",lx,·pr/T·.lx."pr/L·.lx,·pr/H·'lx,·pr/N",lx'-'" 
·f/O",l X, "? IO l".lX,"pra2"'lX,"P/Q3",tX,"P/Q4-.1X,"STAT[","TRAIT",lx 
·,"INT.",lx,"AGE",2X."EXP.",lX."SCORr") 
n(J 10 K· l. ,.;Ot,S 
READ (2.2S0) ( X{K,J),J-l,NVAR) 
f ORM" (II O, 19f5.0,lox.lfS.Q) 
WkIT[ (),955) K. (X(K.J).J.t.NVAR) 
r ORMAl (1 ~r3 . 0 '6X'lf3.0) 
O[PVAR c X(K.NVAR) 
I-I 
DO 20 J • 1. NVA~ 
Ir I J.NE.SCUVNII» GO TO 20 
x{Kd) • xCK.J) 
XCK,l+NSQU) • X(K.J) •• 2 
hI.-1 
CONT [/WE 
J • 2*,..SQ U 
DO 30 M-t.NSQU -I 
DO 4U N • H+l,NSQU 
J • J .. 1 
x (Y..JI • X(K.H) 0 XCK.N) 
CONTINUE 
CONTINUE 
X(K_J+l) • OEPVAR 
CONTINUE 
NVAR • J + 1 










000 230 00 
001)211000 














































































































































PA 1 01 
'----' ~ --' -' 
UNlvtRSITy or NATAL 
, ---' --...I . .... 
~61 ~ 
111 p, -<I 
t1 ~ • 












00 45 J • I.NOBS 




C···· NOW . CALL THE SUBROUTINE THAT ODES ALL THE LINEAR REGftESSING 
C.LL REGRI 
C •••• REAO THE or VALUES" rOR VARIA8LES II) TO ENTER. & (2) TO LEAVE 
C THE REGRESS[UN Eou.T[ON' .NO .N OPTION TO PRINT THE RESIOUAlS, 
R£AD (2.l 00 .lN o·50Ir[N.rOuT.IRES'NPLOT 
laO rURHAT(2rl0,~'2J2) 
kkITE (3,]Qul) 
3001 r OR HAT ( 10X'- MUlT[PLE CUAORATIC REGRESS[ON") 
joj /( IT[ (3_ 3002) 
3002 rG~HAT (10K,h.--.-.---•• -~.---••• •••• -.-•••• ) 
C~LL REG R2 ( fI N. rouT, tRES 
SlOP 
50 C~ lL R(GR2 ( 0.0, 0.0. 1 ) 
C····-NGW START ~l~TTING 
~ H ITE(),9000) cc orr r(J),t-l,NVAR) 
9000 rURMAT(rT.~,III) 
/o1(INa:2*"ISau 
ou 61 Jal .tISU U 
a~A O RT(J'J )a CU (rr(J+NSQU) 
00 62 KaJ ,'ISUU- l 
HEltl • HEUHl 
OUA O~ T (J,K+l).COErrCHEIN) 
62 COrl TJrl u E 
'61 COtll1 fl UE 
00 7000 Ja U, NSQU 
WRITE ( l.9001)(CUAORTIJ.[)'lol'NSOU) 
1000 CONTINUE 
9001 rORR.T (r7.4) 
C····· DRAW Ot lE GR.P H rOR EACH COHBINATION or VARIABLES 
DO 63 Hlll ,NS CJU -l 
DO 64 NUH.l ' ~S QU 
C--··-140~ J N ITI~T[ fOR THE GRAP~S 
OU 65 1-1 ,50 
00 66 J-ldOU 
~Of;nAf'( I' J)." .. 
S!JGHAr (l'J)· ...... 
SQr,RAf{~O.J )-"-" 
SUGHAF{ I f I)."." 
SU GRAfCI ·1 00)·" .w 
66 CONTltHlt 
65 COtHlfW E 
C·····OR •• ALL TtlE SELECTED ~ESPON5E lEVELS IN ONE IAAP" 
00 67 l.l.t~OlP 
C······O,, £ LOOP r oH (ACH GRAPH 
DO 68 I< • 1 d 00 
x2 • flOAt<I</IO) 
c·····r[ NO THE ROUI S, OEP.x2 IS GIVEN. rIND XI 
C« ASUUO · O£P([)+COErr(N)+X2.0UAORTIN.N)*CX2**2»/IUAORTCM,M) 
n -(C O [f r(M). (IUA DAT(H.h)t~2)/OUAORT(H'M) 
Ol SCRI: Su2"4-C 
C·.···C h[C . r OR CU - PLEx ROOTS 
[f (UI'CR .LT· O) GO To 68 
TE R~ r.: .. a /2 
C OHP . SOR T( O l ~ CR)/2 
C· · ···C HECK Ir THE HOO TS ARE OUTS[DE THE GRAPH BOUNDARIES 
00 69 2-0 •• 2 ·.2. 
yPOS.IFI x«T fHHtCOHP t(Z-t.»·5.+0.5) 
If «YPOS.lT.O).OR.(YPOS.Gt.50» GO TO 69 
C·····r[ LL CH'PH AI'RA, (SUGR .r) wITH RESpONSE·S'.80lS IOPORp", 
SOGRAf(YPOS.~)·OPGRPH(t) 





























































































































































































_ " ... , 
















'-- "------,-- '-- L-- . L-- l--.i l--.i c:.....:J ............ ~ "---J ~ ~ '----' ~ ~-' 
68 CONTINUE R 0549 PATCH 
67 CONTlNU( R 0550 PUCH 
wRITr c)'3000) R 0551 PATCH 
3000 rORI'UT("l") R 0555 PATCH 
C·····PkINT THt GR~PH R 0555 PATCH 
00 70 K-t,50 R 0~55 PATCH 
.O( -50"K.t R 0560 PATCH 
oRITE ().750) (SOGRAr(KK'L).LOI'100) R 0562 PATCH 
750 rORMAl( 15xJtOOAU R 05e5 PA TeH 
70 CU~T I/l u E A . oses PATCH 
c·····~ R ITr. fHC GR~PH·COMH£NT A 05e5 PATCH 
loddlE (3,751) H A 0~e5 PATCH 
751 FOR"AT(15x'"MESPONS( SURrACE or VARIA8LE -.ft.-ON THE ,-AXIS.) R 0~95 PAT CH 
S[lHENT 2 IS 125 LONG 
III RlTf.C3,752) N R 0596 PATCH 
752 r OR MAT(31 x."AND VARIABLE -.If.- ON TH[ x-AxIS-I) R 0605 PATCH 
wlHT£ (317S3) R 0606 PATCH 
753 . on" ,r(15x'"'[Y TO CONTOUR HrIGHTS (RESPONSE LEvELS).") R 0609 ,. TCN 
kk ITE (),754](DPGRPI1(1),I-l,NOEP) R 0610 PA TCH 
75, r ORHAT (15X,"SYHBULS.".20,5) A 0632 PATCH 
WHITE (),755)l OEP(1).I-l,NOrp) R 0632 PATCI! 
755. r OR ~.t (15XJ"~ESP,L.I"J2015) R 0654 PATeH 
64 COIlTINliE R 065' PATCH 
63 CQNTItWE R 0'5' PATCH 
51U. 00036000 T 0655 
[NO 00037000 T 0657 
C 0003~000 T 0657 
C 00039000 T 0657 




C··· MULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION· 'HASE I 
e 
CONNON NVAR. R(30.30). XBARC10). SIGHAelO). OBS 
DIH[NSION XC30). NAMECIO) 
READ (t"O) NUBS, NVAR' NAME 
QbS - NOBS 
no 2 J-t ,N'{AR 
)(8ARCJ)-O. 
00 2 Kal'NVAH 
2 fdJ.K)-O. 
00 3 lel.NOBS 
READ ct"l) x 
no 4 J a l'NVAI1 
XbAn(J)a XBARCJ).XeJ) 
DO 4 t< at.J 
R(J_Kl· K(J.K)·X(J)·X(K) 
4 ~( K .J)- fHJ'K) 
3 C t; tHI~lU £ 
GO :5 J"l.~jV"'H 
5 SIGNA(J),SORT(RCJ.J)·XBAR(J).XBAReJ)/OBS) 
O.U 6 J-t '~jVA k 
00 6 f(-l'J 
RCJ'K)·(I«J'<)·XBAR(J)·XBAR(K)/ORS)/CSIG"ACJ)-SIGHACK)) 
6 IH ~ , .n .::1.:( J tlO 
------ -
START or S[G~[HT •••••••••• 






































00054 0 00 
n 00 5~ O oO 
0005 (-'0 00 
(10 0 57 0 00 
o005 nO oO 
Of'O S'/ u no 
00000 000 
0006tOOO 
0006 ;<1 000 
OOOblUOO 






















L--. L----- c..- ' L- L...-; L-J c:..J c....J • , - . ~ ~ ~ I..-.> ~ 
_.OENeSORT(OBS-I.) OOO&~OOO T 0179 
~ ~ 
00 1 J-t'NVAk 00066000 T 0152 
.BAR(J).XBAReJ)/OBS l 00061000 T 0le5 
7 SIGHAeJ).SIGHA(J)/OEH 00066000 T 0195 
.Rlff (3.3000) 00068100 ft 0206 'AtCN 
3000 rORM)'T ( 1f l") R 0210 'ATCN 
~RITE (3'2 00 ) NAHE 00069000 T 0210 
200 r Ok,... ... T e IIx' 10AO 1/ ) 000 7000 0 T 02 23 
... HITED , LlD I) 000 71 00 0 T 022 ] 
201 rO RM'T(I.O·· ~ AR MEAN !TO DEY"1l 0007?000 T- 0227 
wRIT(( ) ,202)(J'XBAR eJ).SIGMA(J)'J_l'NYAR) 00013000 t 022 7 
202 r Oq ~AT(IX,Iij'2rl0.2) 000 74000 T 02~6 
~RlT((3,203 ) 00075000 T 0256 
20] rO A" 'T(IHO" OX' "SIHPLE CORRELATION co-ErfICIENT,·) 00 07hOOO T 0260 
DO 10 J-l.N'III.R oeO/7000 T 026 0 
10 wRtTEC).£ OQ ){J,K,ReJ,K).K-t.NVAR) 000 78 000 T 026 7 
'04 r U~MAT(6{2 14 If~ .4'4X») 00079000 T 0294 
e 'CAll LlhK{k[~R2 ) OOO boOOO T 02 90 
pETURN 00081000 T 02" 
END 0008?000 T 0297 
C 00 08]000 T 0297 
C 00 0S400 0 T 0297 
C 00 08<;000 T 0297 
C OO Obl\OO O T 0297 
C 0008 700 0 T 0297 
C 00 0b8000 T 0291 
C 00089 00 0 T 0291 
HGHENT , IS l07 LDNO 
• 
.... --.. _-.. -......................................•.•....•....•...•...........................••.••••.•.•.•.•••••.•.... 
STARt or S[G~[~T •••••••••• 4 
~UBROUTIN( REGR2 ( fIN' fOUT' IRES ) 00090000 T 0000 
c··· HULTIPLE LINEAR REGRESSION - PHASE 2 00091000 T 0000 
CUMJ040N NVAH' RIJ(30.30). XA'R(30)' 510HA(301. DBS 00092000 T 0000 
COMMON NPLUT • COErr(30) 00092100 R 0000 'ATCH DIH[NSIUN SIGB(30)' B(30). TO(30). OATA(301 00093000 T 0000 
.J nIHENSION RPcOTCIOOO) 0009]100 R 0000 'ATCH 
e 00094 000 T 000 0 
NINOV·N'~'AR ·l OOO '~OOO T 000 0 
~ NUBs -n BS 0009,000 T 000 2 
C PHASE 2 . pERfORH STEP.ISE CALCULATIONS AND 'ftIHT ftE5ULTS. 000 ' 700 0 T oe0 2 
C UlHEtiSIONS 000 98000 T 0002 
.J C It<l'' AllIE 00099000 T 0002 
DO 190 I-l,N VAR 00100000 T 000 0 
51 GfH n_o.o 00101 00 0 T 0010 
190 HCll·O.O 001 0,00 0 T 0 (1 1] 
U£N T-O 001 03000 T 0015 
aF"' o~ S -t.o (, 010'000 T 0016 
"SHP'-I OOIO~OOO T 0019 
C TkAMir OH H SIGMA vECTOR fROM STAHOARO DEYIATIONS TO SQUARt 00l06COO T 0019 
C ROOTS or SUM. or SQUARES. 00107000 T 0019 
v otJ 310 t-t_N'HR OOIOHOOO T 0020 
310 SIGHA(I)'SIGMA(II'SQRTCOBS"I.O) OOloqOoO T 002 8 
C 0011(1000 T 0039 
~ C 9EGI~ ST Ep NUMA£R NST(P. 00111000 T 00]9 
?OO NS T E P~NSTEP.l 0011? OO O T 0 04 1 
WtdT£ (JI)OO O) 0011?1 00 R 0042 PATCH 
' ..... 












































SIOEE- SQRTIRIJINVAR'NVAR)/DF) • SIGMACNVAR) 
or-or-t.o 
IrI Or)IOIO.1010.205 
VMINJlO . Q 
VHAX · O.O 
U I tlaO 
r l" o HIN IMUM VARIANCE CONIRIBUTION or VARIABl£S IN REGRESSION 
[ OU'T I ON . rll ,O MA XIMUM VARIANCE CONTRIBUTION or VARIABLES 
NUT t Il HEGRE 5Sl 0N EQUATION. 
00 100 l - l , NI NOV 
Ir( ~ I J (I · I) - · 00 1)300.300·210 
vI. RtJ , t. NVAk )*RIJ(N vAR.t)/nIJ(t.I) 
tf ( V I) 2~O I 3 0u ' 22 0 
t f( Vl· VMAX})UO .] OO ,230 
VtlAXcV I 
NHAXa I 
GO TO 300 
u l t~. tj f Hi-I 
I D( tj l N)- r 
COMP UTE REGRE SSION CoEFrlCIENT ANO ITS STANDARD D£VIATION' 
~(N I N' · R IJII·NVAR)·SIGHA(NVAR)/SIGHA(I) 
S I G~(N I N'· SI O EE · SQRIIRIJII.I))/SIGHA(I) 
Ir ( V t~IN)2501 ~60.1 0 00 
Tf( Vt-V~ I N )j UO .300·260 
VI11 NIro Vy 
NM I N- I 
CDIH INU [ 
, f Ch I N)1 000, 46 0,400 
COMP uTE CONS IA NI TERM ' 
RS U B O ~XeAR CN YA R) ~ 
DO 410 I - l'NIN 
J -t O( J ) . 
R SU U O a B S U~O-b (I) .X eAR(J) 
t f ( ~ENT )1 000 ' ~B O , 420 
ouTp uT r OR VAR IABLE ADO£D 
"N J TE( 3 1 5 7}N~ T£P '~ 
r OR" , T 1 "05 Tf" NU MBER "ot~oIGXO"ENT£R VARIARLE -,If) 
~A I TE( ) 1 5 8) SI U [ E 
f ~H M AT (" STA 'iUAA D tRAOR or tSTIMA,t.·"lt." 
R-S QR TC 1. 0-RI J( NVA R'NVAR» 
\ljR ITf() ,5Q ) R 
59 r ORMA T( " MULtIPLE CORRELATION CorrflCIENT .·.r6,3) 
IOf N= OBS-O f -'. O 
IO f Oa Of +1. 0 
c···---···-------·------------··--····----···--·--····-_ .............. . 
C [ XPR r SS GOOOI,[ SS OF FIT AS pERCENIAGE-,IT. GiVING THE RATIO Or 
C SUNS or SOUlh ES DuE TO REGRESSION VE~SUS THE IOTAL SUH Of SQUARES 
c----~ - -·-----·--·---~·u.-.-... -.-.. --.-.. -.--.-.. -........ _-......... . 
66 
nr c ( R* *2). l OO 
>k ITE 13. 66 ) fll 
r ORMA T (I .X, " uU QONESS OF FITt",ra ••• "I") 
WRI TE(3,6 ri ) B~UBD 
60 F DR ~ A T(" CON~ :ANT T£RH- w,r12 •• ) 







001170 00 T 
0011 600 0 T 
00 119 000 T 
00 120000 
0 0 1 t: l 00 CJ 
OOI ~ ? OO O 
0017300 0 
OOl LtlOO O 
001 2500 0 
0012 600 0 
nOl 2700 0 
001 20000 
001 2900 0 
0 0 1 3000 0 
00131 00 0 
0013 200 0 
0013 3000 
00 130 000 
OQI3 500 0 
0013bOO O 
00 I H OO O 
00 I H OOO 
001 3900 0 
0014000 0 
00 1'1 00 0 
00147 00 0 
00143 00.0 
OOlq.Q !JO O 
00 14 500 0 
0 0 11 f: 0 00 
001 4 700 0 
0 0 l ~euo O 
00149 00 0 
001 5000 0 
001 !'1 00 D 
001 5?000 
0015 300 0 
00154 00 0 
00155 00 0 
001560 00 
0015 ·, 00 0 
0015 ~ OOO 
0015,0 00 
0016 000 0 
00lb10 00 
00162 000 
























































0 06 ~ 
006 5 





















































61 f ORHA T C) x,"V A R ",5 x '"COErr".~X'"STO O[V-.4~f·F·AATIO"'IX.·8£TA 
-ff " ) 
COEOOlb. OOO R 02 5 ' PATCH 
R 0255 PAICH 
62 
W' IIE ( 3.6 2 ) 
f ORMA T (2 )X ,~CO[rF"'2X."VAR.CONTR·) 
00 .11)0 I-tlNIN 
J · l n (!) 




0 0 166 0 0 0 
00lb7 00 0 
001 boOOO 
00 16 -1 00 0 
5 IS 1\7 LO~G 
T 02 55 
R 02 58 PATCH 
T 02 59 
T 0264 
T 02 ~ 6 






















'------' L-- '---' '------' ~ '- =---:J 
c-·~····-···-·········-········-··--·················· .....•••.•...•.•. 
C INSTEAD Dr USING THE RAM T-VALUE uSE T T-SOU. AS '-RATIo rOR THE 
C SIGNIfICANCE Of THE CONTRIBUTION or VARIABLES TO THE ovERALL rlT 
c····_----------------------------------------···--·-· ............... . 
430 
63 
rar •• 2 
WkIT[ ll ,63)IOI I). OII ).S IGBII).T'RIJ(J'NVA R) 








c orr r(J)I:~(I) 
CCHPIJTE r L( V[l f OH HINJ~UH VARIANCE COHTRIAUTIQN VARIA8LE 
IN ~(CRESS I UI' E~UA Tl nN. 
rL fVl~V~l r'·Ur/~ IJ( NVAn ' NVAR) 
rf<r OU T·fL(VL}460 'Q 60,450 
l'ITI.L1ZE f nR REHnVAL Of VARIABLE K FROM EOttAlION. 
j( :r. ~; 1-4 I '1 
N[H Tc. (t 
nf·nrt2,O 
GO TO 500 
' O"PII T£ f LEvEL rOR MAXIMuM VARIANCE CONTRIRUTION VARIABLE 
~j O T IN [OUATlOtl. 
flEVL·V~AX·O·/(RIJ(NVARfHVAR)·VHAX) 
t f CflEVl -fIN}600,600,q7a 
C . 
470 
I . IT I'LIZE f OR ENTRY Of VARIABLE K INTO EQUATION' 






(,i..: TO JOO 
ou1p uT f OR VARIABLE DELETED 
WR IT(3J6~)N~TE PIK . 
f LRHAT("OS TE" NUMBER ·'ll.IOx.·OE~ETE VARIA8LE ·'12) 
GO TO 42~ 
e uP O'lE HATRI' 
e 
500 STOEE-I. O/ RIJIK •• ) 
00 540 I ·l'~JVAR 
If(I - K)510,5 40 .S10 
~10 00 530 J-l,!/ VAR 
t f (J- K)S20,S30 ,520 
520 RIJII. J).R IJII.J)-RIJ(I.K)'RIJ(K.J)'STDE[ 
530 CONi nw[ 
5.0 CONTINUE 
Du 5t.O J-l' Nv AR 
!f(J-K)5 50 '5·0.5'0 
550 RIJCK,J).nIJ(K'J).STO[[ 
560 CON TIN UE 
DO 5eo I -I ,N IJA R 
IF(1- K) 570.5 b O.570 
570 RIJII.r.)'·RIJI!.K)*STOEE 
580 CON TI NU E 
AIJ(P(,I()It.STOt:.( 
GO TO 200 
600 Jf{I R [ S ) 6 tO.~40.610 
e PH INT RESIDUALS 
610 rfAI.I2 
", fdH (),30QU) 
\ifiJH(3 ~ 6 7) 
67 f~RHA TI" O OBS ACTUAL ESTIMATE 
DU 630 K.l .~l tlB S 
RlAO (I"K) IUATA(I). i'I'NVAR) 
( S t- ilSUBO 
DO 620 I-t'Nlt, 
J. I oct ) 
620 fSf-rsr" AeJ)·UATA(J) 
RlS I Da UATACII VAR)-£ST 
RESIDUAL") 
~ '------' 
00169050 ft 0261 




00170000 T 0211 
00171000 R 029 6 
00171100 R 0298 
001'20 00 T OlOI 
001 7300 0 T . 03 01 
0017, 000 T 030l 
0017~000 T OlIl 
001 7.000 T 0311 
00177000 T 0314 
00178000 T Olll 
00179 000 T 0315 
0016 0000 T 0318 
00161000 T Oll8 
001 8100 0 T 0318 
00163U OO T 0320 
OOl& qOOO T 0328 
.00 185000 T 0329 
0018 6000 T 0332 
00 167 000 T 0312 
0016'000 T Olll 
00 16900 0 T 0131 
20 19000Q_ T OlJ5 
001 9100 0 T Oll7 
-filit9l 000--T OJ47 
0019 JOO O T 0141 
0019.000 T 01,7 
00195 000 T OJ.8 
00196000 T OJ5' 
001 97000 T 01 61 
00I 9BOOO T OJ65 
00199000 T 0371 
0020 000 0 T OJ75 
0020 1000 T 039' 
002010 00 T 0396 
002 0 30 00 T OJ96 
0020.0 00 T 0' 02 
002 0500 0 T 0' 06 
002 06000 T 0416 
00207000 T 04t6 
0020000 0 T 0'22 
00209000 T 0.26 
00 210 00 0 T 0'37 
a0211000 T 0'17 
00212 00 0 T 0"2 
0021)000 T 0.42 
00 2 1QO OO T 04~4 
0021'000 T 0441 
0 0216000 T 0447 
00216100 R 0 •• 7 
002 17000 T 0' 51 
00218000 T 0'55 
00219000 T 045 5 
002~0000 T O~ 60 
002 ? I COO T 0.79 
0022?OOO T O ~7 9 
0 022]UOO T 04 85 
OO?2~OOn T 04ee 
























'-- '-- -- .-- '----' I '-......J ~ I-...J ~ .~ --' --' 
-fiPLOT CKlaRESIO 00225100 II 04,. 'ATCH 
HRITECl.68)K·OATACNVAR).EST.R[SIO 00226000 T 0496 
68 fORHATC" -.14.3rI2.2) 00221000 T 05U 
610 CONTINUE 0022'000 T 0515 
If ( NP LOT.EO·I) CALL PLOTCRPLOT'NVAII.NOeS) 0022ft100 R 0515 'ATtH e-·- NORM'L END uf PROGRAH 0022. 00 0 T 0520 
640 RETURN 002.10000 R 052 1 'ATCH 
10 00 C'LL ERROR(1) 00211 00 0 T 05H 
1010 CALL [RROR(2) 00237000 T 0525 
1020 CALL [RROR(1) 002 31 00 0 T· 0 5 2b 
END 00 21. 000 T 0526 
HOME NT 4 1 S 552 LOHG 
•••••••••••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• - •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• J ••••••• 
STAAT or SEGMENT 
SUBROuTINE ENRORC I I 00235000 
GO TO CIO. 20. 30). I 00236000 
10 HRITE C3'100) 00211000 
100 fORH.T ("OER"OR ••• HIN' NENT' VHIN' NCONS' OR NTIIAN IS NEGATIVE, 0023,000 
'CHECK fOR EN kOR ON PARAMETER CARDS· ) 00219 000 
STOp · 002'0000 
'0 HR IT[ C3.20 0 ) 002'1000 
200 f O~HA T (" OER-O R ••• DEGREES or FRErOOM • 0, EITHER ADO MORE OBSERv002'2000 
"TIONS OR DELETE ONE OR HORE INOEPENOANT VARIABLE," I " SAMPLE SIZ002'30 00 
.[ HU ST [ XeEEU NUMBER Of INOEPENOANT VARIABLES BY AT LEAST 2,") 002"000 
sTOP 002'5 00 0 
)0' WR I Tf () _ 300 ) 00246000 
loo f ORMAT C" OER"OR ••• r LEVEL fOR INCOMINO VARIABLE IS LESS THAN r L[002'1 00 0 





















6 IS ]0 LONG 











c....:J ~ .., '----- ~ ~ ~ ~ '---
co·';;oo·I/OW riND THE HAIMUM AND ·OINIMUN or ~ 
CALL HAXMINCX'NoeS'XHAX,XHtN) 
xrACT o cxHAX-XHIN1/CNX-11 c···· INIT I ALISE GRAPH 
00 40 r-t, NX ·1 
00 110 Kat'NY.l 
~O GRAPH (K d)a U 
c···· PL OT POIN TS 
no 100 l - l, NUUS 
NXPCS .I FIX«X (t)-XHIN)/XFACT+O.!).t 
NYP OS- l rl x «Y (I )-YHIN)/VFACT+O . 5).t 
GHAPH(NYPOS",X POS).GRAPH(NYPOS,NXPOS).t 
100 CONTI fWE 
c···· f- Ul I tl x ,\ HO Y AxES 
oU 60 t _l,NY 
GRAPH <I Ii h 13 
60 CONT JlIU ( 
DO 70 1. 1 , fj x 
GR.A P!i( 1 , I )a44 
70 CuN T I :~\JE 
c···· fl OW PR I NT THE GRAPH 
no "0 I I _ l ,I'I Y+l 
00 120 JJ • I,NX+l 
I r CGRAP HCII.JJ).Ea.01QRAPHCII'JJ1.48 
120 COIH JNU E 
00 200 I - t ,N Y· t 
i 1I:: IIY- I . 2 
"RI TEC3 . 1000 1CGRAPHCII.K).K.I . NX'11 
1000 r OH HA1C I XoI3 C> Cll 
20n CON TINuE • C .... • • PtdN T ouT GRAPH DAtA 
WR I T[(3 , 2000 lJ, XHIN, XHAX,XrACT'YHIN,YHAX.VrACT'NOBS 
2000' f ORMA T(" ' GHAI"H Of VARIA~LE".t.'" VS. A[SIOUAlS "II 
~ · ~X J S BDUhUS AREI".f12.6,3X.f12.6," X INCREMENT .-.rI2.al 
-" ya AX IS BOU ~ O S AREI"'f1216.3X'f12.6,- Y INCREMENT .-'rI2.al 
-" NO. Of OBSl RVATJO NS • ",t4' 
500 CON TI NUE 
RETU RN 
( NO 
c..J ------R 0042 
R 00<2 
R 00 .. 
R 0046 
R 0001 
R 0 0 53 
R 000 0 
R 006 5 
R 006 7 
R 0072 
R 0078 
R 006 . 
R 0094 
R 009 5 
R 009 5 
R 01 00 
R 0105 























S£GMENT 7 (S 
















































~' ....... . ........ ....... -.. -.......................•.........•....•....•..............................•.•.•...•....•.•••.... ~ 
.J \.. . 
SUBROuTINE MAX" iN ( A' N'R MAX'RMIN) C05 00000 R 0220 
START or SEGMENT •••••••••• PATCH 9 
OII<£NSION ~crD R 0000 PATCH 
RHA X· - 1E 40 R 0000 PATCH 




J 00 100 J s l'N R 00 05 . PATCH W ~ i 
Ir(A(J).GT.R~AX)R HAX .A(J ) R 00 10 PATCH 
IfC A(Jl.LT.RMINlRH I N.AC J I R 0015 PA TeH ~. 
100 C O~J T I tJu E R U0 20 PA. TCH 
RM AX • Ifr X(HHAX+ l ) R 002 1 PATCH 
J 
RH I N • IFIX( hHI N-l ) R 00 23 PAT C H 
J RETU RN R 0 02 5 PATCH ~ 
rN O R 001 6 PATCH 
SrGHENT 9 I S 3y LON G 
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Person81itv Varl~ 
~ 
• RfSERV(D/OUT6DI~ (J 
B SCHOLASTIC MENTAL CAPACITY C, 
t EgO STRENGTH C' , DOMINANCE C, 
F SOBERlI~L5JLV£ C' 
• SUPERE GO STRENGTH I< 
H SKY/,JEJrjTUR(SO~ C" 
t TOUGH/TE~D(R-"INDED (I 
l TRUSTI NG/SUSP ICIOUS C, 
" PRACTICAL/IKAGIHATfV[ C: 
• ARTLESS/SHREWD (: 
0 corIfIDUIT/APPREH[HSM C: 
Q1 CONS[RVATIV[/~tCA~ c: 
Q2 SELF-SurriCIENCY c: 
Q3 SrLr-COHDEPT CONTRQl C: 
Q' R£LAXED/OV(RWROUGKr i: 
'-T - TRAIT_ANXIETY (J 
A-St .. STATE_ANXIETY C: 
ItITEl1.t6ENCE (RAVEN'. Pm ) C: 
